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Swnmary
When studying the deformation behaviour of glassy polymers, a distinction can
be made between the linear viscoelastic region, the nonlinear viscoela.o;tic response
and the yield behaviour at high stress levels. The linear viscoelastic deforrnation
is adequately described using linear response theory, resulting in the well known
Boltzmann single integral representation. The non-linear regime has been, and
still is, an active field of research and a large number of theories have been put
forward. Most of these theories aim at a one-dimensional description of the non·
linear behaviour at moderate strain, often for a special deformation mode like for
instance creep. Yield of polymer materials is classically described by using yield
criteria, of which the pressure and rate-dependent Von Mises criterion seems to
be most successful. After yielding, strain hardening sets in, sometimes preceded
by intrinsic strain softening.
In this thesis, an attempt is made to combine all these aspects of the deforma.tion behaviour of polymer glasses into a single constitutive equation. To
this extent, the "time-stress superposition principle" is invoked, sometimes referred to as a "stress clock", which states that the main influence of stress is to
change all relaxation times in a similar way, Le. to alter the intrinsic time scale
of the material. This is analogous to the well known "time-temperature superposition" , according to which all relaxation times depend equally on temperature.
This nonlinear influence of stress on the deformation behaviour, originating from
stress-biased segmental diffusion, is quantitatively described by the Eyring theory,
which defines to what extent the relaJ.:;ation times change as a function of stress.
The applica.bility of time-stress superposition is demonstrated for polycarbonaw,
that can be considered as a relatively simple model system since it has only a
single molecular mechanism active from room temperature to the glass-transition
temperature. It is shown that the complete nonlinear viscoela..'ltic behaviour of
polycarbonate, including rate-dependent "yield" behaviour, is determined by the
linear relaxation time spectrum combined with a single nonlinearity parameter,
which emerges from the Eyring theory, the so-called "activation volume". In essence, the applicability of time-stress superposition stat.es that "yielding" Can be
envisaged as a stress-induced glass transition.

x

Stll11mary

The strain-hardening response of polycarbonate was inv~~stiKated hy rnean~ of
large homogeneous deformat.ions above and below the glasii-t.ransitio!l Lctlllwrat.lIHL To ensure homogeneous bch,wiour below the glas~'-transition t,('mp~~ra(,lln~
during nl(~(:hanieal testing at large strains, th~) samples wpn) (:()ndiLiu[)eri rtl!)chanically, prioT t.o t~,t>t,ing. DHring this conditioning t.edllliquc, wllsistillK of large
to anri fro t.orsion of tJ't(~ cylindrical specimen, intrinsic stwin soft.eniug, which i1-l
the main cause for ~tra;n localisation, proceeds IIp to a saturation kvcl. Upon
reloading, t.he material docs not. soften anymore, resultinK in a h()rnog('neoll~ d(~
formation, even lInd(~r tensile loading.
Using the preconditioned polycarbonate samples, it. was shown CXlwrimentally
that the st.rain hardening re15ponse of polycarhonate at room temperature, in lIni ..
axial tensile and compression, and in shear deformation, is accurat.ely described
by neo-Hookean behaviour, with a (shear) modulus G = 26 MPa. Neo-Hookeall
behaviour was observed up to fracture, which occurred at draw ratio::> ,\ = ~~ in
uniaxial tensile deformation. In partinIlar) no upswing in ~Mess, indi(:ative for a
finite e.xt.ensibility (maximum draw ratio) of t.he entanglement. netwm·k, WM ob·
::;erved. The temperature dependence of the strain-hardening [nodulus below ch~
gla::ls-transition t.emperature corresponds to the tp.mperature dep~n(h~nce of (,he
"plateau modulus", as observed with mechanical spcct.roseopy aboV(: t.h(~ glasst.ramlition tempcra,ture. This indicate~ that strain hardening in glassy polym(~r~
rf~sult.::; from a rubber-elastic response of t.h(~ (mtanglemcnt nd.work.
To combine all these a~pects of the deformation behaviour of gl91:ibY polyrn(~r::;
into a sin!:l;lc constitutive equation, a basic model, a so-ea.lled "Leo nov mode", is
pf(~se.nt.ed. A single Leonov mode is a Maxwell model employing a relaxation time
that is c\cpendfmt on an equivalent. stress proport.ional to the Von Mise::; ::;tl"ess.
Furthermore, a L(~onov mode correctly separates the (ela~t.ic) hy(h·ostati(: and (vismdastic) deviatoric St.H)S::; re:oponse and accounts for the geometrical complexit.ies
associated wit.h simultaneous finite elastic and plastic deformations. Sllln,ettuent.ly,
this Leonov mode is combined into a "multi-mode" expression that. if; able to describe t.he bimodal spectrum of relaxation times which rules the complete deformation hdlaviour of polymer glasses. It is demonstrated th,~t the rnodd is ablp t.o
J.escrib~ the t.hree.dimensional, finite non-linear viscoelastic behaviour of polywrbonate in creep, stretls relaxation and tensile experiment.s, incluuing ~traiIl"rate
dep~ndent yield behaviour. It is also capahle of describing three·Jinwnsional as·
pects of t.he strain-hardening behaviour, such as t.he developmpnt of anisotropy
duriug plastic flow.
The present rcst~areh establishes t.he linear shear r(~laxatiull time sp()ct.mm
as the key quantity, determining the nonlinea.r viscoelastic behaviour of gbi':sy
polymers. Deviat.orie ~tress (and temperature) merely distod the time tlca]e, It
shonld h~) noted, however, that mechanical properties in general, a.nd yb;co()la.~t.ie
behaviour especially, are profoundly influenced by physical agillg. It is now well
estahlidled (,hat, Hndm influence of aging) the creep coll1pliam:e curve shitb toward longer time~. All ~arnples llsed in thi~ study, however, had th~·, ~amc aw\

Xl

which by far exceeded the longest times in the experiments. Therefore, to a first
approximation, aging was not taken into account (whiCh causes the model to be
less accura.te for differently aged samples). As opposed to aging, it is also 00.
served that plastic deformation beyond the "yield point" results in a decrease
of the viscosity, leading to intrinsic strain softening. This phenomenon is called
"rejuvenation" and is thought to be the result of mechanically "de-aging" the
sample by plastic deformation. The good agreement between experiments and
predictions for the stress-relaxation experiments, as well a.., the applicability of
time-stress superposition, indicate that, for polycarbonate, rejuvenation effects
are not important for monotonic loading paths up to the "yield stress", and for
loading times which are short relative to the age of the material. Although a
quantitative description of rejuvenation (and aging) at moderate stresses has yet
to be developed, severa.l phenomenological models have been proposed in liter"
ature, that give an adequate description of strain softening in monotone loading
paths after the yield pOint (Boyce et al., 1988; Hasan .et al., 1993). In this thesis,
rejuvenation was not taken into account. Some consequences with respect to
aging and rejuvenation of the modelling strategy applied, are addressed at the
end of the thesis.
An important consequence of the nonlinear flow behaviour of polymers in
general, and polymer glasses speCifically, is their senSitivity to strain localisation.
Strain localisation, loosely defined as amplification of non-homogeneous deformation due to small fluctuations in the stress- Or strain field, manifests itself in the
form of shear bands Or Crazes. Using a brittle polystyrene, it was shown experi"
menta.lly that both, fracture and yield, possess the Sa.me strain-rate dependence.
This given indicates that the occurrence of small deformation zones (micro-shear
bands or "slip pa.tches") is the rate-determining step in craze initiation. This offers a possibility to define a local (time.independent) craze initiation criterion. By
comparing local finite-element calculations, given a specific micro-structure, with
experimental craze studies, this local criterion could be identified and could serve
as a powerful tool in the computer-aided design of new heterogeneous polymer
systems, where the morphology is optimized in such a way that shear yielding
prevails crazing.
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TensoriaI Quantities
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vector
second order tensor
fourth order tensor
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inversion
trace
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A
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

General Introduction

Polymers, as a group of materials, often offer an at.t.ractive compromise between
ease of processability and final mechanical and thermal properties. It is, therefore, not surprising, that, since their introduction in the beginning of this century,
nowadays structural and other applications of polymers have become widespread.
Nevertheless, a thorough understanding of their mechanical behaviour is still lackmg.
There are a number of reasons to strive for a better comprehension of the
deformation behaviour of polymer systems. In case of structural applications, the
need for an adequate description of mechanical properties like creep and stressrelaxation, is obvious. Second, at high stress, polymers are prone to strain localisation, which manifests itself in the form of shear bands and crazes, and which is
often a prelude to failure. In heterogeneous polymer systems, this process of strain
localisation is strongly influenced by the specific micro-structure (morphology),
which determines the local state-of stress and strain. A thorough understanding
of this process is, however, still lacking and researchers in the area of polymer
development have to rely on an empirical approach, characterized by the impossibility to transfer knowledge, obtained in one polymer system, to t.he other.
Utilizing detailed finite element calculations might remOve some of this empiricism, by resolving the complicated interaction bet.ween structure development
and st.rain localisation, and, thereby, determine which aspects of the morphology
govern the localisation process on a mesoscopic scale. However, for this, a proper
constitutive equation, which allows for a quantitative description of the constituent polymers, is essential. Last but not least, an aCCurate continuum mechanical
description would identify the essential material parameters which control the
mechanical behaviour of polymer materials. Relating these parameters to the molecular structure of a. polymer, would open a.n efficient way of developing new
polymers with tailored met.hanical properties.
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Wit.h f(1spect to micro-st.rnct.ure, it is possibl~ t.o di~ti!lguish hd,WE~(>1l :-;(~lHi
crystalline and ilmorphous polymer(;. Semi.crystallinc polyrnE~rs (!;eller;).lJy h~WI~ a
spherulitic structure, consisting of crystallin~ lamellae, separat.(~d by ;'llllOrpholls
)H("l.terial. Consequelltly, ~cn)i-cryst.alline polymers exhibit a complex ddormation
behaviour, which, at this mom~nt., is difficult to d~scribe, especially sinct~ Uw
mcchankal behaviour of the constituent amorphous ami crystalline pha.~(~s is not
understood complet.ely, let it be their mutual interaction I. Therefore, this t.h(~sis
is primarily concerned with amorphous polymers, also called polymer' q[(~.~,~~s.
Th(~ st.ructure of a polymN glass is essentially t.he same as the melt. from which
it solidifies, a.nd ean be envisaged a.'5 a random assembly of covalent bonded chains,
held together by secondary forces, Many aspects of the physica.l and mechanka.l
properties of (glassy) polymers are governed by the comparatively weak :<)ccondary
bonds, and polymers are, therefore, sometimes referred to as "sofL-condcns(~d
matter". An important consequence of the weakness of the secondary Londs is
Lhe considerablf1 thermally (and stress) activated segment,d motion, l"esulting in
eornplicaLed time and temperature dependent mechanical beha.vi our , which is th~
topic of this thesis.

1.2

Deformation Behaviour of Polymer Glasses

In the description of the deformation behaviour of solid polymers, usually a Jistinction is made between the linea.r viscoelastic regime at very low stress, t.h~~
non-linear viscoelastic response at moderate stress, and the yieJrl bd13ViUUl" at
high stress (Ward) 1990). The linear viscoelastic deformation is adequately described using linear r~sponse theory, which results in the well-known Boltzmann
single integral representation. The non-linear regime has been, and still is, an active field of research, and a large number of theories have been put forward, Most
of these theories aim at a one-dimensional description of the non-lineil,r behaviour
at moderat~ strain, often for a special deformation mode like) for instance, ~recp.
An extensivc survey of these theories can be found in the monograph by Ward
(1990). Yield of polymer materials is classically described by using yield criteria,
of which the prcssurc and rate- dependent Von Mises criterion 8cem~ to be most.
successful. After yielding, strain hardening sets in, sometimes prc<:(1ded by intrinsic strain softening. A typkal stress-strain curv~ of an arnorphollr-; polymer,
displaying these features of mechanical behaviour, is depicterl in Figure 1.1. It
should be noted that most of the response, as depicted in Figure 1.1, is highly
nonlinear, since the true linear range for polymers is very small 2 .
1 A nice example of the {;<)mplicat.ed effects which c~n oCCur in semi-crystaJlim! polyrucrs, is
the dramatk embrit.t.lem(lnt of poly [(R)-3-hydroxybutyrateJ upon seconda.ry crystallization, ann
t.hp. rp.latively ~ilIlplc solution, to thjs problilm (De Koning and LemBt.ra, W93),
2For polycarbona.t.e in uniaxial tensile deforlIlation, the critical stress is abollt 1.7 MPa. which
c:orre~pouds to apptoximately U.06% Ht.rain in a normal tensile t.eBt, HIlIl Chaptel' :~.
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Strain
Figure 1.1 Schematic stress-strain curves of an (amorphous) polymer below the glasstransition temperature, at different strain rates i.

The main features of the linear viscoelastic behaviour of glassy polymers are
determined by two characteristic relaxation mechanisms, the glass transition a.nd
the reptation process (Struik, 1990). This is depicted in Figure 1.2, showing a
schematic dubbel-logarithmic plot of the shear-relaxation modulus verSuS time.
At short times, only limited segmental motion is possible, resulting in a solidlike beha.viour. At the glass transition, segmental diffusion becomes unbounded,
but large scale motion of the polymer chain is still prohibited because of steric
hindrance between the chains. On these time scales, the polymer effectively behaves like a rubber. From the (plateau) modulus G r in this region, a molecular
weight between entanglements· ca.n be defined, using the classical theory of rubber elasticity. Here, entanglements are envisaged as physical knots, as opposed
to chemical (permanent) cross-links in a real rubber, and the molecular weight
between entanglements provides a scala.r measure of the steric hindrance between
the polymer chains. At still longer time scales, the reptation process enables maincha.in diffusion (centre-of mass diffusion), and the polymer behaves like a melt,
not able to sustain any load.
The overall shape of the relaxation modulus of an amorphous polymer, as
depicted in Figure 1.2, is rather insensitive to the exact chemical composition.
Details of the molecular structure determine the glassctransition temperature and
the value of the plateau modulus (disproportional to the molecular weight between
entanglements), whereas the length of the plateau zone depends on the molecular
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weight (w hieh is proportional to degree"of p()lymeri~atioIl),
It. was already observed by Leaderman (1943), that, to a good approximation,
temperature does not influence the shape of the relaxation modulus, but only de"
t.ermines its position on a logarithmic tim~scale, This is called time· temperature
superposition or thermo-rheological simple behaviour. With respect to modelling,
it implies that the main influence of tempel'abm~ is to change all the relaxation
times, which determine t.he decay of the relaxation modulus in time, in an identical
way- If it is Msumed t.hat this is the only effect of tempera,turc, then a so·called
reduced timc 'P can be defined, on which isothermal linear behaviour ie; recovered:

t

i.p

=

dt'

)0 ar[T(t' )]

(U)

Here, T(t') i5 the applied temperature history, and &r is the h1mperature shift
factor, defined as the ratio of the relaxation times a.t. a given temperature with
respect t.o it referenee temperature, Thus, a higher temperature only :tt:celerates
relaxation, and, therefore, only distorts the time 5cales of the maLerial.
An important feature of the mechanical behaviour of glassy polymers is Lhe
similarity between Figures 1.1 and 1.2. At low stress/short times, tlw response
is solirl-like, with a modulus of 1-5 CPa, At higher stress/longer times, there is
a gradual chanp;c to ruhher·like behaviour, with a good correspondence between
the value of the strain-hardening modulus in Figure 1.1, and the plate,tu modulus

1.2 Deformation Behaviour of Polymer Glasses

~~~====~~~~~~~~~~====--------------------------------

in Figure 1.2. Finally, at the highest st.ress/longest time, there is a transition to
fluid-like behaviour, and the polymer will break/flow. Only the time-scales are not
correct, for polycarbonate at room temperature, the linear relaxation times associated with the glass-transition are in the order of 10 15 _10 16 s, whereas the transition
to rubber-like behaviour in a standard uniaxial tensile test, at high stress) only
takes ~ 100 s. This indicates that stress, like temperat.ure, accelerates relaxation. If this concept of stresS-induced relaxation is correct, it is important both
from a modelling and from a physics point-of view. For example, with respect to
molecular interpretation, it indicates that the yield point can be envisaged as a
st.ress-induced glass transition. With respect t.o modelling, the concept of stressinduced relaxation suggests the llse of a reduced time, or, equivalently, the use of
stress-dependent relaxation times, to describe the nonlinear effect. of high stresses.
The principle to describe yield-like behaviour of polymeric materials, by use
of a stress-dependent relaxation time, dates back to Tobolsky and Eyring (1943).
It was used later by Haward and Thackray (1968) who added a finite-extendable
spring (a so-called ~~Langevin" spring) to account for a maximum draw ratio
during strain hardening (see Figure 1.3).

11

Figure 1.3 Mechanical analogue of the Haward-Tha.ckray model. The initial elastic
resporJse is described by the compliance D 9 , the yield point is determined by a. stressdependent viscosity 'I), and the strain-bardening response follows from Dr.
The stress dependence of the relaxation time in the Haward-Thackray model
is incorporated using a stress shift factor a(7, defined as the ratio of the relaxation
time at a given stress level and the linear relaxation t.ime at zero (very low)
stress. The effect of a stress-dependent relaxation time is revealed most. clearly
in creep tests at different stress levels, see Figure 1.4. At very low stress levels,
the relaxation time is constant, and the behaviour is linear (the creep compliance
is independent of stress). At higher stress levels, the relaxation time is reduced
by a factor a.,. (r). On a logarithmic time axis, this results in a horizontal shift of
the compliance curve.
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Haward and Thackray assumed, that the stres~ dependence of the relaxation
time originated solely from the plastic flow process (the dashpot in Figure 1.3).
They used the Eyring expression for t.he viscosity, a semi-empirical relation, which
describes stress-activated flow of structural units in a. material, like segments in
case of polymers. The Eyring equation is known to give a good description of
t.he strain rate dependence of plastic flow in polymers and other materials (Krausz
and Eyring, 1975; Ward, 1990, Chapter 11). Other expressions for the st.ress
dependence of the viscosity have been derived, with more molecular detail, like
t.he Argon theory, in which plastic flow is regarded as stress-activated nucleation
of kink bands in a polymer chain. However, on a fitting level, these theories are
almost indistinguishable (Hasan and Boyce, 1995; Ward, 1990).
A schematic drawing of a set of calculated true stre:>s-strain curves, at different
strain rates, using the Haward-Thackray model, is depicted in Figure 1.5. From
this figure, it is clear that the model correctly accounts for the rate-dependence
of the yield stress and the initial "glassy" modulus. However, the use of a single
stress-dependent relaxation time results in an abrupt. transition from elastic t.o
plastic behaviour, similar to elasto-plastic behaviour, employing a rate~dependent
yield criterion. Moreover, using only a single relaxation time, it is not possible to
describe an experimental linear relaxation modulus (see Figure 1.2). Particularly,
the Haward-Thackray model considers a polymer to be a thermoset, incapable
of (irreversible) plastic deformation, whereas many polymers are thermoplasts,
which ultimately can flow (see Figure 1.2).
More recently, Boyce et al. (1988) introduced the "BPA-model", which is essentially an extension of the Haward-Thachay model to three-dimensional finite
deformations, uSing the Argon theory and the three-chain model (James and Guth,
1943) t.o describe, respect.ively, the plastic flow process and the strain-hardening
re~ponse. The BPA-model was later refined by Arruda (1992) and Wu and van der
Giessen (1993) with respect to the strain-hardening response a.nd by Hasan et al.
(1993) to include the effect of aging and rejuvenation. In aU these models, no
explicit. use is made of a yield criterion. Instead, like in the Haward-Thackray
model, the deformation behaviour is determined by a single relaxation time that
is dcpendEmt on an equivalent stress (proportional to the Von Mises stress). Consequently, these models suffer from the Same drawbacks as the Haward-Thackray
mOdel, as described above.
A way to improvc the Haward-Thackray model, with respect to its poor de:;cription of the linear viscoelastic deformation behaviour, would be to uSe a spectrum of relaxation times rather than one (see Figul'e 1.6). In this case, additional
assumptions have to be made concerning the stress dependence of these relaxation
times. If it is assumed that all the relaxation times are dependent on the total
stress in the same way, then the only nonlinear effect of stress is to alter the time
scale of the material This is called a "stress clock" (Bernstein and Shokooh,
1980), or time-str·ess superposition, analogous to time-temperature superposition.
From time-stress superposition it follows that, like with temperature, a reduced
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time cp can be defined on which linear behaviour is recovered (Schapery, 1969):

~(t)

0=

t a"Htr)]
dt'
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(1.2)

where r(t') is the stress history of t.he material.
The principle to Us(~ a shift function to incorpora.tc the effect of an experimt:nt.ai
parameter is not limited to temperature and stress alone_ Schapcry (1869) and
Valanis (1971) assumed that stra.in affects relaxation proce~ses in a mat.erial.
Shay, Jr. and Caruthers (1986) and O'Dowd and Knauss (1995) considered a
free-volume clock t.o describe nonlinear viscoela.<;tic behaviour and yjelding, and
Struik (1978) found that, during aging of a. glassy polymer, the ret.ardation times
increase proportional to the aging time, All these theories imply, that the linear
compliance curve or, more general, the linear response characteristic, is the key
material function. The main influence of parameters like stress and temperature, is
to distort the time scale- In Chapter 3, the time-stress superposition superposition
prineiple will be used to formulate a constitutive equation for the finite nonlinear
viscoda,st.i(; behaviour of gl~sy polymers up to the yield point,
As mentioned before, the Haward-Thac.kray model is only an approximation
of the experimp.nt.al relaxa.tion modulus, a.ssuming elastic hehaviour before and
after th~~ glass transition. Moreover, in t.heir origina,l t.reatment of t.he subject,

1.2 Deformation Behaviour of Polymer Glasses

Haward and Thackray (1968) assumed that the entanglement network, like a
chemically cross-linked network, has a limited extensibility. They used a nonGaussian rubber elastic model, a so-called "Langevin spring" (Kuhn and Grun,
1942), to describe the expected upswing in stress at limiting chain stretches. This
concept of a maximum draw ratio was retained in all three-dimensional extensions
of the Haward-Thackray model by Boyce et al. (1988); Arruda and Boyce (1993a)
and Wu and van der Giessen (1993). Donald and Kramer (1982b, 1982a) showed
that the maximum extensibility of a single strand in the entanglement network
correlates well with the extension ratio inside craze fibrils and shear-deformation
'Zones·
Although finite extensibility is relevant for a chemically cross-linked rubber, it
is less obvious that it also applies to a (thermoplastic) glassy polymer, which ultimately flows. In fact, for a numbel' of (semi-crystalline) polymers, the upswing in
stress, associated with finite extensibility, was not observed experimentally (G'Sell
et al., 1992). In later expositions on the subject, Haward (1993) abandoned the
Langevin spring, and adopted standard neo-Hookean behaviour to describe the
strain-hardening response of polymeric materials. The deformation-state dependence of strain hardening and the issue of finite extensibility will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter 5.
Important aspects ofthe deformation behaviour of glassy polymers, which have
not been discussed so far, are "physical aging" , and "rejuvenation". During cooling of a (polymer) melt around the glass-transition temperature, the relaxation
times ex.ceed the observationa.l time scale, the material is unable to reach thermodynamic equilibrium, and turns into a glass. In the non-equilibrium glassy state,
thermodynamic quantities like volume and enthalpy are not constant, but slowly
evolve towards their equilibrium value. Thi$ process is called physical aging and
is also known to have a profound influence on the viscoelastic behaviour. It was
found in the sixties (Struik, 1978), that the main influence of physical aging far
below the glass-transition temperature, on viscoelastic behaviour is to increase the
ret.a.rdation times proportional to the aging time. In other words, an aging-t.ime
shift factor at can be defined, analogous to the temperature shift factor ay and
the stress shift factor au· On the other hand, it was shown (Bauwens, 1987), that
aging far below the glass-transition temperature did not result in large changes
of the yield stress. The effect of physical aging can be erMed by bringing the
sample above the glass-transition temperat.ure, or by the application of plru>tic:
deformation. The latter observation is called rejuvenation, and is in accordance
with the pOint of view that yielding can be envisaged as a stress-induced glass
transition. Rejuvenation results in a significant decrease of the viscosity after the
"yield point" , and, consequently, strongly amplifies non-homogeneous behaviour.
It is, therefore, also referred to as intrinsic .strain softening, and plays an important role in the evolution of strain inhomogeneities such as shear bands and
CrazeS.
Qualitatively, changes in mobility during aging and rejuvenat.ion are often at-
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tributcd to changes in the so-calledfre.., v()11l1n~ (Struik, 1078; Ibsan dol., 1993),
loosely defined a.s free spar-e., available for segmcnt diffusion. linfortunalely, attempts to quantify Lhe free-volum!~ (:oncept have met s~~riou:; difiicultks, Sille{~
lhere is no known ddinition of "free volume" that provides a ::;'1t.isfaetory relation
between "free volume" and mobility, especially b~low the glass trilnsition Lemperature (Struik, 1978, Chapter 13). This is related to the fad that a thorough
theoretical understilnding of the glass transition is still lacking (Mansfield, 19%),
which, in general, frustrates attempts to identify measurable paramctf~rs that are
able to describe "mobility" (relaxation behaviour) around and below the glass
transi tion temperature (Hodge, 1995).

1.3

Scope of the Thesis

The main objective of this the~i/;, is to derive a stru(;tUrE·d phenomenological
constitutive equation for the three-dimensional, finite, nonlinear viscoda~tie behaviour of gla.<;sy polymers. To this extent, the correspondence betweell the lill!~ar
response characterh;;t,ic:s of glassy polymers a.nd t.he nonlinear deformation behaviour at high stress, as discussed in the preceding s~ction, is ~aken ,ts a st.arting
point. It. is assumed that each mol~cular relaxation procr.:o:s is de~eribed by a SP(~C
trum of relaxation t.iIIle~, all of which are equally dependent on stres~ and temperat.ure. This implies, that the init.ial "yield point" is n~garded as a stre:ss-in(iuced
glass transition, whereas t.he temperature dependence of the strain-hardenillg response is assumed to originate from relaxation of the en1. mglement network.
In the present investigation, all experiments were perlurmed on separat.e ~all1pIes of identic:al thermal history, their age exceeding by f<,r the longe~t time in thc
experiments. It is, therefore, assumed that all samples were equa.lly affected by
physical aging at the start of t.he experirnent, and, moreover, that aging during the
f!xperiment~ (;ould be neglect~d. Therefore, to a first. approximation, aging wa.<:
not taken int.o account. In this thesis, also the complicated effectti of stress on t.h(~
aging process, such as accelerated aging at higher stress levels and rt:juvena~ion
above the "yield sl.ress", ar(~ not mnsidered. It is, then-Jore, to be expf!ded t.hat
especially in cyclic loading situations t.he model proposed will b~·~ lebo accurak

1.4 Survey of the Thesis
To describe relaxation behaviour at large deformations, one needs tn take into
account complexities which can arise when combining simultaneously large elastic
and plastic deformations. To this extent, a basic model, a so-call cd "Leonov
mode", is presf~nt.ed in Chapter 2. A single Leonov mode is ,~ Maxwell model
employing a relaxat.ion time that is dependent on an equivalent stress, proportional
to the VOll Mises stre~s. ~\lrt.herlIlore, a Leonov mod~~ eorreetly s~~parat.cs til!-)

1.4 Survey of the Thesis

(elastic) hydrostatic stress and the (viscoelastic) d(wiatoric stress.
In Chapter 3, this LeoMv mode is combined into a "multi-mode" expression tu
describe the spect.rum of relaxation times which rules the deformation behaviour
up to the yield point. Using pulyearbonate (1,.<; a model polymer, it is shown that
the multi-mode Leonov model is able to describe the three-dimensional, finite,
nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour in creep, streSs relaxat.ion, and tem:ile experiments,
Some consequences of the proposed constitutive behaviour with respect to
strain localisation are discussed in Chapter 4. Using an extremely brittle polystyrene grade as a model system, it is shown that the kinetics of craze initiation are
determined by the nonlinear flow process, Cavitation of a plastically deforming
zone, which marks the onset of crazing, is either a very fast, or time-independent
process.
Chapter 5 describes the state&of deformation dependence and the influence of
temperature On the st.rain-hardening response of polymer glasses. Using polycarbonate as a model system, it is shown that the t.hree-dimensional aspects of strainhardening are adequately described hy simple neo-Hookean behaviOUr. Deviations
due to a finite extensibility, such as an asymptotic upswing in stress, were not observed. It i:o: also shown, that the temperature dependence of the strain-hardening
response is in accordance with the relaxation behaviour of the entanglement n~t"
work, as observed in the melt (rcptation process).
Chapter 6 discusses some of the implications of t.he applied model strategy
with respect to aging and rejuvenation. It is shown that the free-vo.lllme approaeh,
employing the Doolittle equation, is not able to describe three dimensional aging
and rejuvenation. Moreover, it will be argued that it probably is not possible to
define a aging-t.ime shift factor for the complete relaxation-time spectrum, This
would imply that during aging the relaxation-time spectrum not only shifts, but
also changes shape,
Finally, some of the conclusions and recommendations are summarized in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Continuwn Mechanical Modelling
2.1

Introduction

In the introductory Chapter, a. one-dimensional outline of the deformation behaviour of glassy polymers was discussed. In order to develop a three-dimensional
model, some continuum mechanical aspects have to be taken into account, which
is the subject of this Chapter. In Section 2.2 the most frequently used kinematic
quantities are introduced together with their notation. Section 2.3 gives an overview of the balance laws of continuum mechanics. In Section 2.4 a formalism to
derive thermodynamic consistent constitutive equations is presented. This formalism is then used to derive a basic non-linear relaxation model which will serve
as a "building block" for a detailed description of the finite non-linear viscoelastic
behaviour of polymer glasses in Chapters 3 and 5. In Section 2.5, some of the features of this basic model, the so-called "compressible Leonov model", are shown
and compared with some of the "standard" relaxation models used in pla..o;ticity
and in polymer rheology. The Cha.pter ends with a short discussion in Section 2.6.

2.2

Kinematics

In this section we briefly introduce some of the kinematic quantities used in this
thesis. A mOre complete discussion on this subject can be found in the literature
(Astarita and Marrucci, 1974, Chapter 2).
A material body B consists of material points P which, at a certain time t,
occupy a region in space. This region is called a configuration of J3 at time t.
The motion of B in space generates a family of configurations which are related
by the fun(:tion 'P with inverse ip-l;

x

= <p(X, t)

and

X

= rp-I (x, t)

(2.1 )

H()rc x is the position vectOr in the current configuration (at time t) of a material
point which was located at X in an arbitrary reference configuration. In this thesis

ContinuWll
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the initial (undeforme.d) configuration is cho:o:e.n a,,, reference, which is (:alled the
La.grangian description of deformation. Since it is assum~d that the iuvers(: i.p 1
exists, catastrophic motions like ripping and interpenetration of rnatt.(~r arE, not
allowed,
The function 'fl fully specifies the deformat.ion history of B, The gradi(:nt
of i.p(X, t) with respet:t to X is a mca.S1.1re of the deformation and is called the
deforrnatioll gradient tensor F:

(2,2)
Thl": change in volume between the reference and current configuration of the

infinitesimal neighbourhood of a material point P is related to the dderminll.llt
ofF:

dV

dV
u

= J "" det.F

(2.3)

The determinant of the deformation gradient tensor is, thE~ref()re, Oil physica.l
p;rOllnd~, always positive,
From the deformation gradient tensor, severa.l ~train meaSures can b~ derived,
the most important of which are the left and riKht Cau(:hy-Green strain t,(;nsors:

B

= F· FT

and

C = FT . F

(2.4)

Throughout this thesis, the rate of an arbitrary field qna,ntit.y (/1 over the body
B denotes the time derivative of that quantity at a constant value of X:
.

D¢

¢=

7J"t =

o¢(X, t)

at

(2,5)

'l'he velocity is the rate of position of the material points:
.
v = x

Th(~

8ip(X, t)

= ----'----'::--'---'-

{)t
gradient of the velocity field gives the rate of deformation and is

(Z.G)
dmlOt~~d

by

L;
= &2i.p(X, t) . ax =
DtfJx
8Xat
symrnetrit: part of L is the rate-of-strain tensor

L = Dv

ax

Th~:

= EPcp(X, t)

ax

F ' F- l

D=~(L+LT)

(2.7)

(2.8)

and the :,:kcw symmet.rie part is the vorticity tent-ior

W

1
= 2"(L
-

LT)

The trace of D is rdated to the rate of volum(; .i:
. d(det F)
T'
.
I
J = -~ = det.(F)F- ; F = Jtr(F' y- ) "" .ltrL

(2.9)

~

JtrD

(2.10)

2.3 Balance Laws
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Balance Laws

For a material body 5, ma.ss, momentum, moment of momentum and ~nergy are
conserved quantities. This is expressed in the balance equations of continuum
mechanics. The law oj conservation of mass reads in its loca.l form:
p+pdivv=O

(2.11)

where p is the mass density of the body.
According to Cauchy, the state of stress of a material body B is completely
determined by t.he Cauchy-stress tensor field T. This second order tensor maps
the outward unit normal n of a surface element dS in B to the traction vector t
on dS;
(2.12)

The Cauchy-stress tensor field is determined by the law of conservation of momentum, which reads in its loca.l form:

pv =

divT

+ pb

(2.13)

Here, b is the external body force field per unit ma.."s.
For some materials (fluids), large deformations can be obtained without a notable change in the volume. This kind of behaviour is often idealised by assuming
tha.t the material is "incom,pressible'. In case of such an incompressibility con·
atraint, the hydrostatic part of the Cauchy-stress tensor is undetermined, which
gives rise to a so-called extra stress tensor T E, of which only the deviatoric part
is of importance;

T

= -pI + TE

(2.14)

Here, the unknown quantity p is determined by the boundary conditions. The
hydrostatic (thermodynamic) pressure -po equals - p + ktr T E and, therefore,
Eq. (2.14) can also be written as:

T ... -Po +T~

(2.15)

For ordinary continua the law oj conservation of moment oj momentum states
that the Cauchy~stre5s tensor is symmetric:
(2.16)

In addition to the balance laws of mass, momentum and moment of momentum, the material body B must also obey the first and second law ojthermodynamics. The first law of thermodynamics is the law oj conservation of (internal)
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energy, which stat.t1S that t,h~ rate of internal energy per unit volume, U, r.quals
the heat, 0, plus the power, W, supplied to the material body.

(2.17)

Note that Q and IV are inexact differentiab, only their sum U is path indepenuent.
The SC1concllaw of th~rIIlodynamics states that the ent.ropy production is always
positive, Since, in this thesis, thermal effects are not consicl(1r~d direc1.ly, the first
and second law are not of immecliate conCern. However, from the second law
a dissipation rate may be defined as will h(~ cliscussed in the next section OIl
constitutive principles.

2.4
2.4.1

Constitutive Principles
Restrictions on Constitutive Equations

Con$tit1J,tive. ~q1tati()ns are IIl::lterial specific relations m~cesHary 1.0 dose the Sf!t
of equations which clescribe the behaviour of the material body 13. This Uwsis
is concerned with rheological constitutive equations, which typic::llly relat(~ kinematic quantities to the six independent components of the Cauchy-stf(~SS t(~nsor.
Although these equations <:annot be derived from any balan<:e law, there arc some
general aSp/-1cts of material behaviour which lead to widely accepted restrictions
on the form of constitutive t~qllations. The two most importa.nt. then~of are ~he
starting pOint of the famous simple fluid th~01'Y of Noll (19G8): the principles of
local action ancl material frame indifference.
The principle of local action states that the stress in a material point P is
completely determined by the deformation history of that point. In ,1. mathema.tical
s~ns~~ it states that the stress tensor in P is a ftmr.ti01U11 of th~ history of th(~
deformation gradient tensor in P.
According to the principle of material fram~ iwlijJf;renct, also caJkd th~ pr'inriple of ohj~cti1iity, a constitutive equation must be invariant under a Calilel transformation. This means that tht~ material behaviour must appear the slime for two
observers moving wi~h different speed and/or undergoing a relative rotation Q(t)
with respect to each ot.her (Q(t) is orthogonal),
An object.ive quantity is one which is subdue to certain transformation rules
dependent on the tensorial order: a scalar is always objective, a vector is objective
if it transfOrrllslike a" = Q·a and a s(~cond order tensor is objective ifit transforms
Ii kE~ A· ;;;:: Q. A· QT An invariant quantity is not affected by a rigid body rotation
Q. A scalar is ;tlways inv::lri::lnt. As an example, thf! l~ft. Cauchy-Green strain
tensor B and the Cauchy-stress tensor T 3rc objective quantities and t.hp right
Cauchy-GrE1en strain tensor is an invariant quantity. Tht1 velocity gradient L
transforms like: L" = Q . Q'I' + Q . L . QT and is, therefore, neither objective nor
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invariant. An ea.sy way to ensure objectivity of a constitutive equation is to relate
only objective quantities Or invariant quantities.
Of particular importance is that the material derivative of an objective quantity is neither objective nor invariant. Therefore objective rates have been defined,
of which the most important are the True8dell (or upper-convected) and the Jauj

r;

mann (or corotationai) time derivative. The Truesdell time derivative A of an
objective tensor A, is the derivative with respect to a co-deforming frame-of reference (Astarita and Marrucci, 1974):

(2.18)
The Jaumann tirne derivative
frame-of reference:
•

A is
.

the derivative with respect to a co-rotating

A=A-W·A-A·W

T

(2.19)

In principle, an infinite amount of objective rates Can be defined.

2.4.2

Matrix: Representation of Constitutive Equations

In the simple fluid concept it is assumed that constitutive variables like the stress
tensor are fully determined by the history of deformation (axiom of determinism).
Using the concept of fading memory, the history dependence of the material is then
described by functional relations (Coleman and Noll, 1963). However, using this
framework it is difficult to incorporate information about the micro-structure in
the constitutive equa.tion. Therefore, in recent polymer rheology as well a!5 pla....ticity lit.era.ture it is recognized advantageous to formulate constitutive equations
using state variables e.g. the natural reference state concept of Besseling and
van der GieS$en (1994) in the field of plasticity, the Poisson-bracket approach of
Beris and Edwards (1990) and the matrix model by Jongschaap el ai. (1994) in
polymer rheology. Here, the latter will be used to derive a constitutive equation
for the rate-dependent yield behaviour of polymer glasses without strain hardening. To this extent we will first briefly introduce the matrix model, for a more
elaborate discussion we refer to the original papers of .1ongschaap (Jongschaap,
1990; Jongschaap et ai., 1994).
The notion of sta.te variable8 plays a central role in the matrix model of Jongschaap. The current state of the material body B is completely determined by the
momentaneous values of the external rate variables, [F, F, F
,OJ. Although
the body 3.'l a whole can be in a non-equilibrium state, it is assumed that there
are subsystems which are in thermodynamic equilibrium_ The internal (thermodynamic) state of these subsystems is described in the sense of equilibrium thermodynamics by the current value(s) of a (set of) state variable(s) [XI, X2 , . _. ,X.J
These may be scalar quantities like free volume, higher order tensol"ial quantities
j

j •••
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lik~ the stored elastic strain, or even distribution func.tion1"l, Since stat,(~ variables
completely specify the state of the mat.~rial body in the 8Cn8(~ of eljw:Mnum th(~r
modynamics, it must in prirH:iple be possible to fix or control their value for
an (l,rhitrary time span by adjusting the external rate variahleR, Moroovef, t.he
state variables mnst appear in Gibbs' fundamental equation, since t.his equation
(;ompletely describes t.h(~ thermodynamic equilibrium Htate of t.he ma,tNial body;

with the entropy pm unit volume 8. The rate of internal enNgy is obtained hy
differentiating Eq. (2.20) with respect to time:
(2.21)
Hen~, l' is the absolute temp(~ratllIe T == DU las and Fi are t.hE~ aHsoci,ttcd forc(~s
defined a,s:

au

,

(2.22)

Fi = aX = Fi(S, XI, X z,··· , X.,)
i

Note that all time deriva.tives in 8q, (2,21) are tota.l diff~rentials (path independent) in (~ont.rast. to Eq, (2,17), which was derived from a com:ervat.ion law.
The sum Fi.t is the rate of reversible storage of energy per unit. volume.
Since entropy is not an easy quantity to control in practicc, it ca.n lweliminated
from the list of independent variables by introducing the Hdmholtz frnr, enwrqy
A = U - TS:

(2.23)
Frorn this equation it can be scen that in an isothermal process, t.he raV) of f)'e(~
energy A /~\[lIals t.h~ rate of reversible storaw~ of energy (Astaritft and MarTucci,
1974),

The rat.e of entropy production I: is defined::u;; E = .i:i _.
obt.ained hy dirninating (; from E;qs. (2.17) and Eq, (2,21):

0/:1'

and

t:<tll

b(:

(2.24)
The quantity between the brackets is the difference betw(1(m t.he total external
power supply t.o the material body and th~ rat.e of reversi.ble energy st.orage in
t.he body and is denot.ed as t.he rate of d'issipation /)". By the ~e(;ond law of t.hmrnodynamics the absolute temperature is always positive and the rate of eutropy
produc.tion is greater than or equaJ to zero. Therefore, the rate of diKsipation it;
always greater than or equal to zero,
Wit.hout loss of generality, we will for the moment assume that the intemal
variable which dctcrmin(1s the internal state of the hody is a seeond-Of(kr tensor S
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(sometimes called a "structure tensor") with an associated thermodynamic force
M "" 8Aj8S. In that case, for isothermal conditions, combining Eqs. (2.23)
and (2.24), the rate of dissipation can be written a.s:

.
OA .
6. = T ; L - A = T : L - as : S

=T

.
;L - M ;S ~ 0

(2.25)

An important concept in the matrix model of Jongschaap is that of mucr-o-

scopic time reversal, where it is examined to what extent Lhe rate of the state
variables S and the stress tensor T are affected by a reversal of the macroscopic
external velocity gradient L. Here it should be noted that any function f(L) can
be decomposed in an even part
and an odd part
according to:

r

f(L)

=;;

J+(L)

r

+ r(L) = ~(j(L) + f( -L)) + ~(f(L) -

f( -L))

(2.26)

By definition, the pa.rity of the velocity gradient L itself is odd. Recognizing that
state varia.bles are even and (due to the second law of thermodynamics) the rate
of dissipation is also even, it is possible to decompose Eq. (2.25) in an even part:
6. = t. + = T- ; L - M : S+

(2.27)

and an odd part:

o

=;

T+ : L - M : S-

Without loss of generality, the reversible part of S,

S-

=

(2.28)

S-

can be written as:

A: L

(2.29)

where the tensor! ::;:: ~(L, M) is of rank four and even with respect to L. A
very general expression for the reversible part of the stress tensor TR = T+ is
obtained by substitution of Eq. (2.29) in Eq. (2.28);
T+ = Tfr = M : ~ __ ~T : M

(2.30)

A similar relation was first discussed by Grmela (1985) in his Poisson-bracket
formulation of material behaviour.
To complete t.he matrix model, the fourth order tensors 11 and (3 are introduced
to describe the dissipative parts of the stress tensor TD ~d t.h;-time derivative
of the state varia.ble So:

TD = T- "" :!l.(M, L) : Land SD = S""

:=

-E!(M, L) : M

(2.31)

The tensors 1] and (3 are (semi-) positive definite and even with respect to L.
Equations (2-:29), (2.30) and (2.31) Can be written in matrix notation) which
concludes the generic matrix representation of constitutive equations:

] _ [:!l.
[~
S A

-A.r].
f!..
.[ L

~M

]

(2.32)
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Th(~

ma.trix model of Jongschaap will now be applied to dcriw a gerwral
!!lode" viscodastic relationship. To illustrat~ th~ method, the limiting
complete (isot.ropk) elastie behaviour will be considered fin;~.

2.5.1

"i)ingl(~
el:\.St~

of

Elastic Behaviour

In case of isotropic da.shc behaviour it is assumed that the state variabh~ determining the free energy is the left Cauchy. Green strain tensor B. Because of isot.ropy,
the free energy A can be expressed in the invariants ofB: A = A(iR, ll'l,flf JJ ).
The thermodynamic forC(~ consequently equals:
M = dA = 3A dl B

fJh dB

dB

+ &A dl1 B + ~ dl!l!!.
8Ils dB

811fll dB

=a. 1 I+a2(tr(B)I-B)+03 det.(B)B

I

(2.33)

with 0i the dNivatives of the free encrfl:y (per unit VOlUIllH) with respect to the
invariants of B.

..

From kinematics it follows that the Trucfldell (upper cO!lvect.cd) derivl:\.tiv(~ B
of B equals the null t<~nsor 0:
')

.

T

B=B-L·B-B·L =0
This leads to the evolution (~quati()n for B:

(2.35)
Since there is nO dihsipation, 'IJ and j3 vanish and with Eq1;. (2.32), (2.:~:1) and (2.35)
t.he constit.ut.iV(1 equation forisotropic elast.ic. b~havi()ur reduces 1.0:

;- =
[B =

M:

0

A = 2 ((~:l det(B)I + (01 + (l:2 t.r B)B -

02B .

B)

(2.:.Hi)

whi<:h is the well known expression for Green da8tic behaviour (Hunt.er, 1983).
The objective of t.his Chapter is to develop a three-dimensional expression for
behaviour, where t.he volume response is purely clast.ie. Therefon!, as
;~ second f~xarnpl(~, the ease of purely clastic behaviour will be consjd(m~d where
t.he volume deformation and the change of shape are uncoupled.
R(·~cause of tlw independent volume deformat.ion it is assumed t.hat tJH~ free
energy is dd.(~rmin(~d by two state variables, whir.h can bE~ derivell fmm B: th(~
volume deformation factor J = det. F = Vdet B (for conv(mien<:E~ .II will l;e
viscoela~tic

2.5 Viscoelastic Behaviour
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used, instead of J) and the left Cauchy-Green strain tensor at constant volume
J-2/3B. In case of isotropic behaviour, the free energy will be a function of
the invariants of B and of J:

B=

(2.37)

Two conjugated thermodynamic forces can be distinguished now, one related to
the volume deformation (N) and one related to the change of shape (M):

N=

1\1 =

8A = ~3 (8A)
I
[))

(2.38a)

oJI

81 = all + a2(tr(B)I aB

BT)

(2.38b)

From kinematics it follows that:

j}

= Jtr(D)I =

JII: L

(2.39a)

B=Ld.B+B.(Ld)T:; (.L\-~:En)

:L=A:L

(2.39b)

where the fourth-order tensor II is the dyadic product of the second-order unit
tensor r with itself, and in is the dyadic product of B with I.
The constitutive equation for elastic behaviour now becomes;
T

= N : JI + M ; A =
J

(~~ )

Til

1+ 20qSd

+ Td =

+ 2&2 tr{B)B d +

20: 2 (:8 . B)d
(2.40)

B= V:!· B + B· (V)T
jr

= Jtr(D)1

Following Sima et al. (1985) and Rubin (1994), a formal separation of the
volume effects from the shape deformation can now be achieved by assuming that
there are t.wo uncoupled contributions to the free energy, a "volumetric" part AV
and an "isochoric" (constant volume) part Ai:
(2.41)

which results in;
(2.42)

As might be expected, the hydrostatic stress Til is determined solely by the volume
deformation, whereas the deviatoric stress Td is governed by B.
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2.5.2

Decomposition of the Rate-of Strain Tensor

constitutiv~ (~ql1atioll for glassy polymers,
the expression for ~lafo:tie behaviour with a separated Vohlm(~ f(~~pOIlSe, Eq. (2.40),
will be used as a starting point.. First it is noted tha~ the (~vollltioll t~qual,i()n for
B may abo be written as:

In order to develop a Lasic viscodastic

B= B - W· B -

B ' WT

= Dd . B + B ' Dol

,

B is

thc J;l1Hnanll rate of J3.
of plastic deformatjon it is nOw assumed that the accunlul;l.tion of daotic
strain (at constant volume) is reduced because of the cxishmce of a (deviatoric)
pla~tic 5traill rate D)' (L~onov, 1976), Theref(m\ the evolution eqnation for 13 is
modified to:
where

In

cas(~

(2.11)
Hencc, there is 110 direct coupling anymore between the state variabh~ H" and the
external rate variables, as in the case of elastic: deformation in the previou& sed,ion.
Therefore, kinematic. arguments alone are not sufficient to solve dIP ~~volut.lon
equatioIl for Be a.nd a ~onstitutive description of the plastic rate-of strain ttmsor
D)' must be provided,
For materials in wmeral (Krausz and Eyring, 1975) and polymers ill specific
(Ward, 1990), it is known that the plastic sh~ar rate itl often well modelled by
using an Eyring·flow process. In the Eyl"ing flow proeess it is assllnwd that
the free energy barrier for molecular jump eveuts becomes a:;ym[Il(~tric upon tlw
appli(:atioIl of a (shear) stre:o::o:.
The Eyring flow model can be depicted one.dimensionil.lly as:

,
I)'

1
(T)
= A:fo!inh
~.

(2.4Fi)

Here, T is the ~hear 1jtress and 11J I:;; the plastic rate of sh(·~ar. The materi,ll mnstants
(at constant temperature) A and 1'0 are related to the activation mlHrgy, D.H, anrl
t.he adivation volume, V', respectively;
A = AI) exp
TO ~

(AI!..)
RT

(2,16)

RT

V.

with Ao a pnH:xponcnt.ional faetor illvolving t.he fundamental vibrat.ion fr~'qlWllCYI
R the universal glili coustant and T the absolute tempmature.
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By inversion of the Eyring equation, Eg. (2.45), a viscosity can be defined:
.

"I -

p-

T

(TO arCSi;ph(A..yp))

T
---

- 1]('Yp}

(2.47)

The Eyring flow equation, (2.47), is a special case of a one-dimensional nonNewtonian fluid relationship, which can be genel."alized into a three-dimensional
fOl."m in a standard way (Bird et aI., 1987, Chapter 4);
lTd

!Td

arcsin1(A'YcQ)heq = -?7(-..y-eQ-)

Op =

TO

..yeq =

/2 tr(Dp . Dp)

(2.48)

The equivalent strain rate, 'Y~q, is defined such, that in case of a shear flow it
reduces to the plastic shear rate ..yp (and than Eq. (2-48) reduces to Eq. (2.47)).
Note that the plastic rate-of-strain tensol." is parallel to the deviatoric Cauchy
5tl."eSS tensor, since plastic flow is a.55umed to be incompressible (trDp = 0).
Complementary to the equivalent strain rate, an equivalent stress ('Teq) can be
defined, satisfying:

'Y~q =

*

sinh

(~oq) , Tot{ "" /~ tr(Td , Td)

(2.49)

Substitution of Eq. (2.49) into Eq. (2.48), results in a three-dimensional Eyring
equation, relating the plastic rate-of-strain tensor to the deviatoric part of the
Cauchy-stress tensor:

(2.50)

with the so called shift function a.,.. The Eyring equation can be augmented in
a straightforward way, to allow for pressure dependence and intrinsic softening
effects, but this will not be considered here.
On a fitting level, the Eyring equation is almost indistinguisha.ble from the
Argon theory (Argon, 1973), used in the "BPA-model" (Boyce et al., 1988), and
the "full chain model" (Wu and van der Giessen, 1993), but conceptually there are
differences (Ward, 1990). In contrast to the Argon theory, which regards yielding
as a nucleation-controlled process, the Eyring a.pproach implies that deformation
mechanisms are essentially always present and that stress merely changes the
rate of deformation. This is clearly expressed by the functional dependence of the
Eyring Vi~C05ity on stress (Eq. (2.50). There is a linear region at low (equivalent)
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stress (Teq ¢:.. To), where the viscosity is equal to the zcro-shf.ar Vi,5C()S'ity 1)0 =
AT!) a.nd all the non-lin(~;tr stn~tls effects are incorpora.ted iuto the ~h Ht function
a q . Thus, according to the Eyring equation, deformation proce.sses at very low
stresses, as obscrv~rl in linear viscoelastic mea.snrernenttl, are accekrat(~d by stl"(-)~S.
Thiti point of vkw will he explored in more detail in Chapter 3.
A constitutive formulation for vis(;oelastic behaviour with an elw;tk v()llllm~
response itl now obtained by combining Eg. (2.40) for clastic hehaviour with th(~
n~w ~volution equation for B~, Eqs. (2.44) and Eq. (2.50), k~arling to:

T = J

(~~ )

I + 2o[Be d -+- 20: 2 tr(B.)Br! d + 2o-:z(:B~ . B,Y

B~ = (Dd .•. Op) . B~ + B•. (Do:! - Dp)
(2.51 )
jI = Jtr(O)I

It is assumerl that the volume changes remain small (J ~ 1). According
to Hooke's law, th~ hydrostati(;-stres8 term Th = .J{dAjdJ)I in Eq. (2.ril) ean
then be written as; Th = K(J - i}l, where K is the bulk modulus. Choosing
6 2 = 0 (only a linear dependence of Td on Be) and identifying 26: 1 to the shear
modulus G, the constitutiv~ formulatioIl, Eq. (2.51), r(~due(~s to:

T
~

B.

= K(J -l)I+GB.
N

=

d.

-

d

-

(2,S2a)
d

(0 - Dp) . Be ~. Be· (D - Dp)

jl ~ J tl"(D)I

(2.52b)

(2.;)2<:)

Td

0--p-

TI ( Teq)

27)(1'eq)

= A1'0

(:: )
( T

sinh

)

(2.5:.!ej

..2J.
1'0

Although deriv~d in a different way, this model is very similar to compn~ssible
Leonov models as discussed hy Rubin (1987, 1994) and Baaijentl (1991).

2.5.3
Somf~

Results

features of the "compressible Leonov model", which wa..~ derived in the
previous section, are demonstrated in this section, llsing polyearbonatr a~ a model
polymer.
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Material Parameters
The material parameters required by the compressible Leonov model are the linear
elastic constants K and G from Hooke's law and two non-linearity parameters
from the Eyring viscosity function; A and T(l. The elastic constants were obtained
by measuring the Young's modulus E and the Poisson constant v in a tensile test,
at low stresses and strains, which resulted in E = 2335 [MPa] and v = 0.41 [-].
The shear modulus is related to E and v by Hooke's law: G = £/2(1 + /.1) ==
830 [MPa].
At the yield point, the plastic strain rate is approximately equal to the total
strain rate. Therefore, according to the Leonov model, at the yield pOint, a
material behaves as a generalized Newtonian fluid.
T = -pI

+ 2r]DJI =

-pI

+ 217D

(2.53)

Because of the incompressibility constraint, the hydrostatic stress p depends only
on the boundary conditions. The yield point is defined by the moment the stress
remains constant at a constant applied strain rate and is, therefore, completely
determined by the viscosity function (Eq. (2.48)):

(2.54)
If the yield point a'll is measured in a tensile experiment at a (Henky) strain rate

i in the z-direction, we have from Eq. (2.53):

[ o6 60 ~ 1

(2.55)

lJ y

From this equation it can be seen that the equivalent plastic strain rate becomes -Yeq = 2i<. The yield stress as a function of strain rate, therefore, equals:
lJ y

= (J~~

-

a,.jJ;

0:0

To

v3 arcsinh(AtV3)

(2.56)

If the argument of the hyperbolic sine function is large, it can be approximated
by an exponential function and Eq. (2.56) may be transformed to:

"y = 7'"oV3ln(2AV3) + T(lV3lni

(2.57)

From the Jast equation it follows that the Eyring parameters from the Loonov
model can be determined by linear regression, plotting the yield stress versus the
logarithm of the strain rate. This is called an Eyring plot. Note that Eq. (2.57)
depends on the mode of deformation, for example, in shear, the generalized Newtonian flow equation, Eq. (2.53), relates the shear-yield stress T11 to the applied
shear rate 1:
Ty

=

7'"0

In(2A)

+ T(lln 'Y

(2.58)
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exten~ion Wst"

the generali:t;cd Newtonian flow rule redllC<:s to:

(2.m)
whNe at( is the yield stresS in plana.r extension at a planar extension ("aLe (pl.
Eyring plots for polycarbonate in various deformation modes arc depiet.ed in
Figure (2,1), The solid lines in this figure are the hest fit of a single Silt of Eyring
paramekrf;: TO = O.g [MPa] and A = 1.75 . 10~o [s]. From thi::; figul'~ it i~ deal"
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Eyting Pl:lflUf)(~U~l·S.

Eyring
rrwde~:;.

or

that at the yield pOinL polycarbonate behaves like a generalized New1.onw,n t:\uid.
Having determined all the material constants, it is IlOW possihle to cakuh~t.c)
any rer-;ponse from the compressible Leonov lIlodel. First, a stannard uniaxial
tensile test will he cOIlsidered, in which a tensile bar it! elon~akd in the x directiou
at. two different ratcfo1-of deformation. The tensile bar is streSS free in th(~ radial and
tangential direction (sec Figure 2.2a). As second deformation mode, a plane-stress
shear test, also called "laboratory shear", is chos()n. The upset of a plane-st.ress
shear test is shown in Figure 2.2b, the ~hear strain Try = tan((/)).
The response of the: LeOIlOV model, Eq. (2.52), for t.hese two deformation
modes, is given in Figure 2.3. In t.his figure it can be seen that t.he Leollov
model preciiets a sharp instead of a gradual transition from dastir: to pla.~tic
behaviour, which is very similar to that of an clastic-perfectly plastie material
with a rate.depeudent Von Mises yield criterion. This similarity originat<'s froIll
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t.he proportionality of the equivalent stress
stress Tvm (TCQ = 7 vm l/3V3).

TeQ

with the Von Mises equivalent

2.5.4 Comparison with Other Models
A commOn wa.y to describe viscoelastic behaviour are the so-called generalized
Maxwell models, often depicted as a number of springs and dashpots in series. In
a Maxwell model it is assumed that the velocity gradient is dec:omposed in an
elastic and a plastic part:
L

=

L~

+ Lr

= (D~ + W.) + (Dr + W p )

(2.60)

For the kinematic interpretation of Lc and Lp , usually a so-called unloaded state
Or "natural reference state)' is introduced (Besseling and van der Giessen, 1994).
In case of isotropic materials) the orientation of the unloaded state is irrelevant
and the plastic spin Wp is set equal to the null tensor. Furthermore) it is an experimental fact that, to a good approximation, polymers, like most other materials,
show negligible volume deformation during plastic flow, i.e. tr Dr = 0. Therefore,
the (deviatoric) plastic rate-of-strain tensor Dp is assumed to be parallel t.o the
deviatorie Cauchy-stress tenSOr:

(2.61)
This equation reflects that the viscosity may be pressure dependent although the
volume response is purely elastic.
The elastic part of the deformation is usually modelled by a rate formulation
of Hooke)s law for isotropic materials. This results in an isotropic relationship
between an objective time derivative of the Cauchy-stress tensor and the elastic
rate-of-strain tensor:

(2.62)
Here, <> denotes an objective rate, A and fJ, are the Lame constants and t/ is a
tensor of rank four.
Combining Eqs. (2.60), (2.61) and (2.62), leads to a standard viscoelastic rate
equation:

(2.63)

The subject of objective rates is a controversial one in continuum mechanics. By far the most common choice in plasticity theory is the Jaumann rate or
corotational derivative, which is the time derivative with respect to a co.rotating
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reference frame (Neale, 1981). Applying the Jaumann derivative in Eq. (2.63)
results in the so called corotatio1'!al Maxwell model:

Another well known rate is the Truesdell or upper-convected time derivative.
As already mentioned above} this is the time derivative with respect to a codeforming reference frame {Bird et al.} 1987, Chapter 9). Using the Truesdell
derivative in Eq. (2.63) results in what will be denoted as the "Truesdell-rate
model":

It can be shown that integration of the Truesdell-rate formulation of Hooke's
law results in correct hyperelastk behaviour} whereas integration of the Jaumann
rate results in a hypoelastic law (van Wijngaarden, 1988; Sansour and Bednarczyk, 1993) (in contrast to a hypoe1astic relation, a hyperelastic law is a const.itut.ive equation for elastic behaviour, which can be derived from a strain-energy
potential). Therefore, if large elastic deformations OCCur like in polymer flow, t.he
Truesdell-rate is more attractive from a Physics point of view. This w3..'l for instance shown by Beris and Edwards (1990), who found that their Poisson-bracket
formulation of eontinuum mechanics could only accommodate the upper-eonvected
time derivat.ive (and its counterpart, the lower-convected derivative).
From the Truesdell-rate model, Eq. (2.65), and the corotational Maxwell model,
Eq. (2.64), only the latter is approximately equal to the compressible Leonov
model, Eq. (2.52), in the limit ofsmall elastic strains. This can be shown by taking the Jaumann derivative of the expression for the stress tensor in the Leonov
formulation, Eq. (2.52a);
,

T

.

!

G

_.

= [( JI + GB. - "3 tr(Be)I

(2.66)

Substitution of the evolution equations for Be and J, Eqs. (2.52b) and (2.52d) at
small isochoric-elastic and volume strains (B. ~ I and J ~ 1), then results in the
corotational Maxwell model:

t = K tr{D)I + 2G(Dd -

Dp)

=

t/ : (0 - Dp)

(2.67)

However, taking the Truesdell derivative of Eq. (2.52a), results in;
v.

~'V

T = K JI - 2K(J - l)D + GB. -

G

_.

"3 tr(Be)I

(2.68)
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Again substituting the evolution f:'lllations for B~ and J at small ~lll.st.i(; strains,
now r()sllits in;
7

T

= 2G{Dd -- DJ!} + /{ tr{D}I = [;/ : (D -

2K(J - l}D

(~.6f)}

Dp) - 2J{(J - l)D

In thitl expression an ()xtra term appears, compared to the Truesdell-rate model,
Eq. (2.65), which can not be neglected when the elastic strain rate t~m:or D. is
small (D P:: D;,). In contrast to the Jaumann o(~rivative, th~ TrlleHdell ckrivfttive
of a Jeviatoric tensor, in general, is not de viator ic:. Tiwrefor17, the) Truesddl
derivative fails to pres(~rve the (physically meaningful) oistinetiou b()tw()en Uw
hydrostatic part and th(! oeviatoric part of the Cauehy-str(!ss tensor (S,~nsonr and
l3ednarczyk, 1993).
It is possible, howcvf:r, to reduce the compressible Leonov model, Eq. (2.52), at.
small cla.-:t.ic Htrains, to a slightly modified Truesdell-rate model. For this purpose,
an extra-stress tensor TE is defineo, of which t.he deviatoric part is (qual to the
oeviatoric part of the Cauchy-stress tensor:
(2.70)

Taking the Truer-;dell deri vatlvc of thi!l expression, followed by sllhstitutioIl of th()
flow rule for Dp, Eq. (2.61), and the evolution law:;; for B~ and J, Eqn. (:.!.JZb)
and (2.52d), at small dastic strains, rcsults in;

(2.71 )

.J = tr(D)
Apart from the st.retltl dependence of the viscosity, t.he Truesdell-ra.w equation
[or thc ext.ra-stress tensor TiC', Eq. (2.71), corresponds to t.h(·) lipf-lm'-convccted
Maxwell modd, well known from polymer rheology (Larsun, 1988, Chapter 1). In
t.he next section, thir-; model, to be denoted a~ the UCM-model, willlw evaluated
as well. Note that the corot.ational Maxwell model, Eq. (2.64), (:an be writ-tim in a.
similar form :.loS Eq. (2.71), using only the Cauchy-r-;t.ress tensor, due to the fOl'tun;lt(~ fact that the ,JaumanIl derivative of a d~viatoric tensor is always deviatoric:

T=Td+T«J-1)I
17(Ip , T. q ) "
d _
G
T + T - 217(/.1', TCi))D
j = tr(D}

(2.72)
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The performance of the compressible Leonov model and the "standard" rate
equations involving the Truesdell and the Jaumann derivative are mutually compared and evaluated by mean5 of two simple homogeneous deformat.ion tests, using
polycarbonate a.,o; a model polymer. The mat.erial parameters are G = 830 MPa,
K = 4600 MFa (which is equivalent to E = 2335 MPa and /I = 0.41 [-J),
A = 1.75· 10 21 S-1 and TO = 0.89 MPa. First a standard uniaxial tensile test
will be considered, in which a tensile bar) st.ress-frce in the radial and the tangential direction, is elongated in the x-direction at a deformation rate of 10- 3 S-l.
(see Figure 2.4).
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FiglU'e 2.4

Stress-strain curves for a uniaxial tensile !:est ('1':>;:>; vs. exx) and a planestress shear test (T"'!I vS. 1x'1) , both at a rate of deformation of 10- 3 8- 1 .

The calculated axial Cauchy-stress verSuS loga.rithmic-strain curves for all four
models are virtually indistinguishable, as can be seen in Figure 2.4. Moreover, as
might be expected from these single mode models) they all show a sharp instead
of a gradual transition from elastic to plastic behaviour.
The calculated volume response a5 a function of logarithmic l-ltrain, is depicted
in Figure 2.5. All four models show a correct volume response in the elastic region,
according to Hooke's law. However, the Truesdell-rate model displays a volume
decreMc during plastic flow) which is not in accordance with the assumption of
incompreBsible flow during plastic deformation.
Second, a plane-stress sheaI;' test is calculated. The Truesdell-rate model is
not considered anymore because of its anomalous volume decrease in a tensile
test. Virtually the same behaviour is obtained for all three models, Figure (2.4).
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However the calculated normal stress in the y direction, '1~1J' differs tn;).rkedly
for the three models considered, as is depicted in Figure (2.6). In cOlltraBt to
the corotational Maxw~ll model, both the compressible Leonov model ;~nd the
UCM model display "correct" neo-Hookean behaviour in the elastk regioIl, wherr~
the lIormal stress in the y direction is a quadratic function of \.!w shear ~traill,
This is to be expectcd, since integration of the .laumann-rate ver~ioll of Hooke'~
law does not result in hyperelastic behaviour. In contrast, at higher ~trains, the
UCM model prr:~di<:ts zero normal stress in the y djre~ti()Il, whereas :;;hear flow of
a polymeric substan~e normally results in negative normal stresses (Bird r-;t (Lt.,
1987, Chapt.er 3), as it is displayed by the corotational Maxwdl model aud the
compressible Leonov model. The Leonov model provides a sInooth transition
from Neo-Hookcan bdlaviour in the clastie region, to the more realistic respome
of the corotational Maxwell element during yielding.
It is intcrci;ting t.o note that the first normal stn~ss difference, N'I (N 1 =
T'l'~ -Tyy), is virtually ~qual for all three models considered, a.s ean be concluded
from Figure (2.7). Apparently, at small elastic strains, all three models differ
ma.inly in t.he hydrostatic-stress contribution, resulting in different absolute values
of the nOfmal stresses themselves. This can also be derived from the calculated
volume response, see Figure 2,8) recalling that. in these models, th~ relative volume
change is dire<:tly related to the hydrostatic stress.
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2.6

Discussion and Conclusions

In this Chapter a so-called "<:ompressible LCQnov model" has bE·~eIl introducerl
which can be depicted as a single Maxwell rnodel employing a rl~Iaxation time
tiep~ndent on an equivalent stress proportional to the Von Mises stress. Th!1
model has been derived using a generic formalism for the development of thermodynamically consistent constitutive equations. It was assumed that the free
energy of the system at constant temperaturf1, which is a mca:mre fur the amount
of stored ~nergy, i~ determined by two state variahles, the isochori(: dastil: snain
and the volume st.rain. The plastic strain rate was constitutively descritmd by
stress~activated Eyring flow.
A c()mpari~on has been made between the Leonov model and two standard
eonstitutive eqllations for ~he description of relaxation heh::lViour, th(~ Trnesdellrat.e and ~he corot~ti()nal Maxwell model. It was conclurlcd th~t nei~hcr of these
two stanrlard models is able to deseribe plastic deformation accornpanit~d by
l<Lrw~ elastic deformations, as it can occur during strain-hardening of glassy polymers, Integration of the eorotational Maxwell modd is known to r(~slllt in hypodastie elastic behaviour, whereas inte~ration of the Truesdell model result.s in
a volume deere~e Juring; plast.ic flow ill a tensile t.est" Based upon t.he LeoHov
model, a slightly modified Truesdell-rate model was proposed, the so-calkrlllPperconvE~ct.ed Maxwell model (UCM-IIIodel), for which the volume rf~maiIls l:onstant
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during plastic flow in a tensile experiment.
In a plane-stress shear test, the UCM-modc1, the corotational Maxwell model
and the Leonov model only seem to differ in their volume response. The cowtational Maxwell model shows nO volume response at all, which is somewhat
unrealistic for a. plane-stress configuration. Contrary, the compressible Leonov
model and the UCM model display a volume increase in the elastic region, but
the volume does not remain constant after yielding as in the tensile test. It is
doubtful, whether experimental data can shed any light. on these results. In principle, the normal stress in the y direction can be measured experimentally up to
the yield pOint. After the yield point however, shear bands will develop, prohibiting a 1jtraight.forward interpretation of the data. Furthermore, even if it would
be possible to extract useful data after the yield point, the effects mentioned
would probably be overwhelmed by the strain-hardening response, whieh will be
discussed in Chapter 5. Since the models considered here are all "single mode"
models, even t.he response in the elastic region is not. be predicted realistically.
Therefore, a theoretical and experimental study of the full non-linear viscoelastic
response up to the yield point of polycarbonate, will be discussed in the next
Chapt.er.
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Chapter 3
Finite Nonlinear Viscoelastic Behaviour
3.1

Introduction

III the previous Chapter) the compressible Leonov model was introduced to dellcribe the yield behaviour of polymer glasses (and other materials). A single
Leonov mode is a Maxwell model employing a relaxation time that is dependent
On an equivalent stress proportional to the Von Mises stress. Furthermore, a
Leonov mode correctly separates the (elastic) hydrostatic and (viscoelastic) deviatoric stress response and accounts for the geometrical complexities associated
with simultaneous elastic and plastic deformations.
However, the use of a single stress-dependent relaxation time cannot account
for the (non)linear viscoelastic response at small and moderate strains. Moreover,
using a single relaxation t.ime results in an abrupt transition from elastic to viscous
behaviour that is rarely seen in practice. Therefore, a description employing
a spectrum of relaxation times would be more appropriate. If the additional
assumption is made that all relaxation times depend in the same way on the
total stress, one arrives at the principle of time~stress superposition, equivalent
to time-temperature superposition, where it is assumed that all relaxation times
depend in the same wayan the (tot.al) temperat.ure. Time-stress superposition
implies that the nonlinear effect of stress is to alter t.he intrinsic tim:~"scalc of
the material, hence it is sometimes referred to as a "stress clock') (Bernstein and
Shokooh, 1980).
Other- choice~ are possible a.~ welL Valanis (1971) assum~d that strain instead
of stress aeceJerates relaxation processes in a material. However, using the total
strain as it variable implies that the material unrler considerat.ion is a solid and
since all materials ultimately flow, it is better to use a fluid point of view (Bernstein and Shokooh, 1980). Shay, Jr. and Caruthers (1986) considered a volume
clock to describe nonlinear viscoela.stic behaviour and yielding. However, in this
way, they were unable to reCover Von Mises like yield behaviour that is observed
experirn~nt.ally. Furthermore, volume recovery measurements by McKenna et al.
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(1994) ~Ilggest t.hat. the strwt.nral ~tate of a glass (it~ voluJl\{~) i~ de(:ollpl.~d from
the mech'l.nical strei;~ fidei. Hasan and Boyce (1995) u:.,(~d a :-ipcctrnm of 'H:tiva·
tion energies to detlcribe the di8tribnt~d nature of local pla..<;tic transformations.
However, lI~ing a :<>p{1et.ruill of activation energies rel':ulttl in thermo-rheological
(:omplex b(~haviour which if; !lot always observed in pr::tr.tice.
The concept of t.ime-stress superposition has been used frequently t.o describe
nonline::tr viscoelastic hehaviour. It. was incorporated in the Bolt.zmann intq~ral
hy Scbapery (1969) using the concept of a reducf!d time (L(~adeflnan, 1943). BNItstein and Shokooh (1980) showed that the introduction of special stn~~s-d()ck
fl.lnr.tion~ can transform a viscoelastic relation (in their case the cla!';s of 8KZequations (Larson, 1988)) into an dastic-perfectly plastic l.".onst.it.\ll,iv(~ eqllatio[J.
In this Chapter, time-stmss superposition is n~ed to ohtain a comprest;iblc threedirnen~ionaJ r.on~titutivc f~quaLion which provides a unified description of i1nit{·~
Ilonlin~ar viscoelast.ic: behaviour and yield. The const.it.utive relat.ion will tH' veritied experimentally using polycarbona.t.e as a model polymer.
It is well known t.hat the viscoelastic re~ponse of polymers changes wit.h timE\
a t.hermo-reversible process called physical aging (Struik, 1978), Tn thiH ChaptN,
w~ will limit OU[!le!ves to samples which all h::tve the same age, exceeding by far
the longest time in t.he experiments. Thereforn, to a fin,t approximation, aging
will not be taken into aecount. Some aspects of aging in relation to medw.ni(:al
hehaviour will be discus:o:ed in Ch::tpt.er 6.

3.2 Theory
3.2.1

Single Mode Approach

In Chapter 2 an elasto-viscoplastir equation for polymer glasses (and oth(~r materials) was introrluced, the so-called compressiblf! Leonov model (L(~(m()v, 1076;
Tervoort. et Ill., 1994). In this morle! a forma.l decoupling of the volume n~spollSe
and the i~ochoric "~hape" response was a(:hieved by a::;suming that thl.: fn~~1 energy
of the syst.em is determined by two state va.riables: th{~ relative volume ddorm<ttion, J = det.(F), where F i::; the deformation gradient and t.he isochnric Cat)(:hyGm~n strain t.(~ns()r, Be, (d(~t.(B.) = 1) (see also Rubin (1987,1991) and 13aaijens
(1991)). U~ill!l; a formalism developed to derive thermotiyn,unically (()nsitit~mt
(~onsLitutive ~~qllations (Jongschaap et ai., 19(4), it was ~lwwn that. (,b~~ hydrostatic stress is r.Dnpled to thp. volume deformation, whereas th(~ deviatoric streSS is
determined hy the isochoric (constant volume) elastic st.rain. Furthermore it wa,...,
a.<;suIIled that. the volume deformation remained elastic wl)(~reat; the ,t(:cllIIlulation
of isochoric-elastk ~train was reduced bee:ause of a plastic st.raiu rat(~ Dp. At
small volunw def()t-matioI)~ (J ;:;::; 1) t.he compre~sible Leonov mode:! redncc~i; t.o
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(see Eq. (2.52)):

~e= (D -

r

1)1 + GB~

= K(J -

T

J"=

Dp) . Be + Be . (D - Dp)

(3.l)

Jtr(D)

Here, K is the bulk modulus, G the shear modulus, the superscript "d" denotes
Q

the deviatoric part and

Be is the Jaumann or co-rotational derivative of B~:
o

.

Be = Bo -

W· B~

- Be' W

(3.2)

with the vorticity tensor W. The plastic strain rate Dp , which reduces the accumulation of isochoric-ela.o;tic strain, Wa.'5 constitutively described by the Eyring
equation (see Eq. (2.50)). The Eyring equation for plastic flow is a semi-empirical
relation which describes stress-activated flow of structural units in a material, like
segments in case of a polymer. It is depicted three-dimensionally as (Tervoort
et ai., 1994):

(3.3)

Here, Teq is an equivalent stress, proportional to the Von Mise$ stress. The
ma.terial constants (at constant temperature) A and 7"0 are related to the activation
energy, t:.H and the activation volume, V' I respectively;

t:.H)
A "" Ao exp ( RT

,7"0

RT
= Y.

(3.4)

with Ao a pre-exponential factor involving the fundamental vibration frequency,
R the gas constant and T the absolute temperature. The product ATu is the zcroshear viscosity 7/0' The shift function au (req) ill, in fact, a dimensionless viscosity
which is equal to one when T. q < TO and rapidly decreases to zero when T. q ;;::: TO'
From Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) it can be seen that the deviatoric stress response
as described by the compressible Leonov model (to be called: "a. single Leonov
mode") can be depicted as a single Maxwell model employing a nonlinear relax·
ation time A "" T"{/G:
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Figure 3.1
Illodf!.

Gr<lphicaJ representJJ.ti()Il of the deviatorie; stress re8pOIJSi) ofa :;ingif, I.i)OIlOV

In the Eyring approach it is assumed that deformation processes arc e:o;sentially always present and that stress, like temperature, merely changes the rate
of ddorrnation. This is reflected by the functional dependenc~ of tlw relaxation
~ime on stress (Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3)). At low equivalent. stress (T"q <-t TO) therp
is a linear region where the relaxation time is constant, ,\ = AO == rio/G. A~
higher stress (req 2: TO) the relaxation time decreases rapidly as described by the
shift fund,ion a,,(TeQ )· Thus the intrinsic time scale of the materia.! ("the iutcnml
dock") is changed by the application of stress, hence the name "strcss-do(;k"
material (Bernstein and Shokooh, 1980). The nonlinear cffcd of stress can be
observed most clearly in a (;onstant st.ress experiment, like the creep t,e~l. F'or a
(;reep experim(mt at a very low (equivalent-) stress level (1""1 < TO) till) (:ornpliance
curve of a single Leonov mode is deterrnined by the linear relaxation tim~ >'0 a~
can be seen in Figure .3.2, that shows the compliance curveH versus t.ime, with the
equivalent stress as a parameter.
For creep tests performed at higher stress levels (T~q 2: TO) the relaxation
time is reduced by a factor a,,-(T~q). On a logarithmic time axis this results in
a horizontal shift of the compliance curve (hence the name "shift function"). A
single Leonov moue is not c:apable of predicting realistic: compliance curve~, 8i)l(:~
it. i~ dominated by a single relaxation time, 8e!~ Figure 3.2.
A sd. of typical tensile curves <l,t various strain rates, calculat.~d from a single
Leonov mode iH depicted in Figure 3.3.
As with the creep test, a single Leonov mode is not able to offer a. realistic
descriptioll of the cxp!~rimelltal curve, as it only accollnts correctly for lhc initial
modulus and t.he (strain-rate dependent) "yield stress". This is not. surpri8inp;
since both are essentially the ma.terial parametertl supplied t.o the model. There
exists, however, a serious di~crepancy between calcula.ted and experimental curves
before and aftcr t.he (experimenta.l) yield point (the maximum in the tensj]~ (:urve),
which shows a morc p;radllal transition from elastic to yield behaviOllr and t.he yield
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(Joint is, therefore, generally found at a, higher strain. InholI1ogcnmns (hJonn,ttion
and possible strain ~oftening account for the discrepancy after the "yidd poinV'.
In contrast, before the "yield point" the deformation is fairly homog:eneou~ and
t.he deviation between model predictions and the experimental eurvcs must be due
to another course. It will be shown that a quantitative description of a. ten~ile
test, and in fact the complete three-dimensional nonlinear viscoclastie behaviour
of polymer gJa~ses, can be obtained by using a spectrum of t;tres!;-dependent
relaxation times, rather than one.
It is to be not0.d that the inahility of a singh~ Leonov mod!) to dcscrih(~ ac!":nrately the nonlin~ar viscoelastic. response of a polymer glafls is il1h~~f0.nt. to all
modds which employ only one streflfl"dependent rdaxation time (l3o'yu~ I'.t Ill.,
1988; Wu and van Jef Giessen, 1993).

3.2.2

Multi Mode Approach

From polymer physics it is well known that time-dependent behaviour of amorphous polymers can result from a wide variety of mol~(:lliar traw;ition~, The mo~t
important of these is the glas~ transition (a."transition) which is associated to main
chain segmental motion, Many polymers also exhibit so-ealled secondary transition:;; (fj.transitions) originating from the motions of side groups, end groups, or
restrict~d motion of the main chain (Ward, 1990),
The tim!") dependence, r0.s11lting from a spe(:ific rnoleClllar transition, is gmlBl'ally mathematkally represented hy a ~pectrum of relaxation t.imm;. III CClntraflt, it
is wmally assumed that the activation of a molecular tranSition by kIllper;\.t1ll"t~ is
determined by Ii single parameter, t.he adivation energy 6.il, This implie~ that. ;~ll
the relaxation t.imes, due to n specific molecular transit jon, depend in ;m idelllical
way On temperature, resulting in the well known time-temperature flupcrposition
principle (thermo-rheological ~illlple behaviour). According to this principle, the
influence of tmnperature on vis(;oelastic propertie~, whose time depelldenCE~ is determined by (a set of) relaxation time(s), can be d~s!:ribed by a so-called t'edllc!~d
time t' (L~adennan, 1943):

t. ""

t

10

l

dt

(:;,5)

aT

Dividing Lhc r0.al time t by a shift factor aT I'cslllt~, On a logarithmic ~imc axis,
in a horizontal ~hifl by a factor ]og(aT), where arI' is the ratio of t1H~ relaxation
times at t,(·~rnp~ratures T and To.
In practice, !~XperilIlenta.l verification of the applicability of tirrw- ten\lwrature
SUP(~rposition consists of two parts (Ferry, 1980); First it is attempted to construct
a ~I!Iooth mMt(~r (:urve of a vis(:oelastic quantity, like the cr(~(·~p (;()lIlplianCf~, at
a c~rtain refetencc t()mperature. This is done by shifting curves m~)asurcd at
different temperatures horizont.ally along the logarithmic timt~ axis, Spcond, if a
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smooth master curve is obtained, a plot of the resulting shift factors as a function
of temperature must obey a "familiar" relation, e.g. the Arrhenius equation or
the WLF-equation.
According to the Eyring approach, besides activation by temperature, a. molecular transition Can also be activated by stress (to be more precise: by the
equivalent stress TeQ)' Again it is commonly assumed that stress activation is
described by a single parameter, the activation volume V·. Indeed, determination
of the activation energy and volume is often used for the identification of certain
molecular transitions (Ward, 1990). It is, therefore, logical to assume that, like in
the case of activation by temperature, all relaxation times are the same function of
the total equi!)Q,lent stress. This leads to the principle of time-stress superposition,
which states that the nonlinear effect of stress can be described by using a reduced
time, like in the case of temperature. It. implies that, if a discrete spectrum of
Leonov modes is used as an approximation of the relaxation-time spectrum, all
modes should be shifted by the same factor a(7(1"eq), where T~q is the total equivalent stress. Furthermore, it implies that the experimental verification of the
applicability of time-temperature superposition, as described above could also be
used to justify time-stress superposition. Data obtained for constant stress levels
must shift to a smooth master Curve and the resulting shift factors, as a function
of equivalent stress, must obey a "familiar" relation like the Eyring equation,
Bq. (3.3). In essence, for polymer glasses, time-stress superposition implies that
yielding can be regarded as a stress induced glass transition.

3.3

Experimental

Experiments were carried out on test specimens produced according to ASTM D
638 from extruded sheets of Makrolon (bisphenol A polycarbonate, Bayer), 2 mm
thick. Polycarbonate was selected as a model polymer since, at room temperature,
it exhibits only one active relaxation mechanism of interest; the glass transition.
At room temperature the ,8~transition, which is situated at -100 ·C to -50 ~C, is
only relevant for very fast processes.
Stn~ss relaxation experiments were performed on a Frank 81565 tensile tester,
whereas creep and constant strain rate experiments were performed on a Zwick ReI
servo-hydraulic tensile tester (20 kN). In all cases the extension was measured
using an Instron (2620-602) strain gauge extensometer with a measure length of
GO mm and a range of ± 2.5 mm. The radial strain was measured using an Instron
(2640~008) transverse extcnsometer. The relative accuracy in the force and strain
measurements was 1%.
Stress relaxation experiments, with loading times not exceeding 104 5, were
performed at strains of 0.5% to 3%. Creep experiments, with loading times not
exceeding 10 3 s, were performed in dead weight loading at lQads of 10 to 55 MPa.
The strains and loads in the stress relaxation and creep experiments were applied
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within 1 s. Tensile test experiments were performed at constant st.rain rates up t.o
10- 2 S- I . Each expcrjm~nt was performed on a new sample (It rourn temperat.ure.
All test samples had the same age, which exceeded hy far the longt'~st. time ill the
experiments.

3.4 Results
Tn Section 3.2 it was a.rgued t.hat. the deformation behaviuur of glassy polymers is
determined by the linear relaxation time spectrum which is shifted to shorter times
when stress is a.pplied. In this section, the admissibility of this time-str(~S;o; f.luperposit.iun principle will be verified experimentally using polycarb()nate at> a lllodd
polymer. Sllhs~quently the linear relaxation time spectrum will be det.prrnined in
order to complete the ITIulti-mode Leonov model for polycarbonate. Finally, t.he
model will b~~ verified using constant 5t.rain rate experiments and stress rdaxatioIl
experiments (in tensile deformation).

3.4.1

Admissibility of Time-Stress Superposition

In order t.o verify! experimentally, the admissibility of time· stress superposition for
polycarhonat.e, it Wlili first attempt.ed to construct a ;o;ITIooth master curv(~ from
a number of creep tests at diffemnt stress levels as rlescribed in Sed.ion ~.2.2.
The results of the creep tests are depicted in Figure 3.4. The cnrveti wet'<~ shift(~d
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Creep compliance of polycarbonate at va.ri(ms loads at 20 0 C.
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horizontally along the logarithmic time axis with rcspect to the 10 MPa refere.nce
CUrve. The resulting master Curve is depicted in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Construction of the master curve of
stress of 10 MPa.

tIll.!

creep compliance at a MfererlCe

From Figure 3.5 it is clear that a smooth compliance master Curve can be
constructed by horizontal shifting of the creep tests at different stresSes. It must
be emphasized that the compliance master curve at 10 MPa is a "virtual" curve
that will strongly deviate from an experimental creep test on the same time scale,
due to aging effects.
The logarithm of the shift factors log(alo)) are tabulated in Tabel 3.1 as a
function of the creep load:

Table 3.1

Shift factors res!JitiI)g from the construction of the 10 MPa ma.ster compli-

ance curve.

The second part of the experimental verification of time-stress superposition
consists of fitting the shift data from Tabel 3.1 with the Eyring equation, Eq, (3.3))
see Figure 3.6. It is dear that the creep data are determined by one Eyring shift
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function only. Therefore, the semnd eondition is also HId and we tllay
that time-stress superposition may be applied.

3.4.2

:t..~Hurne

Material Parameters

Now it is verified experimentally that time·stress superpoHitioIl appliE:s to polycar.
bonate, ~he multi-mode Leonov model for polycarbonatc can be cOlllpleted hy
determining t.he material pammet.ers.
'l'he Eyrin9 Paro.mnf':1'8

The Eyrin~ viscosity fUIlction, Eq. (3.3), which describes t.he IloIllirwarity in t.he
stress response, is dctf!rmined by two paramckrs, the zero-shear viscosit.y 7/0 and
the nonlinearity parameter TO, which may be dctr:rmined by using an Eyring plot
(see ChaptN 2, Section 2.5.3). In order to lIlake such a Eyring plot, we nei~d to
~xt.ract viscosi~.Y data fr()m t.he creep tests ,tt different stress If!veis (Figure 3.4).
In principlf\ this should be done by measuring the plat.eau.cl·eep rat.c~ (ipd of
each ereep experiment. Th(~ plateau-creep rate is determined by the (~()nstancy of
the creep rate at all imposed (constant) creep 10a.d 0"0 and, therefot'(~, d()fines a
viscosity 7J~t = aoNTJ1' Note that this is an extensional vismsity (as denoted hy
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the superscript "e") since the creep data were obtained from tensile experiments,
In terms of the Leouov model, the plat.eau-creep viscosity 11;1 is equal t.o the sum
of the viscosities rtf = 1)Gi3Q" of all the separate Leonov modes:
(3.6)

where Tf~ is the equivalent stress associated with the creep load 0'0, The plateaucreep rate is usually obtained from a Sher-by-Dorn plot, which is a graph of the
creep rate verSuS creep st.rain.
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Sherby-Dorrl plot for the determination of the plateau creep tate at 55 MPa,

Due to the limited experimental time window, a plateau-creep rate was observed only at the highest creep load of 55 MFa, From the Sherby-Dorn plot,
the value of the pla.teau-creep rate was estimated to be ipl = 10-5 8- 1 , leading to
a plateau-creep viscosity of 'IJ;1 = 55 . 105 MPa,'S-l (see Figure 3.7). For all the
other creep tests, a constant creep rate could not be established experimentally.
However, according to Eq, (3,6), the ratio of the plateau-creep visco8itie~ at t.wo
different stress levels 7"lq and Q , is equal to the ratio of the shift factors at those
strell~ levels:

T:

(3.7)
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Therefore, the value of t.he plateau-creep vis(;osity at ,55 MPa may hf~ lIsed to
convert the plot. of shift factors (Figure 3.6) to a graph of viscosity as a function
of equivalent. stress (Figure (3.8)).
In orner t.o obtain an accurate: estimation of bot.h t.he activation volumE: (ro)
and the zero-shear viscosity 1/0, it i:. necessary to have viscosity da.ta up to the
(equivalent) "yield stre~~". Therefore, yield data obt.ained by tBnsih~ tf~st.ing at
different strain rates were included in Figure 3.8. Note that a "yield point"
also defines a viscosity sinC!~ it. is determined by t.he moment the stre~s bcwmes
const.:'wt at an imposed constant. strain rate. Sin~e it i!l irrelevant. whether this
st.eady-state situation is achieved at an imposed stresfl or imposed strain rate,
the "yield vis(;O/;ity" is also !~qual to the sum of t.he viscosities of all t.he separate
Leonoy modes:

(3.8)
where r!q is the eq1livalent yield stress.
The reBults of the tensile tests at different st.rain rates arc shown in Tabd (:3.2).
A plot of all t.he viscosity data is depicted in Figure 3.8. The solid line io a best
fit using a sinF!;le Eyring viscosity function. From this ngme it is clear that both
yield and creep are detNmined by the same Eyring process. The best fit rc:o:ult.ed
in a value for TO = 0.89 MFa and for 7]~ = 4.6561 . 10 20 MPa.:;;.
€Ja- '1
"" !MPai
'ly lMl a·al

,.1'" ~

lMP~1

l.4 . 10··

61.7

4.5·10'
:\5.6

l.5·lO
59.9
4.1 . IOU
34,6

1.4 . 10-

63.6
4.6 ·10
:\6.7

1.1.10. 0
63.1
4.5·10
36.4

1.4 10-::-s'''
63.1

1.5·10
~6.4

1.6·10·'
6[.3
4.2· 10 0
37.7

Table 3.2 Viscosities from yield points at ditfererll: st.rain ratetl w
valent streI:J/j.
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4.7·10·
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funct.ion of equi-

Linr-:ar Viscoelastic Paro-mete.rs

In the limit of small :.tresses and strains, the multi-mode Leorwv nwdcl redu(;e~
to a g!meralized Maxwell model (in shear). In order to find the linear Lconov
(Maxwdl) parameters, we start from the the 10 MPa complian(~e master curve,
which was obtained through application of the time-stress superposition prin(;iple
(Se<tion ;~.4.1). This compliance curve is complete towards th(~ long ~ime limit,
~ince the plateau <:reep regime was established. However, the 10 MPa compliance
master curve does not constitut.e the true linear !:ompliance curve. The value
of the nonlinearity parameter 70 indicates that, above an equivahmt stmss of
0.89 MPa, polycarbonate already behaves in a nonlinear way. Therefore, the
true linear compliance curve could only be obtained indirectly by shifting the
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Figure 3.8 A plot of the elong8.tionai viscosity as 8. function of equivalent stress,
obtained from creep data ('V) and yield data (0). The solid line is a. fit using 8. single
Eyring [utJctiOIJ.

10 MPa master curve horizontally by a. factor aq(1"l~ Mf'a). The resulting linear
compliance curve is depicted in Figure 3.9. Also plotted in Figure 3.9 is the single
mode approximation of the linear compliance curve, which is obtained by only
taking into account the glassy compliance Dg and the total zero-shea.r viscosity 770'
The solid line in Figure 3.9 is a fit using a generalized Kelvin-Voigt model (see
Appendix A):

D(t)

=0;

D9 +

n

L
i '" 1

D,(l - e-t) +

t

e

(3.9)

7]0

with Dg = 1/ Eg, where the initial ("glassy") Young's modulus was measured to
be: Eg = 2335 MPa. The fit wa.s obtained uSing CONTIN, a constrained regularization program developed to invert ill-posed linear integral equations (Provencher,
1982a, 1982b). Using an equidistant grid of relaxation time5, eighteen modes
were necessary to obtain a accura.te description of the linear compliance curve.
No further attempt.s were made at this stage of the research to reduce the number
of modes.
In order to obtain the linear Leonov pa.rameters, the linear tensile compliance curve D(t) must be converted to the linear shear relaxation modulus curve
G(t). This was done by invoking the correspondence principle (Tschoegl, 1989),
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yield
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added (dashed line).

;:u;sulIling a constant bulk modulus K = 4300 MPa (which COlTcsponds to the
(~xperimeI1tally Je~ermined initial Pois~on ratio of polycarbonate [.I = 1).41 [-]), see
Appendix A. The resulting shear relaxation modulus is depicted in Figure 3.10,
the eighteen shear moduli and relaxation times are tabulated ill TaLel :3.3. It must
be emphasized that these linear parameters bear nO physical meaning, only the
relaxat.ion modulus G(t) itself is a material function.

3.4.3 Model Verification
In Section 3.2.2 it. was argued that the finite nonlinear viscoe:la.st.k behaviour of
polymer glasses is determined by the linear relaxation time spectrum which is
shifted to shorter tim0.s when tltreoS is applied. In t.he previous Section 3.4.2, the
linear rdaxatioIl time spectrum for a model polymer, poly(~arbollate, was approximated using eight.e~m LeoIlov modes, all suhdued to the same st.rPflS depeudencc.
In t.his Section, this multi marie Leonov constitutiv(~ equation of polyc(l.rbouate
will be verified by const.ant strain rate experiments (homogeneous uniaxial tensile
test.s) and st.ress relaxation experiIntmt.s.
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Figure 3.10 The linear shear relaxation modulus G(t) calculated from the linear tensile
compliance CUrve D(t) as described in AppendiJ( A.

Uniaxial Tensile Test
The first verification experiment considered, is a standard uniaxial tensile test
at various constant strain rates (constant crosshead speed). Figure 3.11 shows
a comparison between the experimental data (open symbols) and the numerical
predictions (solid line). It is clear that, in contrast to a single mode Leonov
model (see Figure 3.3), the multi mode Leonov model provides an quantitative
description of the strain rate dependent "yield behaviour" of polycarbonate.
In the multi~mode Leonov model, polycarbonate is essentially regarded as
a highly nonlinear fluid. It i8, therefore, instructive to divide both stress and
strain data in Figure 3.11 by the constant applied st.rain rates and make a plot
of the extensional viscosity versus time, as is common practice in rheology, sec
Figure 3.12.
During the tensile test the lateral contraction was measured as well. Figure 3.13 shows a comparison between the experimental data (open symbols) and
the numerical predictions (solid line) of the radial strain versus axial strain. The
dashed line is the prediction for an elastic solid with a (constant) Poisson ratio
equal to the init.ial Poisson ratio of polycarbonate 11=0.41.
From Figure 3.13 it i8 clear that the multi mode LeOn(lV model also provides
a quantitative description of the strain rate dependent volume behaviour during
tensile testing of polycarbonate up to the "yield point" .
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A; [s]
O.7080e+04
O.3548e+06
0,2512e+07
0.1778e+08
0.125ge+09
6 0.8913e+09
7 0.6310e+10
8 0.4467e+11
9 0.3162e+12
10 0.2239e+13
11 0.1585e+14
12 0.1l22e+15
13 0.7943e+15
14 0.5623e+16
15 0.3981e+17
16 0.2818e+18
17 O.1995e+19
18 0.1413e+20
i
1
2
3
4
5

Table 3.3

GdMPaJ
O.2254e+02
Q,9810e+Ol
0.1096e+02
0.1354e+02
O.1633e+02
O.1687e+02
0.2125e+02
O.2331e+02
0.3336e+02
0.3642e+02
OA226e+02
0.4532e+02
0,5148e+02
Q,7140e+02
0.5088e+01
0.3992e+03
0.6563e+0l
0.204ge+Ol

7/(),j

= Ao,;' Gi [MPa·s]
O.1596e+06
O.3481e+07
O.2753e+08
0.2407e+09
0.2056e+1O
0.1503e+11
0.1341e+12
O.1041e+13
O,1055e+14
0.8153e+14
0.6698e+15
0.5085e+16
0.40Sge+17
OA015e+18
0.2026e+18
O.1l25e+21
O.131Oe+20
0.2894e+20

LiIleiU Leonov parameterS obtained by fitting the linear relaxation modillus

Stress Relaxation
In order to verify the description potential of the nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour
of polycarbonate, offered by the multi-mode Leonov model, nonlinear relaxation
experiments were performed. The results of experimental data and numerical
calculations at various strain levels are depicted in Figure 3.14.
Note that all the stress relaxation experiments displayed in Figure 3,14 are
essentially nonlinear, since the equivalent stress levels are well above the value of
the nonlinearity parameter TO = 0.89 MPa. In contrast, visually, the response up
to one per cent strain appears to be quite linear, which illustrates that conclusions about true linear behaviour can only be drawn with great precaution. This
becomes evident when describing these nonlinear stress-relaxat.ion experiments.
In an ideal I;tress relaxation experiment, it is assumed that loading takes place
instantaneollsly. In practice, however, loading always OCCurs over a finite time.
In case of true linear behaviour the difference in response between in:;;tantaneous
and ramp-like loading is negligible after ten times the loading time (Struik, 1978).
In contrast, due to t.he nonlinear behaviour, it was found that, in order t.o obtain
a good agreement between experimental data and calculations, as displayed in
Figure 3.14, it was necessary to take into account the exact loading program as
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used in the experiment. Assuming an instantaneous loading program in th~ calculations, resulted in differences with the experiments which persisted much longer
than ten times the experimental loading time, This kind of "hidden" n()nlin!~ar
behaviour could be of importance when considering the influence of a short stress
pulse on creep behaviour (Struik, 1978) as was also mentioned by McKenna et al,
(1994),

Shear Test
Another possible verification experiment would be a plane-stress shear test also
called "laboratory shear" (see Figure 3.15, the shear strain I = tan(O)). The
predicted shear stress T versus shear strain I data are depicted in Figure 3.15.
Note that the "yield points" in tensile and in ~hear deformation compare very well
to a (strain rate dependent) Von Mises criterion, This is due to the fact that the
equivalent st.ress T CQ ' which determines the nonlinear response, is proportional to
the Von Mises equivalent st.ress. Unfortunately, at present, we are not able to
mea$ure the shear stress response experimentally, nor could we find acCurate data
in the literature for samples having the same thermal history as our samples.
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Figure 3.15 Ca1cula.~ed riMe-stress shear test experiments, at lfflri0116 shear strain
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direction.
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3.5 Discussion and Conclusions
The present researeh shows ~hat the finite three"dimensional nonlinea.r visc()ebo~ic
behaviour (including yielding) of polycarbonate is complet.ely determined hy the
(in good approximation constant) bulk modulus, the linear shear relaxation time
spectrum and one nonlinearity parameter, whieh describes how the ~pectrum is
shifted to shorter times upon loading. The nonlinearity parameter (related to th(~
activation volume) and the linear relaxat.ion time spectrum can h/~ determilled on
ba.5is of creep experiments and constant strain rat(~ experiments using tirrH~-streo~
superposition. Polyearbonate was selected a.~ a model system, since it (·)xhibito
only Olle relaxation mechanism of interest at room tcmpcmture (the (l;lasf; tr;l,nsition). A quantitative three-dimensional constitutive equation for polycarbonate
as a model polymer wa.<; obtained by approximating the relaxation tinw spectrulJI
hy eighteen Leonov modes, A single Leonov mode is a Maxwell model employing
a relaxation time which is dependent on an equivalent stress proportional to tlw
Von Mises equivalent stress. Furthermore, a Leonov mode correctly separates
the hydrostatic and deviatorie stress response and accounts for the gmmet.rical
complexities associat.ed with simultaneous (large) ela'ltic and plastic deformM.ions.
The present research establi5hc~ the linear shear relaxation tirrw spectrum
as the key quantity determining the nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour of glassy
polymers, Deviatork st.ress (and temperature) merely distort the time scale. It
should be noted that mechanical properties in general, and visc.odastic behaviour
especially, are also profoundly influenced by physical ap;ing (Struik, 1978). It is
now well cstablished that, under influence of aging, the creep compliancf! (:urve
shifts toward longer times, which can be quantified by an aging-time shift factor
as defined by St.ruik (1978), However, all samples used in this study had the same
age, which by far c:xce!~ded the longest time in the cxperiment. Therefore, to
first approximation, aging was not taken into aecount (which wlll ca.IlS(~ t.he model
to be less accurate for differently aged samples). As opposed to aging, it has also
been observed that plastic deformation beyond the "yield point." (:an re:-mlt in a
decrease of the viscosity, leading to intrinsic strain :o;oft.cning and a decrcaSf! of the
yield ~treSS. This phenomenon is call(~d "rejuvenation" and is thought 1.0 be the
rcsult, of m~~chanieally "deaging" the sample by plastic deformation (H;u;an (~t ai"
1993; Struik, 1978). Until now here, however, only the re:sponse up to the "yield
point" i~ considered l:I.nJ rejuvenation is not taken into acconnt. F1!rth~rrnore,
t,h(~ good agr(~/~rnent between experiments and pr!~dietions for the :;tre~li-relaxation
experiments, as welJ a.s the applicability of time-stress superposition, suggest that,
lip to the "yield stress", rejuvenation effects (Struik, 1978; Hasan et (1.i., 199J) are
not importa.nt (for monotone loading paths and for short loading timt/; rclat.ive t.o
the age of the material). In Chapt,(·~r 6, l:I.ging and rejuvenation will bp addressed
in morc d(~t;lil.
In this Chapter, it was shown that gla~~y polymers behave essenti<llly as highly
f)onJinc;).r fluids. In th~ next Chapter, we will discuss some of the consequences
of this llonlinear behaviour with resp(~ct. to inhomogeneous behaviour.

,I

Chapter 4
Localisation Phenomena
4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters a detailed constitutive equation was presented, which describes the nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour of polymer glasses up to the "yield"
point. In Chapter 5 this description will be extended to include the strainhardening regime. An important consequence of the highly nonlinear behaviour of
polymers in general, and polymer glasses specifically, is their sensitivity to strain
localisatioIl, which will be the topic of this Chapter.
Strain localisation, defined loosely as amplification of non-homogeneous behaviour due to small fluctuations of the stress- or strain field, manifest.s itsp.lf in
glassy polymers in t.hp. form of shear bands and crazes. Shear bands are localized
yield zones which can be diffuse or sharp and which grow at constant volume.
Crazes can be envisaged as micro-cracks bridged by fibrillar material. Craze
growth is accompanied by an increase in volume.
Understanding the initiation and evolution of these strain inhomogeneities is
the key to the design of macroscopic tough polymeric materials (van der Sanden
et at., 1993) and detailed finite element calculations are now used to examine the
influence of specific morphologies on the strength of polymeric systems (Huang
p-t al., 1993). Initiation and growth of shear bands re~ults from the combined action of nonlinear material behaviour and the applied boundary conditions, and is
now understOOd qualitatively (Boyce and Arruda, 1990; Wu and van der Giessen,
1994). It appears that strain localisation is inherently relat.ed to yielding. The
inhomogeneous rp.sponse is enhanced by intrinsic strain softening, although in
some loarling conditions the nonlinear yield behaviour itself can already result in
t.he formation of shear bands (Wu and van der Giessen, 1995). Craze initiation
is more complex and less well understood. Crazing is a dilatational process and,
therefore, most craze-initiation criteria usually involve the hydrostatic stress or
strain (Ward, 1990, Chapter 12). In this Chapter, however, it will be shown experimentally that the yield process is the rate-determining step in craze initiation.
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4.2
4.2.1

Theory
Crazenlnitiation Criteria

Maeroseopic brittle fra.cture of glassy polymers is normally prec:edeJ by the formOltion of CtYLZP.S, small crack-like def!~ets, bridged by fihrillar material. Unlike nial
eracks, crazes have load bearing capacity and when viewerl on a microscopic l~wel,
t.hey display large plastic deformations. Therefore, crazes (I.r~ the most important
source of fracture ~oughn~ss in brittle glassy polymers, even though the vollHtl~
fraction crazes during fracture is generally low. It is, therefore, not. surprising
~hat a vast. amount of research has been done on all aspects of crazing: craze
Ilucleation, growt.h and failure, the micro-structure of cr,tz!~s, the illflucnc!~ of molecular parameters, etc" and it number of excellent. reviews are availabh·: (Kram(:r
(1983); Kramer and Berger (1990) and Kinlo(:h and Young (1985), Chapter 5).
Craze initiation has received relat.ively little attention. It is generally aCCfw~ed
thaL craze initiation is enhanced by both the hydrostatic and the deviat.oric st.resS
st.ate, and, consequently, craze~initiation criteria normally i.nvolv!~ bot.h the fin;t.
and the second invariant of the stress tensor (Ward, 1990). Unfortunatdy, two
factors complicate the search for a macroscopic craze criterioD. First, it is well
known that crazes always initiate on surface grooves or small imperfe(:tions in the
polymer, where the exact state-of st.ress (and strain) are unknown. Sc(ond, e~p(~
cially at low stresses, t.here can be a considerable time lag: between load application
and the occul'l'ence of the first visible craze, which indicates that craze illitiat\on
is a time-dependent phenomenon. Therefore, a m(~aningful craze criterion can
probably only be defined on a local scale, in a well defined micro-s~ructur~, where
the stat!~-()f ~tress is known (Ka.mbour, 1986). Such a local criterion would still
be very useful in numerical aided design of morpholop;ics where shear yi~lding
prevails crazing.
Figure 4.1 depicts some of the microscopic events that are likely to be involw:d
in craze nucleation (Kramer, 1983). First, plastic: deformation starts at a local
stress concentration. The nonlinear nature of the yield process and the strOlin
soft.ening character of polymer glasses will re~mlt. in a localisation of deformation
as the plast.ic strain increases. Since the material at some distance of the local
deformation zone is relatively undeformed, lateral stresses will develolJ, At t.his
stag~ t.wo things can happen. First, the strain-hardening response of til!) material
can stabilize the ~train-Iocalisation process and the micro-tihea!' band will spread
out.. Second, it has been shown (Argon and J;:iannoosh, 1977) that the itydrost<lti(:
stress required to plastically expand a micro-porous region, is greatly [(~dl1ced if
the material i8 in a state of flow. Therefore, if the lateral stresses become high
enough, the material in t.he deformation zone will eavitate, and craz~~ nucleation
has been accompli~hed.
It is difficult to predict which of the events in Figure 4.1 will be the ra.tcdetermining skp in Craze nucleation. In One of the most det.ailed 8tudks on cra.ze
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a
Figure 4.1 Schematic drawing of microscopic events involved in craze nucleation: a
FormatiOIl of a localized surface plastic zone and buildup of laeeral stresses. b Cavitation
of the plastic zone. c deformation of the polymer ligaments between voids and coalescence
of individual void.~ to fOrm. a void network (after Kramer, 1983).

initiation, Argon and Hannoosh (1977L it WM argued that nucleation of voids is a
thermally activated process. The activation-free energy for pore formation consists
Qut of two terms; the formation of a slip patch, which is started and arrested by
molecular inhomogeneities, followed by the formation of a stable round cavity
by pla."tic expansion of micro-porous regions inside the slip patch, This model
was criticized by Kramer (1983)) because it ignores both surface-tension and
chain-entanglement effects, Furthermore, in the study by Argon and Hannoosh
(1977) the true kinetics of Craze initia.tion were obscured by the considerable time
lag between the void formation and visible OCcurrence of the first craze, The
void-initiation time could only be estimated indirectly by assuming a. power-law
relation between the equivalent stress- and strain during the plastic expansion of
the initial void until it is large enough to reflect light.
In order to avoid the diffkulties associated with the unknown state·of stress,
Dekkers (1985) studied craze initiation around a well-adhering glMs bead. Linear
clastic finite-element calculations were used to determine the local state-of stressand strain. Comparing these calculations with the spatial arrangement of crazes
around the glass beads, it was concluded that the major principle stress and the
dilatation were the most likely candidates for a craze-initiation criterion. In this
study, the kinetics of Craze initiation were not considered. Moreover, the (l..')sump"
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bon of lin(~a.r dastie behaviour up to the point of Cr!L7.(~ initiation i~ qU(~8tionablc.
The concept of a local, time-independent (:raze·initiation criterion is app(~,tliTlg
a,nd wulrl b(~ Vf~ry useful in finite element calculations on a. rnicn):;(:opic kvel.
Unfortunately, a direct experimental verifica.tion of the exishmce of sucb a criterion
on a macroscopic level is not possible. However, defining a local tirne-indept!lldent
Cfaze-initia.tion (:rit~rion implies that the rate-determining step in craze-initiation
is either the initiation of strain locallsatiolJ, or the evolution of the localLtcd plastic
zone up to the point of voiding. In the next section, it will be argued that the r,\t~
dependence of the initiation of straill localisation in gla:o;:o;y polymers i~ determiued
by the nonlinea.r yidd hehaviour. Therefore, if strain localis;l.tion, l(·~ading to
the formation of a slip patch, is the rate-determining step in Cl'a'l.(' illitiation,
then the kinetics of craze initiation and the nonlinear yield h(·~haviour should be
identical. The latter statement is a(~cf~ssible to direct (macroscopic) cxp(~rim~nta.l
verification, a~ it will be shown in Section 4.4.

4.2.2

Strain Localisation in Polymer Glasses

Strain localisation in polymer g;lasse:;; i:;; the result of the combined action of nonlinear material response, comprising the nonlinear yield hehaviour, intrinsic 8train
softening; and strain hardening, and the applied boundary conditionfi. Ttl(~ i.mtiation of stra,in loca.lisation, however, is only determined by ~he yidd process
and the applied boundary conditions. Moreover, th() ratt) depend~mee (thn "kind.i(;s") of the yield behaviour is fully described by th(~ Eyring process (Chapter 2,
Eq. (2.52)), anrl is not influeneed by ~train hardening or strain softpning. A rig·
orouS justificatioll of these statements would require a full sta.hilit.y analysis of the
nonlincill' flow prohlem (Rice, 1977; Anand et ai" 1987). Here, how(~ver, :l more
qualitative argument will be used to illustrate the influence of the constitutivc
behaviour on strain localisation (Bowden, 1970), To start, it will be a,ssumed
that, at the yield point, the material behaviour can he approximated by a KelvinVoigt model, representing the nonlinear flow behaviour and the strain-hardening
response in shear (see Figure 4.2), which fe~lUlts from a rubber-elastic response
of the "(~ntanglement" network, see Chapter 5,
At the yield point, to a good approximation, the total titrain rate is E~qua,l t,o the
plastic straill rate. According; to Figure 4.2, t.he relat.ion between tIlt' shear-flow
stress T and t.he plastic titrain rate 1~ becomes:
(1.1 )

where C" is the "rubbery" strain-hardening modulus (s()(·~ Chapter 5),
All the nonlinear flow (:haract.eriflt.ies (the "kinetics" of the yield process) ;l.r(~
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G~
Figure 4.2 Schematic drawing of the mechanical b",1zaviour of a polymer glass at, the
yield point. The riAAhpot depicts the nonlinear flow behaviour, which depends on stress
and plastic strain, and the (nro-Hookean) spring with sheil!" modulus G represents th~
etltropic strain hardening.

incorporated in the Vi5cosity function "7 (Figure 4.2);
(4.2a)

aa(-T)

(~)
(T)
smh -

=.

(4.2b)

1"0

a'l = exp(-D)

b =h (I

-

:CQ) 7p

(4.2c)
(4.2d)

The function aa(1") is the Eyring-shift factor, which describes stress activated fluw,
as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The last two relations, Eqs. (4.2c) and (4,2d),
present a phenomenological description of intrinsic strain softening, using a scalar
internal variable, D, which is related t.o the number density of shear transformation
sites (areas ofincreased mobility due to a high free volume) (Hasan et al., 1993).
The const.ants Doo and h are essentially fitting parameters, The shift. factor a'l
can be expressed as a function of the pl&ltic 5train IP by integrat.ion of Eqs, (4,2c)
and (4.2d):

(4.3)
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In Chapter 6, the subject of int.rinHic strain softening will be

rliscll~s~:d

ill morp

d!~t.ail.

At high st.n~SH levels, the hyperbolic sine function in Eq. (4.2b) can b!~ approximat.!d by an exponential. Using Eqs, (4.1) and (4.2), the pla.st.ic strain rat~ can
~hen be written liS:
( 4.4)

The nonlinear charact.()r of the Eyring proc!:ss is depicted in an l';.Yrin~ plot.
of the yield stres~ verSus the logarithm of the plastic st.rain rate (Figlln~ 4,3).
From this plot, it is dear that the Eyring prur.:ess can t.rigger inlwrr"iOp;i~n()Ous
behaviour. A small f:l.uctuation of the stress field will retmlt in a lal."g!: devill.tiotl of
the local plastic stnLin rate, depending on the value of the act.ivation volume (which
determines the slope 1'0, sec Figure 4.3). Dependent on the specific houndary
conditions, this can lead to tltrain localisation.

;.-;.- 1

Log(Strain Rate)
FigUl'e 4.3 A graphical repre8eflta.~i(m of the nonlinear yidd belJaviour ~<; (ki;(~l"iI)cd
/:lY the Eyring pror.~:;;:;;. A small ituctu<ltim) ill the stress rel:JllitH irl a large devi<ltioTJ of
dlP. plastic strain rate (logarithmic x.axis!),

Cr~ing, as an extreme form of strain IO<~(l,lisation, is not d~t.mrnilled by the
Eyrinp; pro<:!:Stl alone, Figure 4.4 depicts a combined Eyring plot of severa.l polymers, From this Figure it can be secn, that polymers sensitivE~ to (:ra~ing, like
polytltyrene, can have it smaller at:tivation volume (larger 7U) than polymers like
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polycarbonatc, which are insensitive to crazing and generally fail through sheal'mg. Intrinsic strain softening and the strain hardening, amplify respectively sta._----
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Figure 4.4 A combined Eyring plot for several well known polymers, The polystyrene
data are a prediction, !1Siilg Eq. (4,13),
bilize small stress fluctuations. This is depicted in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, where some
typical values of the material constants in Eq. (4.4) for polycarbonate were used
(Timmermans fit oJ, 1995), to show the effect of strain softening- and hardening
on the pla.<:tic strain as a function of time, at different stress levels.
As is clear from this Figure, the plastic strain as a function of t.ime increases
dramatically if the material displays strain softening behaviour. Dependent on the
balance between strain hardening and strain softening, and the specific bound·
ary conditions, this will promote strain localisation. Particularly, elimination of
strain softening will result in a mOre homogeneous deformation behaviour, as
was also mentioned by Argon and Hannoosh (1977). This concept will be used
in Chapt.er 5, where the strain-hardening behaviour is investigated by means of
large homogeneous deformations, obt.a.ined via elimination of strain softening.
From Eq. (4.1) it Can also been seen that the value of the strain-hardening
modulus G t determines the level at which the plastic strain 5tabilizes. A high
value of G r promotes homogeneous behaviour. Moreover, a high strain-hardening
modulus is indicative of a dense entanglement network. In Chapter 3, it wa.s
shown that the yield point can be envisaged as a stress-induced glass transition.
Therefore, a plastically expanding zone is effectively a rubber. From rubbercavitat.ion theories, (Gent and Wang, 1995) it is known that dense networks have
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a higher (,:,witation stress. As a consequenc.c, a. high strain-hardening modulus will
inhibit voiding of the slip patch. An alternative point of view is that the cavitation
stress is hip;her, because the covalent-bond contribution to the surface energy of a
glassy polymer increases with entanglement density (Kramer, 198.3). Therefore,
due to its dense enta.nglement network, polycarbonate is not very sensitive to
crazing, de:;;pite its rather strong strain-softening response and its small activation
volume.
Using Eq. (4.4), the sensitivity of the local plastic strain rate to deviations in
the stress field, can be expressed as:
d(ln 'h,)
1
~=~

(4.5)

Thus, the kinetics of the yield process, responsible for the initiation of strain
localisation, is fully described by the Eyring process a.nd, in particular, independent of strain hardening- and softening. This will be verified experimentally
in Chapters 5 and 6. Consequently, if the initiation of strain localisation is the
rate-determining step in craze initiation, the kinetics of craze initiation should he
described by the same Eyring parameters as the yield prOCe$~.

4.3 Experimental
The polystyrene grade (Styron 6.38™), used in this study, was specially selected
for its extreme brittle behaviour, creating a situation where the craze-initiation
stress is approximately equal to the macroscopic breaking stress. The strain rate
dependence of the craze-initiation stress was studied using biaxial flexure (ballring test, (de Smet et al., 1992)}. In these tests the maximum st.ress region is
limited to a very small volume, thus minimizing the influence of surface flaws and
other defects on the experimentally determined strength. The biaxial flexure tests
were performed On 3 mm thick polystyrene disks with a diameter of 45 mm. The
support (ring) consisted of thrust bearing of 30 mm diameter with balls of.3 mm
radius. The load was applied in the centre of the disk with a 3 mm radius ball. As
the loading path was linear, the nominal fract.ure stress (f t, and the corresponding
strain ratE~ i were evaluated according to linear elastic theory (Roark and Young,
1984) :

(fj

=

3(1+IJ)Ft[
41rd 2

(a)
b + (1-V)(a
1+v
R2
2

1 + 21n

" 1(1-1.1)
t=t:
~ OJ

2

)(

b

1 - 2a2

)]

(4.6a)
(4.6b)

where a is the support radius, b the effective contact radius, R the specimen
radius, d the spedmen thickness, E YOllIlg'S modulus, F, the forc.e at fracture,
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t t.he loading time and 1) Poisson's ratio, The effect.ive eontact t<l.(lius iJ l:an be
calculated from t.he contact radius aeeordiug to Hertz, c; (Westerg'l.i\,rd, 1952,
page 163):
(4.7)

To study the st.rain rate dependence a.nd pressure sensit.ivit.y of tIle yield be:haviour of polystyrene two other test methods were employed;
1. Tensile tests under a superimposed hydrostatic pressure: (500 ML1), performed on polystyrene specimens with dimensions: 35 x 10 x 2 nun. The
expcrim(~nts were performed with kind permission at. t.he II-tC of Polymc:r
Scicnc~ & Teehnology (Universit.y of Leeds), The experimental ~ct.-IlP at
th\! IRe has been described extensively by Sweeney {;t ai, (1988).
2. Planar compression tests, performed on polystyrene specirrwn~ with a gi1l1g(~
length of 40 x 12 x 3 HIm. The specimens were support.c:d by two Teflon

covmed st.eel plates to create

It

plane strain conditioTI.

All specimen were produced by compression moulding and were c<\rcfully polished
to minimize t.he effect of surface defeet.s,

4.4

Results

Uniaxia.l t~nsile t.ests under superimposed hydrostatic pressure, Il-nd planar compression t.ests wp.rp. performed, in order t.o suppress crazing (Mat.sushigi~ d oI,
1975), The yield !';tresses obtained from thes~~ test~ and the result.s of the fracturt:
tests are depicted in Figure 4.7,
A Gonvenient way to verify whether the rate dependence of the yidd and frll-cture proces!'; (craze initiation) are identical, is to compare th(~ n~K\lILs of Figlln~ 4.7
in a single Eyring plot.. Becau~e different loading geometries ar\! involved, th\!
stat.\!-of stress and the strain rat~~ at the yield- and fraet.ure points must. he expressed in terms of eqllivait;nt stress and st.rain tate, respectively. The rCf;ulting
Eyring plot is depicted in Figure 4,8,
Th~ pressure-modified Eyring relation (Ward, 1990, Chapter 11) in t.Nms of
equivalen~ quantities, is given by (compare to Eq~, (2,45) and (2.46)):

~CQ = ~ sinh (~oq ) exp (~:)
which

;1,1,

(4,8)

high stress leads to:
( 4.9)
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Combined plot of yield stress (clOBed symbols) and fracture stress (open
symbols) as a function of deformation rate. Yield st1:e88 from planar compression tests
(to) and uniaxial tensile tests under superimposed hydrosta.tic pressure (f). Fracture
stress From ball-ring tests (0). The solid lines are visual fits.

where 'T~q = In(2A) is a constant) P the hydrostatic pressure, and f-1. ~ TO/WO, with
wo related to the pressure activation volume. In general loading situations, the
hydrostatic pressure P and the equivalent (yield) stress T~q, are not independent.
For example, in cru::e of uniaxial extension under a. superimposed pressure Po,
T. q and P are equal to:

~l

T" q ""

V'2lI;rd = 3"v30"

P =Po

1
--(J

3
Therefore, P can be written as a function of T~q:

P::: Po

+ Ot1'~q

(4.10)
(4.11)

(4.12)

with Ot = -~v'3. For other loading geometries) the coefficient a can be calculated
in a similar way, see Table 4.1.
Introduction of the coefficient a, Eq. (4.12), into the Eyring flow equation,
Eq. (4.9), leads to:

(4.13)
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63S™) in variolls loading geometries. Open symbols: crazing; closed symbo);,: yidding
(.9ef! Figure 4.7). The solid lines are R best fit of all data according to E;q. (4.1a), using
a single SN of Eyring parameters.

Loading geometry

Geometry factor

(X

Uniaxial extension
Biaxia.l extension
Planar compression
Table 4.1

Geometry factor

Q

!ZVL
'2

for the different loading goometries in J:iij{lli'P. 'l.S.

This equation facilitates a direct interpretation of the eXf)erimental ciata, presented
in Figure 4.8. The drawn lines in this figure, are a best fit of all d;~ta using a
single set of Eyring parameters: T~q = 60.0 MPa, 70 = 2.2 MPa and ?~ = 0.09 [-J,
From Figure 4.8 it is clear that this single set of parameters accurately dcscrihe~
bot.h yield and craze initiation. In our opinion, this is a strong indkation that
the rate-determining step in craze initiation is the formation of a localised plastic
zone, The evolution and cavitation of these patcheH are either rdativdy fast or
even time-independent proc.es~es,

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions

4.5

Discussion and Conclusions

In this Chapter, it was illustrated how the combined action of nonlinear plastic
flow behaviour, as described in Chapters 2 and 3, strain hardening and intrinsic
strain softening, can give rise to strain localisation. It was argued that the initi·
ation ofstrain localisation is only determined by the yield process. The aim of this
Chapter was to investigate whether craze initiation can be envisaged a.':l a pla.'5tic
localisation process, followed by (time-independent) cavitation of the deformed
zones. An extremely brittle polystyrene grade was selected as a model material,
to ensure that, during a fracture test, the time between craze-initiation and mac·
roscopic fracture is negligible small. A ball~ring test and a three-point bending
test were used to minimize the effect of inhomogeneities on the fracture process.
The strain rate dependence of the yield process was determined using plane-strain
compression tests and uniaxial tensile tests under superimposed hydrostatic pressure· Expressing the results of these tests in equivalent quantities, it was shown
that both fracture and yield have the same strain rate dependence, which is described by one Eyring process. This is a strong indication that the occurrence
of small deformation zOnes ("ali p patches") is indeed the rate-determining step in
craze initiation. The evolution of these micro-shear bands is determined by the
combined action of constitutive behaviour, as described in this thesis) and the local
boundary conditions. Given a certain micro-structure) the evolution of these slip
patches could in principle be calculated using finite element methods, employing
the detailed constitutive equation discussed in this thesis. This offers possibilities
for defining a local craze-initiation criterion, by comparing these detailed finite
element calculations (instead of linear elastic calculations as in Dekkers (1985))
with experimental craze studies. Such a local craze-initiation criterion is essential in computer-aided design of new heterogeneous polymer systems, where the
morphology is optimized in such a. way that shear yielding prevails crazing.
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Chapter 5
Strain-Hardening Behaviour
5.1

Introduction

A characteristic feature of polymer systems is their composite structure on a
molecular level, consisting out of covalent bonded chains) held together by secondary forces. Stress-activated segmental motion is responsible for the nonlinear
viscoelMtic behaviour, a.s discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. In particular, it was
argued in Chapter 3, that the yield point can be viewed upon as a stress-induced
glass transition. The primary bonds survive the segmental jump process, and
give rise to sterk hindrance C'chains cannot mutually cross"), which results in
strain-hardening behaviour, the topic of this Chapter. This reinforcing effect of
the covalent chains, prevents segmental motion from leading to fatal fracture like
in low molecular weight glasses. Instead) the deformation is spread throughout
the material, and leads to crazing or shear bands (see Chapter 4). For this reason,
polymers are intrinsically very tough materials, with a critical energy release rate.
which is orders of magnitude larger tha.n the (Van der Waals) surface energy.
The sterie hindrance between the polymer chains is also of prime importance
for the How behaviour of polymer melts, where all the secondary bonds are broken
by thermal energy. It is well known) that, above a certain molecular weight a.nd on
a restricted time scale, a polymer melt beha.ves like a rubbery solid (Larson, 1988,
Chapter 4). Comparing this behaviour to that of a. real (chemically cross-linked)
rubber, leads to the definition of entanglements. Entanglements are envisaged as
physical knots, which can not unravel on the time scale of the experiment. The
molecular weight between these entanglements is calculated from the "stiffness"
(plateau modulus) of the melt, using the classical theory of rubber elasticity. In
this way, the molecular weight between entanglements, M., provides a scalar
measure of the diffuse sterk hindrance between the covalent chains.
It is, therefore, not surprising that the concept of entanglements pla.y a.n important role in the large-strain deformation beha.viour of polymer solids as well.
For exa.mple, it is now widely accepted, that strain-hardening in glassy poly-
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mel'S origjnah~~ fWIIl the rubbN-elru;tic rcspont;e of the (~ntanglement Il(~twurk.
Moreover, it is oft,cn a,."itmmed, that t.he entanglcmtCnt. network, like Ii chemiudly
cross-linked network, has a limited extensibility, Thi:;: l~adt; to th(~ con(:ept. of
a maximum draw ratio Ama:t (Allison and Ward, 1967), which (:an be (~st.imatl~d
from the maximum extensibility of a single strand in the entanglement Iwtwork.
It was shown by Donald and Kramer (l9S2b, J982a) that this maximum draw
ratio of the ent.anglement net.work correlates remarkably well with th(' I~xtension
rat.io of Craze fibrils and within shear bands,
Haward and Thackray (1968) were the first to incorporate these t.wo feature:,;
of strain-hardening behaviour, a rubber-elastic response and finite extensibility,
int.o a constitutive equation, This one-dimensional equation was extended to t.he
three-dimensional "BPA model" by Boyce d al. (1988), who usprl t.Iw "thr<:(~
chain model" (James and Guth, 1943; Wang and Guth, 19S2) to describe t,he
strain-hardening response. Th(·~ BPA model wa.s later r<~fined with f(~spec.t to
strain hardening by introducing better representations of the spati<\l rlistribntiQl\ of
molecular chains, leading to t.he "eight-chain model" (Arruda and Boyce, 1993b),
a.nd t.he "full-chain model" (Wu and van der Gicssen) 1993).
Although finite extensibility is relevant for a chcmica.lly cl"Oss-link<~d rubber,
it seems less obvious that it also applies to a (t.hermoplasti~) glassy polymer,
which can ultimately flow. In fact, for a. number of polymers, th(~ upswing in
st.rain~hardening response, associa.ted with finit.e extensibilit.y, was no1. obs(~rved
experimentally, G'Scll ~t al, {1992}. In t.his Chapter, the large stra.in behaviour of
polycarbonate will be studied experimentally, in order to determine the rlnpentlcnee of strain hardening On the state-of deformation. Predeformation above t.he
glass-transition temperature and mechanical preconditioning arC userl to enSure
homogeneous behaviour.

5.2
5.2.1

Theory
Strain-Hardening Behaviour

A typical st.reSthstrain curve of a gla.ssy polymer below the glass-transit.ion temperature is depict.ed in Figure 5.1. Haward and Thackray (1968) captured t.hi~
behaviour in a constitutive equation, assuming that the isothermal d(Jormation
behaviour of a glassy polymer below t.he glass-transition temperature can be (h~
composed in an elastic region, followed by rate~dependent yielding, dlll~ to ::;lrCS:';activated segmental motion and a (tubber) elastic stl'ain-hardeninR part, Jut: lu
orientation of the entanglement. network (sec Figure S, 1).
It is nOw generally accepted that t.he strain-hardening respon~e in (gla::;sy)
polymers originates from the rubber elastic respont;€ of the ~ntaIlglemel\t. nl~twork,
alt.hough quantitat.iV(~ agreement SI~~mS to be lacking (Haward, Hl9:I) , Therdore,
first soml~ of t.he rubber elast.ic network moddK, which an~ lls(~d to dcscrib(~ Ht.rain-
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Total Respons~

/
Network Contributiou

Segmental Motion

Strain
Figure 5.1

a, Schematic decomposition of a (simplified) stress-strain curve of a glassy
polymer, showing iUl initial elastic region, followed by (rat&dependent) yield behaviour
(including strain-softening), a.rld strain-hardening behaviour.

hardening, will be reviewed.

5.2.2

Rubber- Elastic Network Models

In the classical theory of rubber elasticity it is assumed that the internal energy remains constant upon isochoric deformations. Therefore, at isothermal conditions,
the thermodynamic force, Eq. (2,38b), is only dependent on changes in entropy;
M =

(dA)
= (dU) _T(dB) "" -T (dB)
dE
dB
dB
dB
T

T

T

(5.1)
T

The change in entropy is a consequence of the distortion of the molecular
network and can be calculated from statistical mechanical arguments (Treloar,
1975). The most simple expression follows from the so-called "Gaussian network
approximation", where it is assumed that the end-to-end distance vectors of a
chain between two cross-links, are described by a Gaussian distribution function
(James and Guth, 1943). In this case, the entropy will depend on deformation as:
1

S = --nk(lB - 3)
2

(5.2)

where n is the number of (randomly oriented) chains per unit volume in the
network, and k is Boltzmann's constant. Using the evolution equation for the
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lsochoric elastk strain, Eq. (2.39b), and the expression for th(~ Cauchy-stress
tensor, Eq. (2,30), the Gaussian network approximation 1(~aJ8 to Il(-~(),Ilook(.an
hehavioul':
(fd)

with the shear modulus G = nkT.
A more accurate expression for the configurational entropy of a strct.ch(~d moIecula.r c:hain, taking into account the effect of finite·ext~nsibility, was first. dcrived
by Kuhn and Griin (1942). Considering a single ideal chain, containing N links of
length i, ha.ving a root-mean-square distance
= VNi· and maximum
draw ratio Amax = y'N, they d~riveJ an expression for the Helmholtz-fre(~ clwrgy
as a function of draw ratio A:

,t

..;:zrr>

A

= nkT (~!j + In

[~i:~P])

-

An

(G.4)

P=Cl(JN)
where Ao is an arbitrary

con~t.ant

and

£(!3)

.cun is the Langevin funcLion
1

= coth /J - !3

dcfin(~d by:

(1).6)

A useful expression is the first Pade approximant of the inverse Langevin fund.ioll
(Cohen, 1991);
U'i·7)

For clastie behaviour, at isothermal conditions, t.he tota,l power input ai, with
= '>..j A, is equal to the rate-of.elastic energy storage A = (aAjJ\)t Henc(~, the
stress-strain relation bCCOIIH~t;:

i

(o.R)

In this equation, the stress becomes infinitely large, as the draw rat.io ), approa<:hes
its limiting value Am".,; = .,IN, Invoking the affine cieformation scheme, Wu and
van Jer Giessen (1993) ext.ended this one dimensional equation t.o describe t.hreHdim(~nsiomd behaviour, by calculating the exact spatial distribution of tlw moh:ular chains. This so call(~d "full chain" model, thOllgh mathematicall.Y exact, ha.~ the
disadyantaw~ t.hat it can not he solved analytically. Three-dim(msiollal (~xU~nsiolls
of Eq. (5.8) that lead to analytical expressions, were oht.ained by sampling th(~
nrientational dist.ribution functioll only in a discrete number of di[(-~d,ionii, lih tlw
"three-chain" model of .Janws and Gllt.h (1943) (s~(~ also Wang and G11th (1952)),
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and the "eight-chain" model of Arruda and Boyce (1993b). The "four chain"
model of Flory and Rehner, Jr. (1943) also approximates the real distribution of
orientations, but does not lead to an analytical equation.
The three"chain model was obtained by assuming that Eq. (5.8) can be used
to calculate the principle stresses (I, from the principle stret.ches Aj:
(T'

•

I
r,;r
1 ( - Ai )
= -nkTvN)"·C,3
1..fN

(5.9)

with n/3 chains per unit volume in each of the principle stretch directions.
In the eight-chain model, Eq. (5.4) is assumed to hold, mUltiplied by the
number of chains per unit volume, n, and using an average chain-stretch parameter

Acha.,,:

A~h(>i" = ~ vi). r+ ).~ + ).j = ~ y7f;

(5.10)

Here, it should be noted that /Iid3 equals the average change in length of a
line element at a point P, averaged over all possible orientations (Macosko, 1994,
Chapter I). The thermodynamic force for the eight-chain model becomes:
M =

81 =

aB

(~)
a>.chain

(aAthl1-in) (8I!)
8IB
oa

(5.11)

where:

(5.12)
(5.13)
(5.14)

The constitutive relation for the eight-chain model then follows from the the evol·
ution equation for B, Eq. (2.39b), and substitution of Eqs. (5.11)-{5.14) in the
general expression for the stress tensor, Eq. (2.30)1:
Ttl =

~nkT.JN.c-l

3

(Achain) _1_Bd = G(ls)S"
.fjii Adl~in

(5.15)

Note that the eight-chain model can be envisaged as a neo-Hookean relation,
employing a shear modulus which is dependent On the first invariant. of B.
I In the original derivation (Arruda and Boyce, 1993b), the total -instead of the isothoric
strain was used, under the assumption of incompressible behaviour. This l~ads to a relation
between the extra stress tensor and the Green-Lagrange strain tensor, and is, therefore, slightly
different from Eq. ((5.15)). This applies also to the other tubber·ela.stk models in this Chapter.
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(a)
Figlll'e 5.2
mudd_

------

(b)

Schem<ltl(: drawing of (aJ tile three-chain model (I.lui (b) tlw ('ip;llt:- I:f1aHl

A schematic view of the three~chajn model and the eight.-chain rnodd j~ given
in Figure 5.2_ From this figure it is clear that thp. three-chain mon(~l sampl(~s
only the principlc strain directions, while the eight-chain model i;;).mpl(~s nOlle of
the principle strain direetions. Therefore, the three-chain model will oVNmilimate
thc network stiffness, whereas the eight-chain modeJ underestimat.es the network
respom;c_ Since the response of the full-chain model is aJways betwc~m lhc uppmand lower hound provided by the three and eight-c:hain model, Wu a.nd van der
Gie~sen (1902) proposed a simple mixing rule:
(!J_lo)

whcn~ G,

are the principle stresses and Am<l:l' is the maximum principle :o;treV:h.
It should be noten that Eq. (5.8), which is the starting point of all nOllGaussian network theories, was criticized by Flory (Flory, 1988, Chaptcr 8) for
a number of reasons_ First, from statistical mechanics point uf view, Eq. (f).H)
is only correct in the limit of a large number of segment1j N ann lit sma.ll chain
~MCt.~h (Aj.../N ;::;; 1). h can be shown that, c:'>pecially at. ~II1all N, tlll~ CallKKilill
distributiull functioll is, in fFLet, a bctter approximation of the +>.xad di:;ttihutioll
function tha.n the Langevin cxpre~sion over most of the rangt~-of ddonnatiofl,
e){~cpt at very high chain stretch. Second, Flory noted that, in a. manber of
ca,.<;es, the st[(~Ks-upswing in uniaxial extension could abo be du~ t.o stntin-ind\lC(~d
crystallization. Th(~n~forc, it is probably bettcr to regard EC]. (.).8) a.s all empirical
rdation, which can Iw lIsed to incorporate tillitc ext.ensibility_
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When considering the state-of deformation dependence, it should be realized
that, in a geometrical sense, all possible isochoric deformations are bounded by
uniaxial extension and uniaxial compression (which is equivalent to biaxial extension). This is quantified by the difference between the first and the second
invariant of the isochoric elastic strain} 1B - 119 , which is called the alignment
strength (Larson, 1988, Chapter 7). A deformation for which 1iJ is larger than 11iJ
is called strongly aligning, when Is = IIB} the deformation is neutrally aligning,
and for fiJ < H B, the deformation is weakly aligning (see Figure 5.3).
40
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Figure 5.3 A plot of I iJ versus II B for all possible isochoric deformations (ll I B
(from Deloar (1975)).

=

1)

All network models introduced in this section converge to simple neo-Hookean
behaviour at small chain stretch (see for example Eq. (5.15) in case of the eightchain model). Since the bulk modulus of a rubber is several orders of magnitude
larger than its shear modulus, in general, deformation of a rubber proceeds at
nearly constant volume (except for pure volume deforma.tions). Therefore, to
a good approximation, the i50choric~elastic strain tensor B is equal to the left
Cauchy-Green strain tensor B. In case of uniaxial extension in the x-direction, B
equals:

0)

o 0
A 1

1

°X

(5.18)
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According to neo-Hookean bdlaviour, the deviatoric 1>t.ret>s-strain relation them
bccome~;

()

-~ (,\~ - ±)
Therefore, the ten~ile stress (]

=

)

(5.19)

T~:r. - T~y equals:

(5.2(J)

From this last equatioIl i~ is clear t.hat even neo-Hookean behaviour, which hat; uo
finite ext(~nsibilit.Y, result.s in a (quadratic) upswing of the stress in a 0 .- >. plot.
The effect of finite exteIlsibility i1> revealed more dearly in a graph of t.h(·: HtrABS
versus .\2 - 1/).. In this c~e, neo-Hookean behaviom will yield a straight line
and the effect of fini~e extensibility will manife1>t itself as a (h~viation from lllis
stmight. line.
All network models with finite extensibility discussed so far hav(~ two adjust.able parameters: the number of segments N, which dctel'mine~ the m~tXimllIIl
chain stretch and the number of chains per unit volume n, whleh, givell N, d(~
termincs the iIlitial modulus (at constant temperature). The Gaussi;'l.IHl(~twork
approximation leads to llco-Hookean behaviour with only one para.rn~t.m; ~he
initial modulus. The respont>e of thcs(~ various net.work model~ in uniaxial and
planar extension, is depicted in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, using' the thrc~-(:haiIl, eip;ht.chain, and full-cha.in parameters r!~ported by Arruda (1992) and Wu and van del'
Giessen (1003) for the strain-hardening behaviour of poly(:arbonate in uniaxial
comprc!';sioIl (see Table l'd).

I--;-=r
nkT MPa]
N [-1

- three-chain

eight-chain

full-chain

17.0

J2.7

J 2.7

3.5

2.25

2.8

.- -Causs;>"

19}'i

d;a;J

Table S.l

Network parametets required by t.he different rubber-elasticity l/JOdels to drscribe the str(l.il1-hardening bektvio!lr of polYC(l.r/Jollate in uniaxial comprel:1.c;i()l1 (Arruda,
1992; W!1 illld van der Gi(!so;cn, 1993).

The

valm~

of the shear modulus of the Gaussian-chain model in Tabk

~)

1 was
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chosen to coincide with the initial shear modulus of the eight-chain model, G s ;

1

Os

1

3 --

= '3nkT------1f

(5.21)

1-N

using the Pade approximation of the inverse Langevin function (Eq. (5.7)).

5.3 Experimental
The most straightforward way to verify the strain-hardening response of polymer
glasses experimentally, is to apply large homogeneous deformations. However,
it was shown in Chapter 4 that most polymer systems, and especially polymer
glasses are prone to inhomogeneous deformation. G'Sell et al. (1992) developed an
experimental technique in which locally a constant strain rate could be applied to
an axis-symmetric hour-glass shaped sample, by means of video-controlled tensile
testing (a digital closed loop system). Arruda and Boyce (199380) argued that the
deformation in uniaxial -and planar compression will remain homogeneous, since,
contrary to a tensile test, there is no area-reduction. This seems to be a rather
strong assumption, since the development of shear bands in compression has been
observed for a number of polymers (see Bowden, 1970). On the other hand, finite
element calculations of Wn and va.n der Giessen (1994) have shown that the effect
of shear band formation on the global stress-strain behaviour is not very large.
In this study, thermal and mechanical treatments will be used to ensure homogeneous deformation, In Chapter 4 it was shown that strain localisation in
polymer glasses is initiated by the nonlinear yield behaviour. Strain hardening
and intrinsic-strain softening respectively stabilize and amplify non-homogeneous
behaviour. Unfortunately, the streSs dependence of the yield process is a material
property and, therefore, it Ca.n not be eliminated as a Cause {or inhomogeneous deformation behaviour below the glass-transition temperature. However, by raising
the temperature above the glass-transition temperature, thermal agitation overwhelms stress-activated flow, and the material will deform homogeneously like a
rubber. .Freezing in orientation applied above the glass-transition temperature by
quenching to room temperature, will result in anisotropic yield behaviour, from
which information a.bout the strain hardening behaviour can be retrieved.
Another way to promote homogeneous behaviour, is to eliminate intrinsicstrain softening by means of mechanical conditioning, as was discussed in Chapter 4
(Argon and Hannoosh, 1977). Large plastic deformations rejuvenate the material
up to a saturation level which is maintained when the stress is released. As a
result, subsequent testing will not lead to strain softening. In the next sections,
these methods will be discussed in more detail.
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5.3 Experimental

5.3.1

Predeformation Above the Glass-Transition Temperature

Dumb-bell shaped specimen were cut from an extruded sheet of Makrolon (bisphenol A polycarbonate, Bayer), 2 mm thick, according to ASTM D368 type III.
To prevent degradation during predeforma.tion at 160 ~C, the material was dried
at 80 ·C for about three days. Before predeformation above the glass-transition
temperature, the samples were brought 15 ¢C above Tg for 15 minutes, to ensure
the same testing condit.ions for all samples (T g ;::: 150 °C). Uniaxial predeformation was imposed using a FRANK 81565 tensile tester at a constant strain rate
of 500 mm/min at 163 °c. In this way a. range of predeformed samples were
obtained up to a draw ratio of A = 1.85, for which the deformation was visually
homogeneous.
After predeformation, the oven was opened to enable rapid cooling to room
temperature, in order to freeze in the applied orientation. To verify the amount of
predeformation, markers were used on some of the samples. After determination
of the amount of predeformation, these specimen were brought back to the oven
at 180 °C for 15 minutes, to allow for shrinkage in order to measure the effective
draw ratio. All samples showed complete recovery.
Planar predeformed sheets were kindly provided by the university of Leeds
(IRe of Polymer Science & Technology). On theae sheets, the planar predeformation was imposed at a constant strain rate of 500 mm/min at 163 °C. From these
sheets, small dumb-bell shaped samples were cut at different angles with the main
principle-strain axis (see Figure 5.6)
To determine the anisotropic yield behaviour, the uniaxially predeformed Sa.m~
pIes were tested On a FRANK 81565 tensile tester at four different strain rates,
from 10- 4 to 10- 1 S-I. The dumb-bell shaped samples, cut in different orientations from the planar predeformed sheets, were tested on a ZWICK 1432 tenaile
tester at t.hree rates of strain: 10- 4 ,10- 3 and 10- 2 S-I. All tests were performed
at room temperature (21 0C).

5.3.2

Predeformation Below the Glass-'fransition Tem.perature

A way to enable large homogeneous deformations below the glass transition temperature, is to rejuvenate the ma.terial through mechanical conditioning a.t room
temperature.
For this purpose, dog-bone shaped, axis-symmetrical tensile bars (see Figure 5.7), manufactured from extruded polycarbonate (bisphenol A, Bayer) rod,
were subjected to large strain torsion at room temperature. The torsion was applied manually, by clamping the sample in a universal lathe and turning one side
to and fro over 720 degrees, with a line on the sample as a reference. After pre deformation some of the samples were heated to 180 Ge, but no motion due to residual stress was observed. This indicates that, with respect to the strain-hardening
response, the samples were returned to their isotropic state. A disadvantage of
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Figure 5.6 Schematic reprel:u:mtM:iotl of the productiOtJ
ples [rom a planar

pr~defol'rned

of.~mal1

dumb-bell >;11aped sam-

sheet.

the method is that the prcdcformation is not homOi!pn~()usly Jistributf~d and that.
the central fibr~ of the sample will not deform (and, thcrd"ore, not re.iuv~nate) at
all.
Imm{~diately after rejuvenation, the samples WCl'~ tf~sted uniaxially on a. Zw leI(
Rei 1852 servo-hydraulic tensile tester (20 kN). In all cases thE1 ext(~nsion wa.~
measured using an INSTRON (2620-602) strain gauge (~xtensometcr with a measure length of 50 mm and a range of ±2.5 mm. The relativ~ accura!~y in force
and strain measurements was 1%. The tensile test:;; were performcd at sewral
temperatures bctween room temperature and the glass transition tempcril.ture, at.
constant strain rates. The torsion experiments were performed on a cllst.om-made
torsion-rig, at it rotation speed of 1 rad/s.
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~I

TeQsile bar used for mechanical conditioning below the glass transition

temperature.

5.4 Results and Discussions
5.4.1

Characterisation of the Untreated Material

For polymer glasses, it is normally assumed that the strain hardening response
and the yield behaviour (Chapter 3) are two separate processes, which add up to
the total stress-strain relation (see Figure 5.1). Therefore, the nonlinear flow behaviour (activation volume) should not be influenced by predeformation or strain
hardening (see Chapter 4) Section 4.2.1). To verify this assumption, first the yield
behaviour of the untreated material was determined. This untreated material was
subjected to the same temperature history as the material predeformed above the
glass-transition temperature.
In Chapter 3 it was shown that a full characterization of the nonlinear flow
behaviour of a polym.er glass comprises the combination of creep tests at different
stress levels and yield stresses at different strain rates, combined in a single Eyring
plot (see Figure 3.8). This Chapter) however, focuses on the strain-hardening
behaviour and only yield stresses at different strain rates were used to determine
the nonlinear-stress dependence) described by the Eyring parameter T(I. An Eyring
plot of the yield stress verSUS the logarithm of strain rate, is depicted in Figure 5.8.
The best fit of the yield data in Figure 5.8 results in a value for the Eyring
para.meter TO "" 1.59 MPa. This value differs considerably from the value 7'0 =
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for

0.89 MPa. d~t.ermineJ in Chapter 3, which is due to the narrow range of (~qllivalent
stress covered, (compared to Figure 3.8) using only yicld"st.res8 data.

5.4.2

Predeformation Above the Glass-Transitiou Temperature

ily deforming the sample above the glass-transition temperat.un~ it is possihle to
separate the nonlinear viscoelastic response and the elastic ~train"harJening h(~
haviour, since the temperatuf!~ treatment erases rE~sidual viscoelastic (memory)
effects. Samples, predE~f()rmed above the glass-transition, should have the sarn(~
activation volume as untreated materiaL This was verified for a seri(~s of t.eusik
bars, pre deformed uniaxially above the glass-transition temperature at five dijff~r·
ent lcV(~ls of extension. Eyring plots of the yield str~&'l as a function of logarithmic
strain rate, at various levels of predeforrnation are depiet.ed in Fi~t1re !i.fl. Tlw
solid lines in this figure are a fit using the same value of the Eyring parameter TO
as the unt.r~ated material. An excellent agreement was obtained, indieating lhat
the activation volume is indeed independent of the strain-hardening H:sponse,
A disadvantage of predeformation above the glass-transition tmnpCfftt.ure, is
that large homogeneous deformations below the glass-transition t.empel'atun: (:an"
not be oht.ained, since the heat treat.ment will restore t.he intrinsic-str,~in softening
behaviour. Therefore, information about. t.he strain-hardening holiaviollr can only
be obtaint~d indirectly from th~ anisotropic yield behaviour. In principk, using ,1.
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Figure 5.9 Eyring plots of polycarbonate in uniaxial tension at various levels of predeformation.

three-dimensional constitutive equation with One of the network models from the
previous section to describe the strain-hal'dening behaviour) the development of
this anisotropy, ~ well as the effect on the stress-shain curve upon reloading, can
be calculated numerically (see Boyce and Arruda, 1990).
A useful approximation to determine the effect of orientationaJ hal'dening on
the yield pOint alone, is to assume that) at the yield pOint, the initial elastic strain
rate is zero, and that the material response is adequately described by a KelvinVoigt model (see Figure 5.10). At low stress and at low temperature, the Vi5cosity
in the dashpot (Figure 5.10) is very high. At high stress and/or at high temperature, the viscosity can be low enough to facilitate homogeneQus deformation of the
entanglement network, characterized by the rubbery modulus Gr. If the material
is homogeneously deformed above the glass--transition temperature, quenching to
rOOm temperature will freeze-in the predeformed situation. After releasing the
sample, the deviatoric network stl'ess will be balanced by the deviatoriC viscous
st.ress. In other words, the high viscosity at l'oom temperature and at low stress,
prevents the material from returning to its original state.
The representation by a Kelvin- Voigt model implies that the total deviatorlc
stress is decomposed in a network stress and a viscous stress;

(5.22)
Here,

Bp

is the ~~plastic" predeformation applied above the glass-transition tem-
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Schematic representation o( t.he deviatoric
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point..

perature, and T~ is the deviatoric stress acting over the dashpot. .nH~ "yield
point" of this Kelvin-Voigt model is determin(~d by a critic,,1 value of the i;(~mnd
inva.riant of Tl,. In other worns, the dash pot "yidds" according to a Von Miiil'S
criterion. The critical value of IIT~, therefore, equals 1/30"u, with 0'0 tlw uniaxiill
yield stress of th~ untreated isotr~~k material (B~ = 0).
Uniaxial Predejorrnr;.tirm

In case of uniaxial predefonnation, the frozen-in deformation io

dl~scrih()d by:

(J.23)

where \p is the uniaxial draw ratio.
At the mom(mt the predeformed sample "yields" at a stretlS O"Y' upon uniaxial
reloading at room temperature, the deviatoric viscous stress equals:

o

- (Oy - G[A; -~ f,;])
o

o
o
-

(

0 y - (,
"

[~

.\ 1) --
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A relation between the yield stress of the predeformed material -and the untreated isotropic material, respectively a y and aD) can nOw be obtained from the
critical condition for yield:
(5.25)
This quadratic equation in all has two solutions, one for the case of yielding in
tension) and one for yielding in compression:
ay =

O"y

aD

=

;J
(A; - ;J

+ G (~; -

+G

-0"0

(5.26a)
(5.26b)

According to Eq. (5.26), the strain-hardening modulus G can be obtained
from a plot of the yield stress as a function of predeformation. This is depicted
in Figure 5.11, where it is shown tha.t the yield stress as a function of (A; - 1/\))
reveals a straight line, indicative of neo-Hookean behaviour with a COnstant shear
3 MFa. Apparently, there is no effect of finite extensibility up to
modulus G
a draw ratio of Ap = 1.85 [-] (applied above the glass-.-transition temperature).
This is not in accordance with the uniaxial and plane -stra.in compression data
for polycarbonate of Arruda (1992), see Figure 5.4, which would predict a strong
upswing in the stress, accompanied by a higher initial modulus.

=

Planar Predeformation
As in the case of uniaxial predeformation, sa.mples, subjected to planar predeformation above the gla.ss-transition temperature, should have the same activation
volume as the untreated material. This was verified for a series of tensile bars, cut
at four different directions from a sheet, planarly predeformed above the glasst.ransition t.emperature at two different levels of extension {see Figure 5.6}. Eyring
plots of the yield stress as a function of logarithmic strain rate, at various levels of
predeformation and at different levels of orientation are depicted in Figures 5.12
and 5.13. The solid lines in this figure are a fit using the same value of the Eyring
parameter Til as the untreated materiaL A good agreement is obtained, indicating
that the activation volume is indeed independent of the strain-hardening response.
In case of planar predeformation, the frozen-in deformation is described by:

a

p

>..2

rf

=
(

o

0 0)
1
0

0

fr
p

where Ap is the planar draw ratio (see Figure 5.6).

(5.27)
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To examen the anisotropy in yield behaviour introdnc(~d by planar prede[orlllation, samples, cut in different orieuLaLions with respect to the drawinl1; din~ct.ion
(s(-~t: Fignn~ 5.6), WN(~ snbject!·~d to nniaxial tensile experiments at rOOm tE~mlwr
ature, DurinK these uniaxial tensile experiments, the dcviatori<: "ViSCOll:-;" streH:-;
equals:
( 5.28)

with the rotation tensor R

R

=

(

0)

e~)s 0 - sin ()
smO cosO 0
o
0
1

(5.20)

e

The uniaxial "yield stress" (Iv of a tensile bar, cut at an angle with n~speet to
the planar draw direction, is again determined by the critical value of th(~ ~~mnd
invariant of the deviatorie "vi1jeolls-stretls tensor", Eq, (5.25). Like III I.he ca~c
of uniaxial predeformation, this criterion r:esultr-) in a. rdation betwe<~n 0' y lind I.IH~
isotropic yidd stress 00, which is quadratic ill Oy and has two .sOllltkl1l~, on~ in
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Figure 5.12 Yield stress verSUS strain rate for plaIlarJy predeformed samples (Ap ""
1.23), at different orientations with respect to the predrawing direction.
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Figure 5.i3 Yield stress versus strain rate for planarJy predeformed samples (AT!
1.5), at different orientations with respect to the predrawing direction,
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The yield stress da.ta at different orientations alld at two h~veb of pr'erldorrnation, (Figure~ 5,12 and 5.13), were used to Vf:rify Eq, (5.30;:\,). This i::; depict<~d
ill Figure 5.14, which Dhows t.hl"! yi~ld stress as a function of orkntation at ~wo
levels of predcformation and a~ a p;iven strain raLe. Th~ solid line is the predictioll
of Eq. (5.30a) uSing the value of the strain-hardening: modulus from the uniaxial
predeformation (~XperiIIlents G = 3 MPa (see Section 1).4.2), UnfortuIIatdy, t.he
value of the isotropic yield streSS (To was not known, sinc~ the exact tcmpf!rature
history of the predeformed samples (large she~ts) was ullknown. Therefore, one
yield point a.t a given level of preddorrnatioll, orientation and strain rate, wil,f',
needed to detf!rmine au, using Eq. (5.30a). From Figure ,5.14 it is dear Llmt,
lib~ in the case of uniaxial pn~deformation, simple neo-Hooki~IHl bdlaviollr with a
constant modulus is able to captur~ the strain-hardening: response ilccmatdy.
The I';ood agreement between experiment and predictions ohs(~rv~,d ill F'IAure~ 5.11 and 5.14, suggest that simple neo-Hookean h~haviour employing a eOIlstant shear modulus G ;;:;- 3 MPa, is abll"! to give a quantitative de~eript.ion of the
state-of d~f()rlIlatioll dcpendenee of the strain-hardening rcspons(~ at. Ii temperature of 163°C up to a draw ratio of '\1> == 1.85, In particular, no dfi~ct. of fillite
extensibility could he ohserv(~d.

5.4.3

Predeforroation Below the Glass-Transition Temperature

Inhomogeneous deformation below the glass-transition temperature is initi;lt(~d
by the nonlirl(~ar yidd behaviour and promoted by th(~ int.rillsic r->tmin-softenillg
response. The nonlin~a.r yidd behaviour is a lIlaj,(:riai dl'lra.ctmistic and can
not be avoided, hut. tiw intrinsic strain-softenillg rcspons(~ can bp elimina(.(~d by
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Yield stress versus orientation angle in the pla.na.rly predeformed plates,
meaBured at a strain rate of lIr2 $-1.

mechanical conditioning through large-strain plastic deformations. In absence
of strain softening, small fluctuations in the stress field can 2 be stabilized by
strain-hardening, resulting in homogeneous deformation behaviour (Argon and
Hannoosh, 1977). In this study, mechanical conditioning of cylindrical tensile bars
was achieved by large-strain to and fro torsion, resulting in isotropic material.

Uniaxial Testing of Samples Predeformed in Tor8ion·
Rejuvenated cylindrical tensile bars were produced by large strain to and fro
torsion at room temperature. Heating these samples above the glass-transition
temperature did not reveal any residual motion) suggesting that to and fro. torsion
results in rejuvenated, isotropic samples. A disadvantage of this method is that
the predeformation is not distributed homogeneously over the cross-section of the
sample. The amount of intrinsic strain softening is maximal on the outside of
the sample, and decreases to zero in the central fiber of the tensile bar. A true
stress-strain tensile curve of such a. mechanically conditioned sample is depicted
in Figure 5.15. In this figure, a small load drop can still be observed. This is
2

Elimination of intrinsic strain softening through mechanical conditioning does not necessar-

ily lead to homogeneous deformation behaviour. For example, due to their low atrain-hardening
modulus, polyethylene and polypropylene still show necking ill a tensile test, despite the fad

that they display no intrinsic strain-softening.
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probably due to thp. cp.ntral eore of the tensile bar which was not rl~f()rrneJ and,
t.herefore, has not been rejuvenat.ed. Visually, however, the deformation of the
cylindrical tensile bar remained homogeneous. From Figure 5.15 it can also be
seen that homogeneous deformations up t.o .\ "" 3 were reach(~d, in l:ontrast to
maximum draw ratios of 2.44 and 2,5 reported hy respectively Boyce and Arruda.
(1990) and Donald and Kramp.r (19S2a). To determine the state-of d(~format.i()n
dependence of the strain· hardening response uf polycarbonate, also uniaxial compression tests were performed. The results of the uniaxial tensile -and compressioIl
test~, plott.ed as true stress Veft-1US (V -1/ A), is depicted in figures 5.16 and 5.17.
In these Figures, the strain-hardening respOIlse appears as a straight line of
equal slope in both tension and compr(~ssion) indicative of nco-Hookean behaviour.
From the slope the strain-hardening modulus Wa!oi determined (Eq. (.).20)) to be:
G = 26 MFa. No effect of finite extensibility was observp.d, there is no deviation
from the straight line in a a vs, p,2 - 1/>-.) plot for both uniaxial tensioIl -and
compression experiments. This is again in cont.rast with uniaxial -and planar
compression data of polyca.rbonate) published by Arruda and Boyce (19fJ:1a).
Sh~aT" T~sti1!g of Samples PredfdoT"med in Torsion

A t.orsion curvf: of a mechanically conditioned torsion har of length L ann wit.h a
J)olar monH~nt. of irH~rtilt 1p i~ depict(~d in Figure 5.18. Assuminp; lin~(LT behaviollr,
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From Figure 5.18 it is clear, that, also in shear rleforrnatioH, lw()-ll()()b~<~I)
behaviour i:o: observed. Th(~ :o:hear modulus G --= 2U MPa.) obtained from th{·~
tor~ioll cxperimf!nts, is in excellent agreement with the values ohtailwd from thp
tensil!~ and compre~sion test~. Again, no etleet of finib~ (:xtlmsibility is ob.';{!J"V0.(1.

5.4.4

Temperature Dependence of the Strain-Hardening Response

The rejuvenated tensile hars were also used to perform tpnsiie tests ()V(~r a ntIlg;{!
of strain rates from 10- 1 to 10 1 S-l, at different temperatures above room t(:In··
perature. The result:o: are depicted in Figure 5.19. No straiIH'a~c effects could 1)(:
obF;erv~d, and at all temperatures the stra.in-hardenin~ r~sp()nse was (::o;s(:lltially
elastic until fracture occurcrl. From Figure ,5.19, it is ckar that n(,()-l-Jn()k(:~U1
strain-hardening h(~haviour i~ obscrV(~d over the whole t,elflperat.ur<~ rang(~. Th(:
stra.in-hardening IllOduJus as a function of t.(~lflperatur(\ d<-:t"(':IlIlincd from Figme 5.19, if; rlepict(~d in Figurr: .5.20. Although then~ i~ IlO df(:ct of :-;tJ",tln rat,{'
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Figure 5.19 Homogeneous tensile curves of polycaJ"bonate at different temperatures.
No strain-l'at.e effects could be observed.

on the hardening response, the strain-hardening modulus clearly decreases as a
function of temperature.

5.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Nowadays, it is generally accepted that the strain hardening response of (glassy)
polymers originates from a rubber-elastic response of the entanglement network,
characterized by the plateau modulus G T (which can be measured in the melt,
using mechanical spectroscopy). Using the classical theory of rubber elasticity,
the plateau modulus can be used to calculate the molecular weight M~ of a single
strand in the entanglement network (Kramer, 1983):

(5-32)
Assuming that entanglements cannot unravel on the time scale of the experiment,
a maximum draw ratio of the network can be estimated as the ratio of the stretched
length of a single strand (molecular weight: Me) and its random walk length:
(5-33a)
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..
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Here, Ne is the number of monomer units of an entangl!1d strawl, Coo is t;lw characteristic rat.io (a rneatmre of the chain stiffness), and hand Mo are, H:spectlvely,
the length and thf: moh~culaT weight of a monomf1r unit,
Fbr a number of polymer:o:, Donald and Kramer (19R2b, 1982a) dd\!rmiIH~d
the draw ratio in Craze fibrils and shear deformation 'lonf"1S, llsing trausmission
electron microscopy. They found that the (lxpf"1Timental values (:orrdat.(1d reaS()l1ably well with the maximum draw ratio of the entanglement network a(:corciing:
to Eq, (S.33a). TheiT ~stiIIlate for the maximum draw ratio of polFart)onat.e was
.\m~'l' ~ 2.5. Indications for a finite extensibility of the entang-Iemenl, net.work WN(~
also found from uniaxial and planar compr~:o:~ion tests Oil polycarhonate alld lJoiymethyl methacrylate hy ArTuda and Boyce (1993a). They estima~od, for polyca.rhonate, from uniaxial compres:o:ion t.ests a limiting chain :o:trd,eh Jf.i :::: 1.~, from
which a. maximum draw ra~io in uniaxial extension (;an be calculat.ed:l : A"",", ::;:::: 2.5.
In this study, thermal and mechanical conditioning techniques w(~n~ lls(~d to
access the strain-hardening rC5ponse of glassy polymers, hy meanS of Jargf! hnmn!I~:Tleous deformat.ions. It. was shown, that t.hf: stat(1-of deformation rlf!p(~n(knCE' of
:1 AccorJilll( LO Lhe ~ight.-chll.in modd, the maxilliultl dl':jW rll.t,jo of the lldwOfk i.~ "iltltill(,d

when t.h~ l\.V(-~rll.I1:(~ chaill st,rdch pal'amcter, Eq. (5.10), ~quills I,h(: limit.ing dlH.in sirO'1.ch

Vi\"
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the strain"hardening response of polycarbonatc, is adequately described by neoHookean behaviour, with a shear modulus G = 26 MPa at room temperature,
which decreases at higher temperatures. In particular, no effect of a maximum
draw ratio was observed j in contrast to the studies mentioned above. The strainhardening response remained neo-Hookean until fracture occured at draw ratios
,\ ~ 3 (in uniaxial extension),
It should be noticed, that finite extensibility is not a prerequisite to stabilize
a local deformation zone, In Chapter 4, it was argued that, at constant .~tress,
the evolution of the draw ratio in a deformation zOne is determined by the stress
dependence j and the intrinsic strain-softening response, of the plastic flow process
and by the value of the strain-hardening modulus Gr. Using realistic material
parameters, it was estimated that the shear strain !d~ at which the neo-Hookean
strain-hardening response stabilizes a plastic deformation zone in polycarbonate,
is approximately: 1M; = 1.4 (see Figure 4,5). This corresponds to an extension
ra.tio of Ad. = 1 + ~!d~ = 1.7, which is in good agreement with the experimental
value as determined by Donald and Kramer (1982a), Thus, in a constant stress
situation, stabilisation of a deforma.tion zone Can be realized by a neo-Hookean
strain-hardening response as well, and does not necessarily result from a finite
extensibility of the entanglement network.
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pIes by Arruda (1992) and our compression and tensile data on t'l7juv(maLed samples, is d!~pid,ed in Fig-ure 5.21. The lines in this figure are the calculated st.rain·
hardening rl7spome of polyca.rhonat.e according t.o neo-Hookcan hehaviour wit.h a
modulus of G = 26 MPa, and according to the eip;ht-(~hain model with t.h!' network
parameters as determined by Arruda (1992). The initial strain-hardening modulus
and the maximum draw ratios in uniaxial tensile and compression, calculated from
their network parameters (see Table 5.1), equal: G = 19.5 MPa, )..~:::'r:f're,"i~n ,~. 0.3
and )..~~~~ile = 2.44. From Figure 5.21 it is clear, that the a~t.llal eompression
dat.a do not differ subst.antially, both rejuvenated and non-rejuvenated sarnplHs
show an upswing in stress. However, interpreting t.his stress upswing a,'; rcsnlt.ing
from a finite extt:nsibility of the net.work, using a non-Gaussian spring IIlOdeJ,
also leads t.o a maximum draw ratio in tensile deformation, which is not ob:wrv!~d
experimentally.
The t.emperature df~pendence of the strain-hardening modulus, as m(~a..,ureJ in
uniaxial t~nsile deformation on mechanically conditioned samples, was depict!~d
in Fi~ure .).20. Arruda (1992) assumed that the t~mperature d~pendence of tlw
strain-hardening response originated from a change in chain density n (number
of p.la.~tically active chains), which is equivalent to a change in the nllmhm of
monomm units between ~ntanglements (Ne ), since the total number or monomer
units is conserved (Boyee, 1986). Following Raha and Howden (1972), :m empirical relation was proposed, to describe the cvolvin~ chain dfmsity with 1'\!mJ)(~rat

ure.
It is instructive to {)lot the vahws of the strain-hardening modulll~ a:; a function of temperature, t.ogether with a temperature scan of t.h(~ dynamic m()dlll\l~ at
1 Hz (Figure 5.22). This is allowed, since the st.rain-hardening response if.: to II
good approximation el~tic (even at higher temperatnres, strain-rat.e dfedt; were
not. observed). In Figure 5.22, it can be seen, that the temperature rkpendenee
of the stain-hardening modulus correlates very well with the relaxatioll bdlavinur
of t.he entan~lement. network. This quantitative agrecm(~nt. is a strong indieation
that strain hardening in polyc:arbonate indeed originates from a rubl)(:~r-e1'L~t.i(~
res{)onse of the ent.anglement network, which becomes operable wh(m seglllental
motion is allowed. In th~~ polymer rheology field, it is w(~II establislwd that wlaxation of the entanglement network results from Tf'.piation de G(~ml(~s (1971).
In t.he reptation ~hcory, the influence of t.opological interac:tions on centr(~-of-masn
diffusion of long chain molecules is ~aken int.o account by a:o:suming a rJla.in to bt~
confined in a tuhe in which only snake-like diffusion is allowed. H.eptatiol) is a
powerful theory, which is able t.o rdate many molecular aspects, Stich ~t~ molecular
weight., molecular weight distribution, chain architecture (branehing, sta.r poly"
mel's), to the relaxation behaviour of polymer melt.s (Larson, 1988, Cha{)tt~r 1). If
the correspondence between l'elaxation of the strain-hardening res pons\! and relaxation behaviour of the melt., as suggested by Figure 5.22, is cor[!~et, the CO))c<~pts
of reptation t.heory would al!';o apply to t}H~ strain-hardenin/l: rrf.;pon:·;(~ of gla~sy
polymers.
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Conceptually, it is important that the temperature dependence of the strain~
hardening response originates from relaxation behaviour of the network. In principle, this could be described using a second spectrum of Leonov modes, with temperature dependent relaxation times. However, the absence of strain-rate effects
in the strain· hardening response at constant temperature, suggests that relaxation
of the entanglement network is not very dependent On stress, in contrast to the
gla.ss transition (Chapter 3). With respect to modelling, this implies that the uSe
of a single, temperature-dependent neo-Hookean spring, instead of a spectrum of
Leonov modes, to describe the temperature dependence of the strain-hardening
response is sufficient.
.
Although we now have a detailed description of the nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour up to the "yield pOine' (Chapter 3) and of the stra.in-hardening response,
it is still not possible to predict a complete stress-strain curve of polycarbonate,
since rejuvenation (intrinsic strain softening) has not been taken into account.
Some a.spects of physical aging and rejuvenation will be discussed in the next
Chapter.

Chapter 6

Aging and Rejuvenation
6.1

Introduction

Important aspects of the deformation behaviour of glassy polymers which have not
been discussed so far, are "physical aging)), and '~rejuvena.tion". Upon cooling a
(polymer) melt, the molecular mobility decreases, and when the relaxation times
exceed the experimental time scale, the melt becomes a glass. In the gla.ssy state,
thermodynamic variables, like volume and enthalpy, have not been able to attain
their equilibrium value, and continue to decrease, a process called physical aging
(Struik, 1978; McKenna, 1989). Physical aging also has a pronounced effect on
mechanical properties. In the sixties it was found that the main influence of
physical aging on linear viscoelastic behaviour is to increase all retardation times
proportional to aging time (Struik, 1978). With respect to modelling, this implies
that the effect of aging on mechanical behaviour c~n· be incorporated similar to
the effect of stress and temperature, using a aging-time shift factor at·
The effect of aging can be erased, either by raising the temperature above
the glass-transition temperature, or, alternatively, mechanically, by application
of plastic deformation, of which the latter is called rejuvenation (McKenna and
Kovacs, 1984). Rejuvenation l'esults in a significant decrease of the viscosity
during plast.ic flow after the "yield point") and is, therefore, also referred to as
intrinsic strain 8oftening. As shown in Chapter 4, intrinsic strain softening plays
an important role in the evolution of strain inhomogeneities, such as shear bands
and crazes, since it strongly amplifies inhomogeneous behaviour.
Qualitatively, changes in mobility during aging and rejuvenation a.re often attributed to changes in the so-called free volume (Struik, 1978; Hasan et al., 1993),
loo$ely defined as free space, aVailable for segmental diffusion. Unfortunately, attempts to quantify the free-volume concept have met serious difficulties, since
there is no known definition of "free volume" that provides a satisfactory relation
between "free volume" and mobility, especially below the glass transition temperature (Struik) 1978, Chapter 13), This is related to the fact that a thorough
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understanding of th(~ glass transition is still lacking (Mansfield, Inn[») ,
which, in general, frustrates att.cmpts to identify m(-~a.surable pararn(~ter" that ar(~
able to (kscrihe "mobility" (relaxa.tion behaviour) around and hdow the glass
transition telIlpe)'atlll'(~ (Hodg~\ 1995). A quantitative rlcscriptioll of aging and
rejuvenation in the linear and nonlinear range, therefore, deserves a special st.udy,
and is comidm·ed outside the seope of this thesis. This Chapter has t.IH~ eha.ra.der
of an "cpi1oP;ll(~", and is only com~erned with sonw c()nseqllences of tht) II10delling
strategy, advocated in Chapters 2 and 3, with respect to il.ging lind rejuvenation.

6.2

Rejuvenation and Elastic Dilatation

Thf~

free-volume approach is a well-known coneept, which states that mobility in
an amorphous (lit\uid) mat(~rial is determined by the degree of paekin~, or, (~qui
valently, by the amount of free space, available for diffusion (Hirschfdder d oJ,
1967; Struik, 1978). One of the most popular relations bet.ween free volurm) and
mobility was derived by Doolittle (1951). By measuring thE) viseo::;iLy of n-alkane
liquids as a function of t.emperature and volume, and assuming that vMiations in
viscoRity (mobility) are only determined by c.hange~ ill volnm(~ (t.hermal ~xpan
::;ion) , he observed a t\uantitativ(~ relation between viseosity nand fract.iolll:d free
volume f:
In17

-;=

B
A- j

(tu)

Here, A and H are material constant.s (B ~ 1), and j i::; defined as:

v - Vo

(6.2)

j=11

wit.h 11 the actual specific volume and the Vo speeifil: occupied volume (ex1.rap()lat(~d
volume at. zero Kelvin). The Doolittle equation, Eq. (6.1), was f.;upport.ed theoretically by Turnhull and Cohen (1961) from the assumption that only fr<~(~ volume
sites larger than a crit.ieal si:.:;e contribute t.o particle diffusion. Tlw Doolittle
equation defines a free-volume r-;hift factor ar

Ina, = In

(-.!.....)
= ~ r./
f
T

~
fr'"

(6.3)

Here, TrcJ is the relaxation time at. a reference fractional free volume j,.,,!.
From the Doolittle equation, a temperature shift fact.or aT ean be rlcriV(-~d,
presuming that. changes in mobility as a function of temperature originate solely
from changes in free volume with temperature. Suhst.itut.ing in Eq. (6.:1) a linear
relation bet.ween free volmTH~ am.! temperatun~:

(6.4)
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leads to the well-known WLF-equation (Williams et ai., 1955);
r(T)
lnar = In r(Tg)

-Cf(T - Tg)

= C~ + (T -

Til')

(6.5)

where
(6.6)
with 19 the fractional free volume at the glass-transition temperature T!} (reference
state), and .6.0: the difference between the thermal expansivity above and below
Tg • From the WLF-equation it follows that at high temperatures (T::to Tg ), the
constant B! If) is approximately equal to the shift factor In ar· Since the relaxation
times at the glass-transition temperature (r(Tg) typically of the order of 102 s), and
at high temperatures (r{T) ~ 10- 13 5, bounded by vibrational transitions) differ
at most fifteen orders of magnitude, II} has a ~'universal" value of approximately
1/ln{1Q15) = 0.029 (.8 ~ 1) (Struik, 1987).
In many types of deformation, dilatation occurs, which finally, if not immediately, should contribute to the amount of free volume. Given the wide applicability
of the WLF-equation (Ferry, 1980, Chapter ll), it is not surprising that many
authors have considered stres5-'induced changes of the relaxation times to originate
from changes in free volume through dilatation (Ferry, 1980, Chapter 18). If it is
assumed that all relaxation times are equally affected by free volume, this leads
to a so-called volu.me clock. Some authors even assumed that both, stress and
temperature, influence (nonlinear) viscoelastic behaviour sole.ly through changes
in free volume. Shay, Jr. and Caruthers (1986) combined the free-volume definition ('~hole fraction") of the Simha-Somcynsky equation-of state, which is a known
function of temperature, pressure and specific volume, with the Doolittle equation,
Eq. (6.3), to derive a "volume clock" for the nonlinear viscoela.o::tic constitutive
behaviour of polymer glasses. Also O'Dowd and Knauss (1995) used the Doolittle
equation to describe yield-like behaviour, using the fractional free volume I as
an empirical parameter to describe the thermodynamic state of the material (see
also Knauss and Emri (1981, 1987) and Losi and Knauss (1992)). Using only a
volume clock, however, these models could not reproduce yield.Jike behaviour in
deformations with a negative dilatation, like uniaxial compression (O'Dowd and
Knauss, 1995). Moreover, these models were unable to describe Von Mises~Iike
yield behaviour, since, for example, the dilation in shear deformation is much
smaller than in tensile deformation (Shay, Jr. and Caruthers, 1986).
Stress-cIock models, like the Leonov model introduced in Chapter 2, do not
suffer from the deficiencies mentioned above, but, as they stand, do not describe
intrinsic strain softening. Combining a volume clock with a stress clock, could
result in a natural way to describe intrinsic strain softening for stress-dock mod·
els, retaining their favourable characteristics. A volume dock can be introduced
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in the compressihle Leonov model, Eq. (2.52), in a straightforward way, if it is
assumed that free volume only affects mobility (the viscosity function) and rlom;
not contribute to the stress tensor directly. In that case, only a shift function,
and an evolution equation for free volume, arc needed. The Doolitt.I~) equat.ion,
Eq. (6.3), is the obvious choke for the free-volume shift function. With respect
~o the evolution equation, it could be assumed, in priIlciple, t.hat ddorlllation
induced dilatation rlirectly contributes to the amount of free volume (O'Dowd
and Knauss, 1995). However, an elastic dilatation would enlarge all fnle volum~)
sites instantaneously, and since only free~volume sites larger than a critiral size
contribute to particle diffusion (Turnbull and Cohen, 1961), a time.lag is to be
expected. A well-known phenomenological evolution equation for the fractional
free volume f, at isot.hermal conditions, in the absence of defonnaUon, is dlH~ t.o
Kovacs (1964);

(6.7)
Here, fe,,,(T) is the equilibrium-free volume at temperature 1', aIld T{j, T) is a
relaxation time. This equation can be augmented, in a straightforward wa.y, t.o
include the effect of deformation, assuming that the dilatation (J - 1) adrls t.o
the equilibrium value of the (fractional) free volume (rather than th(~ free vo\um(:
itself), and that th~ relaxation time T(f, T) is equal to the mechanical relaxation
time 1]IG:

j

= _k f

- (fOQ(T) + a(J ~ 1))
7JCreq , T, f)IG

(6.8)

where two extra fit parameters, nand k, have been added to generalh',~: Eq. (6.7).
This evolution equation for the fractional free volume combined with the DoolittlE:
equation, Eq. (6,3), constit.utes a "volume do<:k", which can be introduced in th(~
compressible Leonov model (Chapter 2, Eq. (2.52)):

T"", K(J _. 1)1 + GB~
N

B~ =

(O.:! - Dr) . Be

d

(6.9a)

+ Bo . (D

= Jtr(D)I
j = _kf - (fr;>Q + cx{J -

jI

fJ(reQ , f)IG
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Dr)
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6.3 Rejuvenation and Elastic Dilatation
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l~J

(6.9h)

A few remarks with respect to EQ. (G,9) are in place, In Chapter 3, it was
shown that the compressible Leonov model, actually, is a single mode approximation of the relaxation time spectrum, describing only the longest relaxation time
(see Figure 3.9). Introduction of a volume clock can, therefore, only be expected
to account for the effect of aging and rejuvenation On the "yield point". According to EQ, (6,9), the effect of aging (at zerO stress) on the "yield point" will be
negligible, since the mechanical relaxation time in Eq. (6,9d) is very large (for
polycarbonate in the order of 10 17 s), The effect of r~juvenation will depend on
the values of the parameters Ct:, /00, iref, B, k and /0 (the initial value of 1 at
"zero" time), and can be fitted to experiment 1 •
m~----,-----~-----,~----~----~
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Figure 6.1

Effect of free-volume parameters, see Eq. (6.8), On strain-softening bphaviour in uniaxial tensile deforma.tion of polycarbonate ($ "" 10- 2 s-I), as described by
the compressible Lronov model augmented with a volume clock; schematic,

A schematic uniaxial tensile response of the compresaible Leonov model augmented with a volume clock, Eq, (6.9), is depicted in Figure 6,1. In this figure,
some typical free-volume parameters were used: f~e! = /0 "" 0,012 [-J ( in the
order of the ~~universal" value of i at T9: 1 = 0,029), k = B = a: = I [-J and
100 "" om [-] (O'Dowd and Knau$s, 1995),
lSince rejuvenation inevitably results in strain localisation, thi~ requires a numeticll.l ev.uuatioll of the inhomogeneous experiments (Timmerma.na et ai"~ 1995).
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:From Figure 6.1 it is dear, that combination of a voluID(~ dock with a strt:~S
dock, can I~ad to a realist.ic description of intrinsic st.rain-~oftening behavioul' in
uniax.ial tensil~ deformation_ The mechanical relaxation time, which governs th~
tran~ition to yield-like behaviour, also determines the evolution of fl'()C volume
(see Eq, (6.9d)). Choosing the initial value of 1 equal to its refer~m:(~ value
(10 = fro!), the volume dock will only start to work after the streSS clock has
initiated "yielding", Therefore, an important feature of the stre.';s-dock model,
Von Mises-likc yield behaviour, is retained,
100
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Figure 6.2

Effect of the free-volume pl:I.rameteJ' 0", 6'ee Eq. (6.8), on .~Ll"ilill-softeIliIlg
behaviour ill uniaxial teDsioIl and compression. The two upper lirJe.4 (:()Ilstitute th~
response in COmpr()ssion and tbe two lower lines arc me corref;ponding te[).';jli~ r.1lJ'ves.

The crucial test of the model, however, is the hdlaviour in a deformation with
negative dilatation (compre:;;~ion). This is depicted in Figure u-2, showing the
influence of the frce-volume parameter a on the strain-softening behaviour in uniaxial tensile and compre:;;:;;ion. In this Figure, the same parameters were used
as in Figure 6-1, only 100 was equated with fr~J and 10, which is the maximum
value from a Physics point of view'. As is clear from Figure 6.2, the respons(~ of
the volume clock in compression, at a = 1, is stronger than the stres:-.> doek and
prohibits yielding, The contribution of the volume dock can be nullified by decreasing the parameter a, whi(:h is equivalent to reducing the amount of dilatation
to be added to the equilibrium value of the fractional free volume. Unfortunately,
1If 100 would be larger tha.n

fT<[,

then the (free) volume WOllld increase upon ag;illM.

6.3 Phenomenological Approach to Rejuvenation

this also reduces the amount of intrinsic strain softening in uniaxial tension. It
must be concluded, that the combination of a free-volume dock with the com·
pressibl(~ Leonov model, as depicted in Eq. (6.9)) is not able to describe intrinsic
strain softening in both tensile and compression experiments. The basic idea,
advocated in Eq. (6.9), is that deviatoric stress reduces the mechanical relaxation
time, while, at. the same time, mechanical dilatation lifts the equilibrium freevolume val ue f 00 over the aetnal amount of free volume f, resulting in an increase
in mobility (intrinsic strain softening). However, in a deformation with negative
dilatation, this will always lead to a decrease in mobility, whereas, experiment.
ally, strain softening is also known to occur in) for example, uniaxial compression
(Whitney and Andrews, 1967; Brown and Ward, 1968; Boyce and Arruda, 1990).
It appears, therefore, that the elastic volume changes which occur during deformation have no (direct) influence on mobility. This was confirmed experimentally
by Hasan et al. (1993), who observed an increase in free volume upon uniaxial
compression, using positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy. Also dilatometric experiments by McKenna et al. (1991) (see also Santore et al. (1991), and
Waldron, Jr. et al. (1995)) indicate that the thermodynamic (volume) state of
a glass is decoupled from the mechanical stress or deformation (McKenna et oJ,
1994).

6.3

Phenomenological Approach to Rejuvenation

In a uniaxial tensile experiment, after the yield point, necking OCcurS and a load
drop is observed. Part of this drop is due to the geometric instability and part is
due to intrinsic strain softening (rejuvenation). The existence of rejuvenation can
be demonstrated by comparison of the stress-strain behaviour of two polycarbonate samples, one quenched from the melt) the other annealed close to the
glMs-transition temperature, as depicted in Figure 6.3. The large difference in
thermal history induces a significant difference in yield stress. Yet the stress at
which stable neck growth proceeds) as well as the draw ratio in the neck, are approximately equal. This is a strong indication that after large plastic deformations
the effect of (thermal) history is erased; the material is rejuvenated. Moreover, the
constant value to which the flow stress evolves, appears to be independent of the
thermal history (Hasan et al., 1993). The level that is reached is usually regarded
as a saturation level of rejuvenation. This was also shown in uniaxial compression
experiments on annealed and quenched polycarbonate and poly(methYI methacrylate) by Hasan et al. (1993). Using positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy,
they observed an increase in the si~e of free volume sites following inelastic deformation, and found the initially quenched and annealled specimen to posses the
same post-deformation free-volume distribution.
.
Hasan et a.l. (1993) postulated that shear transformations Occur in regions of
increased free volume, where the local resist.ance is low. To model rejuvenation
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samples at room eeulj>erature, OIle lMlilealed close to I.Il() glass-tram;i/:Joll t;efllp(~T<II.llte,

the other qW:>.iIched from tile melt. The draw ratio in the neck was equal for bOI.1l sa.mpleD.

they proposed a fir:o:t order evolution equation for the number dentlity D of :o:uch
regions a.s a function of (equivalent) plastic strain;

dD

D - Dr)Q

-=----d"lfJ
Tp

(6.10)

where Doe is the equilibrium value of D and 'Tp is a. relaxation time. Combination
with a "D-shift factor" aD (actually a plastic-strain shift factor a,"I)' defined in
Eq. (6.11)3, these two equations constitute a "D-clock" I which can be ill(:orporated
in the compressible Leollov model, see Eq. (4.201) (Timmerma.ns et ai., 1995).
j

aD = exp(-D)

(6.11)

Here, Doo determine~ the steady state flow stre~s and (Doxo/Tp) Ull~ softening
slope. This phenomenological description of intrinsic strain softening was used
in Chapter 4 to determine the evolution of plastic strain at constant stn~s~ (see
Eq_ (4_2) and Figures 4.5 and 4,6).
3Hasan ct al. (1993) u~p.d as shift factor (aD::::;; 1/ D), but sillce D hM to Ch,tllge several
orders of magnitllcie, Eq, (6.11) is mon~ convenient (Timlllct'mans et (~l_, gIns).

6.4 Aging; Rejuvenation and Nonlinear Viscoelasticity

6.4 Aging, Rejuvenation and Nonlinear Viscoelasticity
It is now widely accepted that in the linear viscoelastic range, time-aging time
superpo:lition applies (Struik, 1978). The combined action of aging and nonlinear
viscoelastic behaviour, however, is still a controversial area of research (Waldron,
Jr. et at., 1995). Large deformations beyond the yield pOint lead to a saturation level of rejuvenation and result in a complete erasure of the aging history as
confirmed by mechanical testing (previous Section), positron annihilation experiments (Hasan et al., 1993) and caloric measurements (Oleinik et al., 1993).
On basis of aging studies, combining large and small stresses, it has been
~tated (Struik, 1978; Blcco and Smith, 1985; Smith et al., 1988; Vee et aI., 1988)
that rejuvenation also occurS at moderate stresses below the yield stress. This
was disputed by others (Lee and McKenna, 1990; Santore et ai., 1991; Waldron,
Jr. et ai., 1995, and references therein), who argued that the rejuvenation effects
observed could be described using a nonlinear viscoelastic constitutive equation
with fading memory. McCrum (1984, 1992) proposed a sequential aging hypothesis, in which it is assumed that aging predominantly affects those relaxation
times which are comparable to the aging time. According to this hypothesis,
time-aging time superposition is a valid approximation in the linear region, where
only the "short" relaxation times are probed. At high stress, touching the long
relaxation times which have not been able to age, tin),e-aging time superposition
does not apply anymorc.
In Chapter 3, it was shown that the "yield stress" is determined by the longest
relaxation t.ime. Therefore, according to time-aging time superposition, aging far
below thc glass. transition temperature should equally affect the "yield stress" and
linear viscoelastic behaviour (see Figure 6.4). Experimentally, however, the retardation times shift proportionally to aging time in the linear viscoelastic range,
whereas the effect of aging on the yield stress is much smaller. This could be
due to rejuvenation at moderate stress, below t.he "yield stress" (Struik, 1978).
On the other hand, the increase in "yield stress" upon annealing close to the
gla.<;s-transition temperature is apparently not affected. Moreover, the good agreement between experiments and predictions for the stress-relaxation experiments
at moderat.e stress (see Figure 3.14), as well as the applicability of time-stress
superposition (see Figure 3.5), suggest that for short monotone loading paths up
to the "yield stress", rejuvenation effects are not important.
According to the sequential aging hypothesis, the "yield stress" is not affected
by aging far below the glass-transition temperature, because the longest relaxation times are much larger than the aging time, and barely change. However,
at temperatures dose to the glass.transition temperature, the longest relaxation
times become comparable to the aging times and are subjected to aging, resulting
in an increase of the "yield stress". This was also confirmed by Bauwens (1987),
who observed that aging of quenched (young) polycarbonate at room temperat.ure
resulted in a significant stiffening of the tensile curve at low stress (determined by
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Figure 6.4 Schematic repreiicnt.ation of the infiumlce of aging (m t;he linear (:ompliance
curve. Prom eXjJeriment it is welJ established that a,t. sllOrt tirneii, tJJC (;OmpJialJee i:I1I"VC
shifts proportional to agillg time. However, the yield stress, whkh is detelJlJillcd by tiJt!
longest relaxatioll time, is hardly i:t.£fedcd by aging. This indicatel> t;ilat aging nol: only
shifts the compliance curve, bllt also changes its shape.

the "shorter" relaxation times), but hardly affected the yield st,ress, whereas ;\,[1nealing dose to the glass transition temperature resulted in a substantial increasc
of the yield stress, leaving the shape of the tensile curve at low stress unchanged.
Since deviatoric stress and tempera,ture have a simil;u effect on relaxation time:;;,
it could very well b() that prolonged exposure to elevated stresses r<~snlts in similar effects as described above. For instance Vincent (1960) already oh~.;(~rved
that post yidded polyvinyl chloride "quenched" to zero stress (~xhibiLS no strain
~()ftelling upon reloading, whereas the same mat.erial after relaxation .iusL hdow
t.he yield ~tress (equivaknt to annealing just below the glass t.ransition tf~rnper
ature) possesses an increased yield stress and does display strain ~o[tellinR (S(~(·~
Figure 6.5).
There is more experimental evidence that the influence of aging is llaL to shift
the complete compliance curve, but only that part where the relaxation times
are of the same order of magnitude as the aging times considered. Venditti and
Gillham (1992a, 1992b) used torsional bread analysis to show that by aging at
C\iffemnt temperaLUres it is p()~sible to change specific parts of the relaxat.ion time
~pectrum.

These complk,tkd dfects of aging f'Lt elevated strcss and t.eIIl].wratnn\ not

6.4 Aging, Rejuvenation and Nonlinear Viscoelasticity

15 min. a.ging

Strain
Figure 6.5 Srll'ematic representation of the post. yield behaviour of polyvinyl chloride,
as observed hy Vincent (1960). After quenching to zero stress the material exhibits no
strain softening upon reloading, whereas rlJe same materiaJ after relaxation just below
the yield stress (equivalent to annealing just below the glass transition temperature)
possesses a.n irlcreased yield stress and does display strain softening.

only shifting the relaxation time spectrum, but also changing its shape, are not
taken into account by the constitutive model proposed in this thesis, which uses
only a stress clock (see Figure 7.4). It is therefor:e to be expected that especially
in cyclic loading situations the proposed model will fail.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Recommendations
The objective of the study described in this thesis was to develop a detailed threedimensional constitutive equation for the nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour of glassy
polymers, Most constitutive models which are known to date, focus on a special
aspect of the material behaviour and neglect the rest, For example, to describe
the nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour at small deformations, rather detailed models
have been proposed, which are only valid in a specific deformation mode. On the
other hand, finite three-dimensional constitutive equations developed to describe
strain hal"dening, often totally neglect this non-linear behaviour at small strains.
In this thesis, an attempt is made to combine all these aspects of the deformation behaviour, and to develop a single constitutive equation for the finite, nOlllinear viscoelastic behaviour of glassy polymers, To this extent, the "time-stress
superposition principle" is invoked, sometimes referred to as a "stress clock".
Time-stress superposition states that the main influence of stress is to change
equally all relaxation times associated with a specific molecular transition, This
nonlinear influence of stress, originating from stress-biased segmental diffusion,
is described quantitatively by the Eyring theory, which defines a shift factor a",
by which all relaxation times are multiplied, In general, the relaxation behaviour
of polymer glasses is dominated by two relaxation mechanisms: the glass transition and the rcptation process. Therefore, in essence, time-stress superposition
states that "yielding" can be envisaged as a stress-induced glass transition, and,
tentatively, that ductile fracture is related to stress-induced reptation.
To describe three-dimensional relaxation behaviour, a basic model, a so-called
"compressible Leonov mode" is presented in Chapter 2. A single Leonov mode
itl a Maxwell model (see Figure 7.1), splitting the total rate-of strain tensor D
in an elastic part Do. and a plastic part Dp. The relaxation time, .\ = fJ(1'eq)/G,
depends on an equivalent stress T eq , proportional to the Von Mises stress. The
nonlinearity is determined by the parameter 1'0 (related to the activation volume).
At low stress, T. q <t: 1"0, the relaxation time is constant ,\ = >'0 (a q = 1). At higher
stress levels, Teq ~ TO, the relaxation time decreases rapidly as descdbcd by the
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Figure 7.1

I

>'

Graphical representatioTl of the deviatoric: stress rebpome ora l:iiIlglc Le(lfl(JI'

modc.

shift function U"l. Furthermore, a Leonov mode is capable of describing finit~~
deformations, and com~etly separates the (elastic) hydrostatic st.ress (desr.;dbcct
by a constant. hulk modulus K), and (viscoelastic) de.viatork stress. It i:;; d(~pictcd
as:

T
~

~

= K(J -1)1+ GB.
d.

d

~"

(7.1a)
d

BF.

= (0 - DI') . Be + Bf. . (0 -. 01')

(7.1b)

JI

= J tr(D)I

(7.1 c)

Td

Dp

= 2tJ(1'eQ)

(7.1d)

(7.1e)
(7.1£)

Here, T is the Cauchy stress tensor, K is the hulk modulus, G the sh~:ar modulus,
I the second order unity tensor, J - 1 t,he relative volume ddormation, and Be
an internal variable, describing the isochoric elastic strain stored in the Lconov
mode during deformation.
Subsequently, t.his Leonov model can be extended to a ~'muJt.i-m()de" cxpres"
sion, to describe the bimodal spectrum of relaxation times whieh rules the complete deformation behaviour of polymer glasses. This is depicted p;r~phically in
lUp to typically 15 dec:ad~s changing t.he stress from zero .t.o the yi~ld st.rC~S for )l{}lycarb()Ba.t~
at room t.emp~riltu["c.
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Reptation Process
Figure 7.2 Mechanical analogue of the bimodal spectrum of relaxation times of a
polymer glass, composed of the glass transition and the reptation process. In prillciple,
both sets of telaxation times can bave their own temperature and stress dependence.

Figure 7.2, and can be written as;

(7.2a)
j

(7.2b)
(7.2c)
(7.2d)

(7.2e)

(7.2f)

(7.2g)
(7.2h)
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(7.2i)
(7.2j)
(7.2k)

(7.21)

(7,2m)

(7.2n)
Here, a~l) and ai2) are the shift factors for the relaxation times ,~s:,;(wiat,~tl with,
respectively, the glass. transition and t.he reptation process. The stress d(~peIlJel!CC
' tunes
.
' i 1.uy To(I) all( i TO(2) , IS
, not
of t he re I axatlOn
0 f t hese two processes, d
etermlIle(
necessarily the :;;ame, If they are different (rJl) -:j:. TJ2)), t.his gives riH(' t.o stmS8'
rheological complex behaviouT.
The model was demonstrated for polycarbouate in Chapter 3. Polycarb()natl~
was cho:;;en a.s a model system since, with respect to experimental charad(~riHation,
it, combines a number of attractive properties. It has a :;;ingle dominant n~laxation
rnechani~m at l'Oom temperature and, therefore, it behaves lib,., a I'h(~()logically
simple material. Furthermore, it has a relative strong strain-h<mhmill)l, response,
counter-acting fatal stl'ain-localisation phenomena, like cra:.:;ing.
To determine the multi-mode Leonov parameters for polycarbonat(~, the virtua.l 2
linear ereep complian<:e master curve was constructed by horiwntal shifting of
creep curve~ at. diffcnmt stress lcvel~ (Chapter 3, Figure 3 ..')). By fit.ting th{~ shift
factors with t.he Eyring shift function a.~I), the nonlinea.rity para.Trwt.er '1(\11 wa.s detcrminerl: rJIl = 0.89 MP::L, The linear cOIIlplian~(~ c:urve WaR traIl~foJ"ln(~d t.o the
linear shear relaxa.t.ion modulus, ~ee Figure 7.,3, llHing the colTe:;pondenc(~ prillcipk
(see Appendix A), Eighteen Leonov mode::. f-ll'Ovidcd an accurat.t~ d(~He['iption of
the shear relaxation modulus, using an equidist.ant grid of relaxlttion t.inws. The
resulting eighteen relaxa.tion times and ~hear moduli, which describe that. part of
the tif-lectrum which is due to the glass transition, are depiet.ed in Tahd 7.1:l,
In Chapt.er 5 it was :;;hown experimentally, that the three-dimp.n:;ional strainhardening resp()[lse is accurately described by neo-Hookean behaviour, prnploying
2 Aging f!fff!ct,~ ;~re

not indl.ldf!d'

~ln princlplf!, I,hf! shc;~r rclaxa.t,ion modulus, depict.E!d in Figu)'p. 7.3, also includc~ t.h(, ~h(:i.\r

relaxa.tion modulus due 1,0 t.bE! rl!ptat.ion prOCf!~R. However, the nf!t.wt)rk ['esponse only mlltdb\\t.E'~
three percent. to t.hf! t()t;~l ("gIM~yll) ~h(!<1r modulus, and Gl11, thereforE!, s;lfdy UI.' I1~p;I(<<:t,(~(1.
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The linear shear relaxation modulus G( t) ca./cu]ated from the linear tensile
compliance curve D(t) as described in Appendix A.

a shear modulus G = 26 MFa at rOOm temperature. It was also shown that the
response is essentia.lly elastic, and even a.t elevated temperatures
no strain-rate effects were observed. This indicates that the stress dependence of
the rep tatjon process is much smaller compared to the stress dependence of the
glass transition. With respect to modelling, this implies that the spectrum due
to the reptation process reduces to a single neo-Hookean spring, describing the
strain-hardening response.
Summarizing, the multi-mode Leonov model for polyca.rbonate comprises
eighteen modes to describe the glass transition part of the spectrum a.nd a
single spring (one Leonov mode with an infinite viscosity) to capture the strainhardening response. This is depicted graphically in Figure 7.4 and is written
as:
strain~hardening

T

= K(J -

~d

,,-d

1)1 + L.,..GjBe,i + G~aq

(7.3a-)

il '= J tr(D)1
~

d

(7.3b)

B~,i = (D - Dj:>,i) . B~,i

D .~
p,1 -

Tt

27]i(rW)

N

d

+ B~,i' (0 - Djl,i
-

)

(7.3c)
(7.3d)
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=

Ao i . G; [MPa.·sJ

0.1596e+06
O.3481e+07
0.2753e+08
O.2407e+09
O·.2056e+10

-
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.--"

-'--

0.1503e+11
'-O.1341e+12.-._O,I041c-+13
O.105fie-t14
O.8153c+14 ... ,"--O.6698e+15
0.5085e+16
.."'.
O.408ge+17
.OA015H18 . _ O.2026e+l8
0.1125e+21
_.....
O.131Oe+20
0.2894e+20 ... ..

Linear DeOIlOV pararueterl:1 oht.a.ined by fittiTJg tll() linear relaxiit.ioll modulus

(7.3c)

(7.3f)
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A numerical prediction of a uniaxial tensile test, using the parameters in Table 7.1
and a strain-hardening modulus Gr = 26 MPa, it! depicted in Figure 7,5 (~C(~ a.l.~o
Figures 3.11-3.15). From these Figures, it i~ clear that the multi mod~~ Leollov
model a(;(;uratdy ~aptur~K many Mp~d:;; of the Ilonlin~ar vitlc,oeiastir h(~haviour,
includjn~ rate-dependent "yi~lding".
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Glass Transition

Strain Hardening
Figure 7.4 Mechanical analogue of the deviatoric stress response of polycarbonate,
consisting of eighteen Leonov modes to describe the glass tr.9.t.!sition, and a single spring
to model the strain-hardening respofUle.

In Chapter 5, it was also shown that for polycarbonate, even at large strains
(up to a draw ratio A = 3 in uniaxial tensile deformation), no asymptotic upswing in stress, indicative of a finite extensibility of the entanglement network)
was observed. The three-dimensional strain-hardening response was accurately
describ~d by neo-Hookean behaviour. However, if compelled to by experiment\
finite extensibility could easily be incorporated in Eq. (7.3), by replacing the
constant shear modulus G r with, for example, the deformation-dependent shear
modulus from the "eight chain model" Gs(la.) (Arruda and Boyce, 1993b) (see
also Eq. (5.15)).
It should also be noted that, especially at eJeva.ted temperatures, the relaxation
behaviour of the entanglement network ("entanglement slip") finally must become
apparent, since polycarbonate is a thermoplast which ultimately can flow. It could
be a..,sumed, tentatively, that this will also occur at high stress, leading to ductile
fracture. It WQuid be interesting to determine whether ductile fracture at large
deformations is rate-dependent, and if 50, whether this rate dependence can be
captured by a stress-dependent relaxation time (Eq- (7.2) with j = 1, equivalent
to adding a. stress~dependent "dash pot)) to the strain-hardening modulus).
If one is only interested in rate.dependent yield behaviour, a useful approxi(l.g., for

other polymers, especially tll(lrmosetll

Conclusions and Recommendations
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III ()de]

~Mr-I)--"."

.----wv--Figure 7.6 Graphical representatioIl of the "single-mode" approximation of UJ(' deformation hellaviour of a gIa.~sy polymer. The Leonov mode describes r8.t~dcpendeIjl;
yield behaviour, and the spring represents the strailJ-h:JJ.'dening response.

imat.ion is to add all moduli OJ and zero-shear visco~itie8 Tio" in Table 7.1, and
l'educe the description of the glass transition part of t.he spectrum t.o li biHp;k
Leonov mod!~. This is depicted in Figure 7.6 and Eq. (7.3) with i = 1. This
"single-mode" Lconov model (ar.t.nally a "doubk-mode" model) is similar to tJH~
well-known Haward-ThltckrliY modd (Haward and Th;l,(:kray, 19(38), and itt; Lhrc(~
dimensional ext.en~iu[Js by Boyc!~ d al. (1988): Wu and v,m dN Cit~S~CII (HHJ:l) ,
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and others. A typical uniaxial tensile curve of this single-mode approximation is
depicted in Figure 7.5, together with the multi-mode prediction, It is clear tha.t
the use of a single stress-dependent relaxation time results in an abrupt tra.nsition
from elastic to plastic deformation.

Figure 7.7 Schematic drawing of the mechanical behaviour of a polymer glass at tll1~
yield poiot. The dllBhpot depicts the nonlinear How behaviour, and the (neo-Hookean)
spririg represents the entropiC strwn hardening.
It is of COurSe possible to reduce the model even further, by neglecting the
initial elastic response completely, in which case the single mode Leonov model
becomes a Kelvin-Voigt model, depicted in Figure 7.7. This approximation was
used in Chapter 4, to determine the effect of strain hardening On the evolution of
plastic strain, and in Chapter 5, to describe the development of anisotropy as a
function of pre deformation above the glass transition temperature.

On Localisation Phenomena
In Chapter 4, it is illustrated how the combined action of nonlinear plastic flow
behaviour, strain hardening and intrinsic strain softening, ca.n Jead to strain localisation. Strain localisation manifests itself in glassy polymers in the form of
shear bands and crazes. Using an extremely brittle polystyrene grade as a model
polymer, it is shown experimentally, that the strain rate dependence of the plastic
flow process and craze initiation are identical. This is a strong indication that the
formation of a micro shear band is the rate-determining step in craze initiation.
The cavitation of the shear band which leads to a craze, is either a relatively
fast, or even time-independent, process. This offers possibilities for defining a
local (time-independent) craze criterion, by comparison of detailed finite-element
calculations of a given micro-structure with experimental Craze studies. Such a
local criterion is essential in compllter:-aided design of new heterogeneous polymer systems, where the morphology is optimIzed in such a way that shear yielding
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-----prevails (Tazing (van

d~r

Sanden et ai., 1993).

On Aging and Rejuvenation
bE~ noted tha.t mechanical propert.ies in general, and viscodastic I,)[,!haviour espedally, ::ire profoundly influenced hy physical aging. It is now well
esta.blished that, und~r influence of aging, the creep (:ompliance (:urw shift!': toward longer times. However, all samples used in this !':tudy had the same all/~,
whkh by far exceeded the longest time in the experiments. TherdofE\ t() a first.
approximat.ion, agin~ was not. taken into account (whleh will cause tlH' modo! 1.0
be less ~H:curate for differently aged samples), As Oppos(~d to aging, it ha., also
h(~ml observed t.hat. phl-stic deformat.ion beyond thp "yield point." call ]'E$1.Ilt. in a
decrease of the viscosit.y, leading to intrinsic strain softenillg and a d('CIWIS(: of
the yield st.ress. This phcnomfmon is called "rejuvenation" and i::,; thought to be
the result of mechanically "deaging" the samplf! hy plastic ddormat.ion, Th(~re
arf! indications in litnatllre, that rejuvenation can occur eVlm at. modmate :-;tl'(~R[O;
levels (St.ruik, 1978). Howcv(~r, the good a.gre~mellt bctw(~(~n ~:xperinwnt.s and
predictions for t.he st.ress-relaxation experiments, as well as t.he applicabilit.y of
t.imE~"stress superposition, indicate that for polyca.rhon::ite, rejuvi7natioll dTects aJ"(~
not important for monoton~ loading paths np to the "yield stress", and for ~h()t't
loading times relative to the age of the material. Although a quantitat.iw (kscription of rejuvenation (and aging) at moderate stresses has yet to hf! devdoped,
several phenomenological models have been pr(lposed that giv() an adeqll().t,() de·
scription of strain soft,!1ning in monotOnf) loading pa.th:;: after the yield point (Boye()
d at., 1988; Ha.c;an et oJ, 1093). These models can be used as a start.ing point.
for the development. of rejuvenation models at moderate 8tn,)s:;: l()veb.

It should
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Appendix A
Interconversion of Linear Viscoelastic
Response Functions
Interconversion of linear viscoelastic response functions in various modes of deformation is most readily done by invoking the correspondence principle. According to this principle, the appropriate Laplace transform of an elastic solution to a
stress analysis problem corresponds to the viscoelastic solution in the transform
plane. The time-dependent solution is then obtained by inverting the transform.
The principle can only be applied if the boundaries themselves do not change with
time (Tsehoegl, 1989).
In case of step response functions) the appropriate Laplace transform is the
Carson transform (s-multiplied Laplace transform). As a.n example, substitution
of the CarSon transforms 8E and sD in the elastic relation E "'" 1/ D results in:
.....
.t!J(s)D(s)

1
= '"1'
8

Here, s is the transform variable and the overbar denotes the Laplace transform.
Re-transforming then yields the relation between the creep complia.nce and the
relaxat.ion modulus, equation (A.1):

lot D(t -

t')E(t')dt' = t

(A.l)

Conversion of the creep compliance in tensile mode to the shear relaxation mod·
ulus can be realized in a simila.r way. From Hooke's law for isotropic elastic
materials, the relation between the shear modulus G, the tensile compliance D,
and the bulk modulus K reads:

3K
G"" 9KD-I
The Carson transform relation,

s

therefore~

becomes:

G( )
3sK(s)
s = 9sK(8)sD(s) _ 1
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Interconversion of Linear Viscoelastic,Response

Flmct~~~

Since it is assumed that the volume': response remains dastie, the Laplac17 trftn,,form of the bulk modulus R equals K o/o5 and the transform equation becolllBs:

sG(s)

3Ko
= - ___
..,.:::..,-9Ko.iD(.~)

(A.2)

- 1

This relation can be used to transform t.he experimental tcm:ile compliance funl';tion D(t) (figure 3.9) to the shear relaxation modulus G(t) by collocation. To
this extent, the expl7rimental compliance function was first !lUed to i1 gi~n()[alizeJ
Kelvin" Voigt model:

with the Carson transform:

~ Di
SD(8) = D Q + L -1-',=1 .

+ A,S

1

+ ----;;
S'l"/n

The fit was obtained \Ising CONTIN, a constrained regularization program de.
vdoped to invert ill-posed linear integral equations (ProVfmcher, 1982<1, 1982h).
The key feature making CON1'JN particular suitable for fitting ill-pos~~d problems
is the ability to incorporate a priori knowledge of the sol1ltion sttucture, like nonnegativity of the Kelvin-Voigt parameters, into the numerica.l algorithm (Mead,
1994). A satisfactory fit was obtained using a log-equidi~tant grid (If (~ighteEm
r(~laxation times (see fiRure 3.9). The next step consjst,(~o of calculating for a
range of:;; values the Carson transform of the shear relaxation mooulus, 8(~'('<;), hy
~ubstitution of the Carson transform of the KeJvjn-Voigt. representat.ion of U(t)
int.o equation A.2. The resulting curve wa.s fit.ted to a gencralize':o Maxwell model:
-

.~G(s)

G\Ai
=~
~ --\. 1 + AiS
8

1=1

Again, the fit was obtained using CONTIN, imposing non-negativity of tlw MaxwE~ll
parameters and constraining the zeroth and the first moment. of the distribution
to t.he a priori known values of the glassy shear modulus G9 and the zcro-shE~ar
viscosity 110:

~G

G'
9

= L..
i=1

n

'1"/0

i

3Ku
= 9K D - 1
0

9

n

= Lrli == LG'IA. =
;=1

i~1

i

C.
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The first relation follows from Hooke's law, whereas the second relation reflects
t.he Trouton ratio between extensional and shear viscosity. An excellent fit was
obtained using a log-equidistant grid of eighteen relaxation times. The resulting
shear relaxation modulus is depicted in figure 3.10 and the eighteen shear moduli and relaxation times are tabulat.ed in Table 3.3. A check of the conversion
procedure was provided by comparing the original fit" of the Carson transform of
D(t) with the generalized Maxwell fit of (the Carson transform of) G(t), again
using equation A.2. A good agreement was obtained.

Samenvatting
Bij het bestuderen van het deformatiegedrag van polymeren wordt onderscheid
gemaakt tussen lineair viscoelasti$ch gedrag, niet-lineair viscoelastisch gedrag en
het vloeigedrag bij hoge spanningen. Ret lineair viscoelastisch gedrag wordt,
gebruikmakend van de zogenaamde lineaire respons theorie, beschreven met de
bekende Boltzmann superpo$itie-integraai. Ret modelleren van niet-lineair viscoelastisch gedrag is een nog aJtijd actief gebied van onderzoek, waarin verschillende t.heorieen zijn ontwikkeld. De meeste daarvan beogen een Mn-dimensionale
beschrijving te geven van een specifieke belastingstoestand hij niet al tc grate
defofInaties, zoals bijvoorbeeld kruip. Ret vloeigedrag wordt t~nslotte in het
algemeen beschreven met behulp van vloeicriteria, waarbjj meestal wordt gekozen
vOOr het druk- en reksnelheidsafhankelijke Von Mises criterium. Na het vloeipunt
vertoncn polymeren rekversteviging, soms voorafgegaan door intrinsieke rekver"
zachting,
In dit proefschrift is getracht al deze aspecten van het mechanisch gedrag
van glasachtige polymeren te combineren in een constitutieve vergeJijking. Riertoe is gebruik gemaakt van het "tijd-spanning superpositie-principe", ook wel
een "spanningsklok" genoemd. Tijd-spanning superpositie stelt dat de nietlineaire invloed van spanning voornamelijk bestaat uit het op identieke wijze veranderen van alle relaxatietijden_ Met andere woorden, dat de intrinsieke tijdschaal
van het materiaal verandert. Dit is analoog aan het bekende "tijd.temperatuur
superpasitie-principe", waarin aile relaxatietijden op dezelfde manier van de ternperatuur afllangen. De mate waarin de relaxatietijden veranderen door de nietlineaire invloed van spanning, wordt kwantitatief beschreven door de Eyring
theorie van spanningsgelnduceerde diffusie_ Vaar het experimentele onderzoek
naar de ge1digheid van spanning-tijd superpositie is gekozen voor polycarbonaat
als een modelpolymeer, aangezien in dit polymeer vanaf kamertemperatuur tot
8.an het glaspunt slechts een relaxatiemechanisme actief is. Ret blijkt da.t het
volledige niet-Iineaire viscoelastische gedrag van polycarbonaat) inclusief het reksnelheidsathankelijke vloeigedrag, wordt bepaald door de combinatie van een lineair relaxatietijden-spectrum met Mn niet-Iineariteitsparameter uit de Eyring thearie, het zogenaamde "activeringsvolume)' _ Tijd-spanning superpositie betekent
in essentie, dat het vloeipunt gezien kan worden als Elen spanningsge'induceerde
glasovergang.
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Samenvatting
-----------------------------------De rekversteving in polycarbonaat is experimenteel onderzocht. door middd
van grote homogene deformaties, zowel boven ab onder de glasovel"ganF!;stf!ITlperatuur, Voor het realiseren daarvan beneden het glaspllnt is gcbrnik gemaakt
van cen mechanische conditioneringstechniek, waarbij cilindcrvorrnige procfstawn
werden getordeerd tot vcr in het plastiBche gebied, waarna de staven we!~r in hlln
isotropc Ilitgangstoestand werden teruggebracht door ze terug te drall.ien. Het
gevolg van deze plastische deformatie is dat, bij het opnieuw beJa.<;trm Vlm het
materiaal, geen rekverzachting meer op optreedt, bctgcen resulteert in hOIIlogeIl!!
deformatie, zelfs bij trekbelasting.
Gebruikmakend van dezc mechanisch geconditioneerde procfstaven bleek experimenteel dat bet verstevigingsgedrag van polycarbonaat, zowel in trf!k, druk,
als afschuiving, uitstekend kan worden beschreven met neo-Hooke's geurag, met
een afschuifmodullls G "" 26 MPa. Een asymptotische toenarne van de spanning,
die zou kunnen wijzen op een eindige uitrekbaarheid (maximale strekgraad) vall
het entangJementnetwerk, werd niet waargenomen, De rekversteviging bleef voldoen aan neo-Hooke's gedrag tot het moment. van breuk, dat. in trek optl'(l.d bij
200 % deformatie. De tcmperat.uursafllankelijkheid van de rckvf!rst.evigiIlKslOodulus komt overeen met de temperatuursafuankelijkheid van de pla.t.~anrn()dlllu8,
zoals die wordt waargenomen b~j dynamisch mechanischf! metingen, Dit i:-; (~en di"
recte aanwijzing dat de rekver1jteviging in polycarbonaat wordt veroorzaakt door
rubberelastisch gedrag van het entanglementnetwerk.
Tencinde al deze aspecten v::tn het rnechanisch gedrag van g];Lsa(:h1.ig~: polymeren te combineren tot. een enkele constitut.ieve vergelijking, is een basismodd
ontwikkcld voor het beschrijven van relaxatiegedrag, een zogenaamd "Leonov
element". Een Leonov element is een in {eite een Maxwell model, waarViI.n (h~
relaxa.tietijd afllankelijk is Vim een equivalente spanning, evcnrcdig rrw1. de Von
Mises spanning. Etm Leonov element maakt verder, op (:orrede wi.i';,:(\ onderscheid tussen de (elastische) hydrostatische spanning en (viscochLstische) tleviatorische spanning en is geschikt voor het beschrijven van eindige dd"orrnatie:.,
rekening houdend met. geornetrisch complex gedrag als gevolg van he~ Kd\iktijdig
optreden van elastische en plastische deformaties. Een aantal van deze Leonov
elementen is vervolgens paH~JJ(!1 gcschakeld, reBuiter(!nd in een beuadcring van he~
relaxatietijdenspectrum, hetgeen het volledige deformaticp;edrag van glasachtige
polymeren afdoende besch rij ft. Het resulterendc model geeft cen kwantitatieve
beschrijving van het drie.dimensionale, niet.lineaire, viscoda..,>t.ische gcdrag bij
cindige deforrnaties. Het geeft ook een beschrijving van drie-dimcnglollal~) a::;IJCCten van rekversteviging, zoals de ontwikkeling van anisotropie tijdcns plastisehe
deformatie.
Het. in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek t.oont aan dat het linell.ire rclaxatietijdenspectrum hH rnechanisch gedrag van glasachtige polyrnert:n bcpa'Llt..
Dc deviatorische spanning (en temperatuur) vcrvormen slechts de tijdschaal V:,Ul
het matcriaal. Opgemerkt dicnt te worden dat het mechani1jche gedrap; in het
algemeen en het lincair vi~{:oelastische gedrag in het. bijzonder, in hdll.Ilgrijke
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mate wordt beinvloed door fysische veroudering. Het is bekend dat onder invloed
van fysische veroudering de kruipcompliantieeurve verschuift naar langere tijden.
Eehter de proefstaven die werden gebruikt in deze studie hadden aile eenzelfde
leeftijd, die vee! hoger was dan de experimenteertijd, Daarom is, als eerste benadering, fysische veroudering niet meegenomen. Het gevolg hiervan is dat het
model voor materia-len met een andere geschiedenis minder nauwkeurig zat zijn
en in kwantitatieve zin dus nog niet universeel toepasbaar is,
Fysische vcroudering kan door plastische deformatie teniet worden gedaan.
Dit fenomeen, ook wet verjonging genoemd, kenmerkt zich door een verlaging van
de viseositeit na het vtoeipunt, wat leidt tot intrinsieke rekverzachting. De goede
overeenkomst tussen voorspelling en experiment vOOr de niet-lineairc relaxatieexperimenten en de toepasbaarheid van tijd-spanning superpositie wijzen erc)p
dat, v~~r polycarbonaat, voor monotone belastingsgeschiedenissen tot aan het
vloeipunt, verjongingseffecten relatief onbelangrijk zijn. Daarom zijn in deze
studie verjongingseffecten niet meegenomen. Hoewel'een nauwkeurige kwantitatieve beschrijving van verjongingseffecten beneden het vloeipunt nog onvoldoende
uitgekristalliseerd is, zijn er in de Iiteratuur verscheidene bruikbare fenomenologische modellen beschikbaar vOOr het beschrijven van rekverzachting na het
vtoeipllnt.
Een belangrijk gevolg van het niet-Iineaire vloeigedrag van polymeren in het
algemeen en glasachtige polymeren in het bijzonder, is het optreden van reb
lokalisatie. Rek-Iokalisatie, hier gedefinieerd als het uitgroeien van inhomogeen
gedrag ten gevolge van kleine verstoringen in het rek- of spanningsveld, uit
zich in de vorming van shearbands en crazes, Gebruikmakend van een brosse
polystyreen-grade ats modelmateriaal is experimenteel aangetoond dat de reksnelheidsafhankelijkheid van het breukproces (craze-initiatie) en het vloeiproccs
identiek zijn. Dit gegeven ope-nt mogelijkheden voar'het dennleren van een lokaal
craze-initiatie criterium, door eindige-elementen berekeningen VOOr een gegeven
microstructuur te vergelijken met expefimentele craze-studies. Een dergeJijk
lokaal criterium zou een krachtig hulpmiddel kunnen zijn bij het computer~onder
steund ontwerpen van nieuwe heterogene polymere systemen die zodanig zijn
geoptimaliseerd dat het breukproces wordt overheerst door het vloeiproces.
j
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behorende bij het proefschrift
"CONSTITUTIVE MODELLING OF POLYMER GLASSES"

van T.A. Tervoort
1. Ret vloeipunt van polycarbonaat is een spanningsgeInduceerde glasovergang.
Dit pme£9chrift, Hoofdstuk 3

2. Het voorspellen van een maximale rekgraad in trek vanuit (uniaxiale)
compressieproeven kan bijzondcr onnauwkeurig zijn.
Dit proefschl'ift, Hoofdstuk 5

3. De omschrijving: "In the context of the idea o[ free volume we acknowledge that this physical phenomenon is not necessarily the only one
that can playa significant role in large deformation processes. While
the presently eonsidered strain states develop exclusively positive dilatation, there are others where a volume decrease would not produce
some of the phenomena associated with "yield" in tension." is een erg
cryptische manier om te zeggen: "Ons vrij-volumc model werkt wei in
trek. maar niH in druk.".
U'Dowd, N.?' and Knauss, W.G. (1995) Time-dependent large principle deformation of glassy polymer.9. J. Meeh. Phys. Solids 43(3), 771·792. Dit.
proefschrift, Hoofi1stuk 6

4. Dc rckgraad zoals gevonden in shear bands ("deformation zones") van
glasachtige polymeren is niet. noodzakelijkerwijs het gevolg van een
rllaxirnale uitrekbaarheid Van het "entanglerllentnetwerk".
Donald, A.M. and Kramer, E,J. (1982). Deformation zonc.~ fl.Ild entanglements ill glassy polymers, Polymer, 23, 1183. Dil, PTodscbrift, fIoofdstuk 4
en 5.

is opmmkelijk dat de plastidtdtsleer hijna exdu~ief gebruik maakt
van "spanningsklok" modellen op basis van de tweede illvari,mt. van de
deviatorische spanningstensor, terwijl deze ni~t of nliuwe!ijks voorkomen in de rheologie van polymere srnelten.
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6. Van der Werff en P17nnings eonduderen uit cen lineaire extrapolat.ie
van de vloeispanninp; als fllnetie van de temperatuur t.en onrechte dat
vloei in georienleerd polyetheen het gevolg is van het ontstaan vaIl een
hexagonale fati~~ in de kristallijne domeinen.
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7. HN is nooit te l(l.at. Thermo 1 nog eens to volgcn.

FigUUI: 12 in: HOlle11, K.G. and Hall, G.K. (1991) 1'heory and simul/toti(j1J
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